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Available On: 

Gremlin Graphics Software Ltd., ‘ , 
Carver house, 2-4 Carver Street, Amiga ¢ Atari ST/STE 

Sheffield $1 4FS Spectrum, Amstrad and 
Tel: (0742) 753423 C64 cassette & disk 

  
(PC VERSION AVAILABLE SUMMER 91) 

HeroQuest © 1990 Milton Bradley Ltd.
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THE WORLD'S MOST DEDICATED VIRTUALITY 
ST GAMES MAGAZI NE The world's most advanced computer gaming system recently made its first appear- 

| ance to the public and press. Virtual Reality adds a much-needed new dimension to 
the leisure entertainment industry and we have the low-down on the complete system. 

Don't miss out on reading about the magnificent future that it offers both you and us. 
ST Action reveals all! 

GRAB A PIECE OF THE PREDATOR! 
After revenge on an old friend? Maybe you want to shock the socks off your brother or 
sister? In that case, you have to enter our Predator 2 competition where you could win 
a shoulder-length mask of the gruesome creature and a rather fetching pair of Predator 
gloves to match! Only the fearless ae ” 

THE TOP 20 ST TITLES 
After considerable demand from our readers (and we' re > talking about letters by the 
dozen), we have decided to include the omputer charts in ST Action. Learn who 
holds the top spot and discover where your favourite title is. Take a look now and let us 
know what you ne oo 

  

  

  

      

  

    

    

         

  

ACTION NEWS — 
This month's news is rather specie We have extensive four page coverage of one of 
the largest computer shows of the year. ECTS '91 brought to the forefront a number of 
notable products from the leading software houses. We keep you up-to-date on exact- 
lywho is doingwhat. —_ 

ARE YOU SEEING DOUBLE? 15 
You should be! Two stunning coverdisks are on the front of this issue of ST 

Action. Armour-Geddon from Psygnosis is such a highly playable demo 

that we had to use a whole disk just to cram it on! The other disk fea- 

tures Supercars II from Gremlin and a fantastic level of platform capers 
in Chuck Rock from Core Design. 

LOOK ON THE BRIGHT SIDE OF LIFE 
Don't feel depressed because you can't get any fur ar in a particular game. We at ST 

Action like to provide a little happiness to our read ers,and our GTGA features do just 
that. This month, we help you out with Elvira, Wrath of the Demon, Codename Iceman 
and many more. So when you have a problem, you know where to come to find the all- 

important answers. 

DUNGEONS 
The Troll returns to have a chat‘with daybody who" Ss io to lis 

mare licence all about? Let the Tell enlighten “YOU. 
gling questions that adventurers seefm-to hav 

BACK PASSAG 
Yet another humorous Jookgat-the 

that brings a smile to"y@mr face, then may 
funny stories and outrdG@ously embarrassing 
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BaGin to send in yot 
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Palace Software had some _ great 

releases last month and they're no 

doubt hoping to continue that stan- 

dard with Sliders. The game is a 

competitive ball racing strategic 

challenge for up to two players, fea- 

turing 3D isometric scrolling. 

The player must chase a puck 

over 12 different fields, featuring 

one-way anti-gravity lanes, humps, 

  

Set in the early 1800s when rail- 

roads were bringing a new age of 

technology and power, Microprose’s 

Railroad Tycoon is about to make 

the journey from the PC to the ST. 

The idea behind the game is to 

create your own railroad empire, 

through humble beginnings to the 

present day. You must decide where 

tracks should go and plan the 

placement of your terminals and 

switches so that you can connect 

towns, cities and harbours, deal with 

equipment failures and natural 

catastrophes. 

You'll have to gradually alter 

your rail network to cater for new 

markets opening up and to supply 

population shifts and industries. The 

eguleé s valleys, ice and brake-zones. Sliders can be controlled by either keyboard or | process of decision making never 

. ; joystick and the strength of fire, thrust and so-on can be finely tuned to your | stops. 

hearts content. The STE is also fully catered for with full hardware scrolling. Railroad Tycoon will appear on 

Expect to see Sliders out around the end of July. We don’t know the price | the ST in May/June of this year and 

      

  

      

    
  

just yet but expect to pay the usual. 

  

If it comes to that time of the month when you simply 

can’t wait for our Dotty to solve your problems, then a 

chap called Bruce Everiss may be able to come to your 

rescue. Bruce already runs four callstream telephone ser- 

vices (0898 numbers to you and me) but he’s decided to 

branch out with four more lines including one for ST 

games tips. 

The line, which is updated weekly, lasts for three min- 

utes and is produced by one Richard Monteiro who's writ- 

ten for various mags in his illustrious journalistic career. 

You can dial ST Gamestips on 0898 299386. Calls 

cost lots of money off-peak and lots more money during 

peak times (before 6pm), so if you're under 18 make sure 

you get your parents’ permission or you may find your ST 

has been pawned to pay the phone bill! 

PEER, EPL AOL 6 SIV ANT ET AOL LS OP TK MILT OS TPE OE TEE SPT 

As computers and their storage devices get increasingly 

smaller, one of the largest space consuming items has 

got to be your printer and its yards of paper. 

Contriver have now come up with the Printer Pak 

which allows you to store the paper actually under the 

printer. Available in France for some time, the Pak has 

already been very successful and this has prompted a 

UK launch. 

It consists of a stand, which leaves plenty of room for 

a cable, and over 100 yards of computer paper. Without 

the stand, that amount of paper would look awkward and 

untidy whereas with the stand, it is 

easy to handle and convenient. 

Here we have the Contriver 

Printer Pak being modelled by this 

delightful young lady in the strange 

blouse, So you can see exactly what 

goes where. 

will cost £29.99. 

          

   
  

  

  

  
  
  

    It seems like a pretty convenient 

peripheral if space is scarce or 

you're just being hassled by your 

mother because your room looks 

untidy! 

The Printer Pak retails at £19.99 

and Contriver can be contacted on 

0280 822803 if you're interested. A 

seperate printer stand is also avail- 

able at a cost of £14.99 so the deci- 

sion is yours. 
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European Computer 
Mid-April saw the ST Action team venture down to the ECTS show in London. Alan went 

one way while Jason and Paul went another. When they returned to their Cheshire office, 

the team collated together all the vital information they had gathered. Now Alan takes 

you on the same journey to London, only a few weeks later. Join him now if you want to 

know what’s what in the world of computer entertainment. 

The 1991 European Computer Trade 

Show has ended, and although it 

wasn't as rewarding as expected, | 

have a lot of news and general gos- 

sip to tell you about. 

Everybody who is anybody was 

there, of course. US Gold, Virgin, 

Ocean, Psygnosis (who apparently 

shook off the competition with ease 

at the awards ceremony) and 

numerous other companies from all 

corners of the globe had stands or 

suites for people to browse around. 

Obviously, | haven't got the 

space in the magazine to mention 

absolutely everything but | hope to 

inform you of ALMOST everything 

you need to know. 

There was a lot of interest directed 

toward European companies, espe- 

cially those from France, who seem 

to be establishing themselves quite 

strongly on the British home comput- 

CIIVISION 
Activision look to be very active at 

the moment with a number of forth- 

coming releases that seem set to be 

huge successes. | don’t know where 

to start, really! The intergalactic 

shoot’em-up, R-Type 2, is one to 

keep a careful eye out for with 

enough firepower to put the Gulf 

coalition forces to shame. The 

release date is July and it will sell for 

£24.95. 

  

  

    

Also soon to come from Activi- 

sion are puzzle game Shanghai Il, 

and behind the lines infiltration in 

what is described as: “...a 16-co/our 

solid 3-D game set in fractal gener- 

ated landscape from a second per- 

son viewpoint.” What is it? Its a 

game called Hunter. 

  

0 Somewhere else in 

, ihe France, Ubi Soft are 

“about to release Pro 
Tennis 2. In development is Unreal 

but, as yet, | don’t really know that 

much about it. Take a look at the 

screenshots for now and I'll update 

you more in the near future. 
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Beast Busters looks highly promising 

as a beat/shoot'em-up of Op Wolf 

influence while Deuteros is another 

game with a galactic feel to it that 

should be available in August. 

Beast Busters 
Pregramming by Henry Clark 

Graphics by Andrew Pang and Ken Jarvis 

    

  
  

  

    

    

  

Loriciel have a lot of plans, too. With 

reviews in this issue of ST Action, 

they intend to follow them up with 

even better products. Superskweek 

looks to be a fun two player game 

that involves colouring a number of 

tiles while negotiating traps and 

monsters of various descriptions. 

The use of certain weaponry is also 

permitted, just to even things out a 

little! 

Guardians has an_ extremely 

  

  

  

  

    

   
   

    

   

   

   

interesting theme nestling beneath 

the challenging gameplay. The 

action takes place in a 3-D room 

where the object is to prevent a 

number of Triffids from escaping by 

constructing a wall to imprison them 

inside the area. Various bonuses are 

available to add that touch of extra 

enjoyment. Available soon as will be 

puzzle games Time Race and Booly! 

Sort of French now they are with 

Leisure Holdings, Palace Software 

have two new titles previously 

unmentioned in ST Action. SWAP is 

a “...brain-teasing new puzzle game 

that is at once extremely simple yet 

horribly addictive...clear a board of 

coloured tiles by swapping pairs 

around to create a cluster of the 

same coloured tiles, which then van- 

ish.” Three different shaped tiles 

complicate matters considerably 

and the time limit is not be laughed 

at! ; 

| actually saw more of Sliders 

which was explained to me as bein 

a ‘Marble Madness’ clone. To b 

honest, | was quite impressed wit 

the remarkably smooth graphics an 

appealing gameplay. The idea is 

score points by directing an electro- 

puck into a set of goals. The more 

points you get, the more likely you 

are to win. 
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Two new titles coming up from Elec- 

tronic Arts are Birds of Prey and 

Zone Warrior. | took a good peek at 

the flight sim Birds of Prey and it 

looks absolutely stunning! When 

developing the game, the main pri- 

ority was to achieve the feeling of 

realism and not necessarily detract 

from that with fast arcade action 

although, obviously, piloting a selec- 

tion of fighter and bomber aircraft 

does ask that you shoot down the 

odd enemy aircraft or two! The 

option to command ground forces is 

also incorporated into the game. 

Unfortunately, ST owners will have to 

wait a few months before it makes 

an appearance. 

Zone Warrior, on the other hand, 

is similar to Turrican. It is a multi- 

directional platform shoot’'em-up. To 

put the plot of the game in simple 

terms, you have to travel through 

various time zones, eliminate the 

bad guys, and make the whole 

world a much better place to live in. 

Sounds good! 

  

  

  

Gremlin are keeping themselves 

busy with a host of titles containing 

various gaming styles. Some hot 

news from Gremlin is the beginning 

of work on Lotus Esprit Turbo 

Challenge Il. The original earned 

90% in ST Action. Can the sequel be 

much of an improvement? Well, we'll 

all have to wait and see! 

Gremlin’s Utopia is an enhanced 

version of Sim City where the action 

takes place on another planet. Pega- 

Sus iS a satanic blast featuring six 

levels of mayhem and the ability to 

increase your firepower consider- 

ably, while HeroQuest, which you'll 

all have already heard about by now, 

is a conversion of the best selling 

fantasy role playing board game, 

and is due for release very soon. 

Also, don’t miss out on Switch- 

blade 2. The final version will contain 

six levels consisting of over 100 

  

screens per level. Weaponry is 

aplenty with spin blades, machine- 

guns, firebombs, gas grenades, 

lasers, homing missiles and splash 

blades at your disposal in this game 

of ultimate destruction. Due for 

release around now at £24.99, it 

could be well worth spending your 

cash on. 

Deserving a quick mention are 

Gremlin’s and EA’s budget labels. On 

Gremlin’s GBH label come Super- 

cars, Footballer of the Year II, Impos- 

samole, Venus, Ultimate Golf and 

Combo Racer. Each title will cost you 

a mere £9.99 at the most. 

Star Performers, EA’s equivalent 

to Gremlin’s GBH, presents Flood, 

Projectyle and Starflight for £10.99 

each. 
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Railroad Tycoon ‘from Microprose 

has been available on the PC for a 

while and has been incredibly well 

received. ST owners can look for- 

ward to seeing the product some 

time around the end of May. Take a 

look back at previous news articles 

for more details. 

You can also look forward to F- 

15 Strike Eagle Il, a combat flight 

simulation that features hundreds of 

    
  

  

   
missions and the latest in high-tech 

weaponry. To be priced at £34.99, 

Microprose hope to have the prod- 

uct completed by the end of July. 

    
Microprose’s sister company, Micro 

Style, announced their first attempt 

at a true flight simulation in Air Duel. 

ST Action were assured that the end 

result after months of hard work 

would be fantastic, allowing players 

to pilot aircraft from as far back as 

World War | to modern day combat 

planes. Air Duel will be able to cope 

with two players, either taking part 

using a_ split screen or linking 

together two STs by cable. | wonder 

what Microprose Simulations are 

making of all this? 

  

Micro Style are also working on 

3-D Golf in an attempt for a release 

date in the not too distant future. 

Described by Micro Style as having 

“Impressive 3-D rolling landscapes, 

realistic gameplay and six challeng- 

ing courses,” it will be eagerly await- 

ed by golf enthusiasts. | can't help 

you out with screenshots this month. 

  

  

  

  

  
  

  
    

  

  

Sierra's reputation for producing top 

quality software grows stronger 

every day. For those gamers who 

would like to know more about forth- 

coming ST titles, | have some good 

news for you. 
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Sierra are continuing with the 

success of their King's Quest series 

with King's Quest V. They claim that: 

‘Never before has Sierra devoted so 

much of its resources into a single 

product." 

Quest For Glory: Trial By Fire is 

also due, combining adventuring 

and fantasy role-playing in one title. 
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planet Kronox to search out and destroy the tyrant Arod 7. A 
miracle of future bio-technological science, Mutant can 
transform at any stage into three different robotic forms. 
Mutant has a huge range of different combat moves 
as he fights his way across Kronox. He fights not 
just tooth and claw but tooth, claw, missiles, 
rope, shield, whip, torpedo, battle computer 
and remote flying droid. 
Metal Mutant is a science fiction 
exploration and combat epic featuring 
over 160 fully-bitmapped screens, 
24 different combat moves, 
intriguing puzzles and more than 
40 different enemies plus end of 

ardians. 
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GOING FOR GOLD 
U.S. Gold announced a number of 

titles to expect in the forthcoming 

months. Monkey Island 2: Chuck's 

Revenge will be released next year 

and another Indiana game called 

the Fate of Atlantis is appearing in 

two forms: an = adventure’ by 

Lucasfilm and an action version by 

Attention To Detail, the team behind 

Nightshift. Look out for a release 

around October. The coin-op con- 

version of the fast combat game 

Mercs can also be expected very 

shortly. 

SEGA’S HAND-HELD 
Hand-held consoles are becoming 

more and more popular. With the 

orice of the Atari Lynx being slashed 

on almost a regular monthly basis, 

general punters can now quite easi- 

ly afford a decent machine to take 

around with them. 

Well, | recommend that if you 

are considering buying a hand-held 

machine, don’t pay out anything 

until you've seen the Sega Game 

Gear, a full colour and easy to grasp 

console that is fantastic to play and 

will be well supported in terms of 

software availability. You should be 

able to pick one up for around £130 

with a couple of games thrown in for 

good measure. Everybody on ST 

Action recommends it! 

SEGA 
COMING SOON... 
Finally, Paul and Jason found their 

way to the Virgin stand to uncover 

the secrets behind some of the com- 

  

      

  

      

pany’s latest products. Graftgold’s 

strategy simulation Realms _ will 

appear on the Virgin label in 

September. They claim it requires 

intense involvement and interaction 

with other characters on a scale 

never matched before. Let's hope 

they're right. 

147 3-D Snooker also looks 

promising and is being developed 

by Archer Maclean of International 

Karate fame. The usual features are 

included such as viewing the table 

from almost all conceivable angles, 

along with swerve and spin. It 

should be released around the same 

time as Realms. 

Vektor Grafix, the team respon- 

sible for The Killing Cloud, are now 

working on Space Shuttle Simulator. 

You will be able to fly realistic mis- 

sions including SDI activities and 

recovering satellites that are making 

your BSB dish go all funny — or 

something like that. As we receive 

more details from Virgin, we will be 

sure to let you know. 

Two more software items from 

Virgin include Rolling Ronny (roller 

skate about the city and generally 

shoot people) while Sarakon is an 

ancient Chinese puzzle game which 

1991 
involves the traditional movement of 

shapes from one place to another. 

Look out for more information com- 

ing soon as it will be easier to go 

into detail when the review copy is 

issued. We hope to have it in a week 

or SO. 

The Mastertronic side of Virgin 

is releasing a number of exciting 

Infocom titles. They include Zork II 

and lll, Enchanter, Sorceror and 

Deadline. All will retail for the small 

sum of £9.99. 

Of course, there is a lot of news 

that | haven’t been able to cover but 

you now know everything you really 

need to. For more updates and the 

latest news, you know where to 

come — ST Action, the world’s most 

dedicated ST games magazine! 
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HE'S IN TOWN WITH A FEW DAYS TO KILL 

AVAILABLE ON: 

AMIGA, ATARI ST, COMMODORE 64/128, 
SPECTRUM, AMSTRAD CPC, IBM PC & COMPATIBLES 

TM & © 1990,1991 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. All rights reserved. 

IMAGE WORKS, Irwin House, 118 Southwark Street, London SE1 OSW. Tel: 071-928 1454 Fax: 071-583 3494.



                      

   

  

   

  

   

  

Just over two years ago 3D Pool was 

released by Firebird. It s unique 3D 

perspective makes it possible for you 

to view the table at any angle by 

rotating it to suit your requirements. 

You can also tilt the table so you can 

accurately line up your next shot 

accurately. 

The control method is sensitive 

and realistic, which comes in quite 

handy as you have to play against a 

super intelligent computer opponent. 

Like all the other Mirror Image 

games, 3D Pool is out now at a price 

of £9.99. 
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The ST budget market is really blossoming at the 

moment, with a lot of old classic games finding their way 

back onto the market at a cheaper price. 

Mirrorsoft’s budget division — Mirror Image — have 

recently announced a couple of old titles the first of which 

is the classic Carrier Command. It features a combination 

of arcade and strategy coupled with amazing 3D filled 

vector graphics that are still among the best ever. 

Carrier Command was a landmark in software at the 

time, and so is probably worth a place in anybody's col- 

lection for that reason alone. It’s available now and will 

cost you £9.99. 

WALRUS AAV S 

  

  Puzzle games are the flavour of the month at the 

moment as software houses strive to publish 

simple but addictive games. As well as Sliders, 

Palace also have Swap in the pipeline. 

In it you have to clear a board of coloured 

tiles by swapping pairs around to create a line 

of the same colour which will then vanish. 

You've got the opportunity to play in compe- 

tition mode or even against the clock. You can also change the size and 

shape of your tiles (the smaller ones are harder to get rid of). 

Swap has all the hallmarks of being a compulsive puzzle game that 

requires thought, planning and concentration. It'll be out at the end of June 

although the price has yet to be announced. 

    
     

Compilations are still pretty popular and the Monster Pack Volume One 

should prove no exception as Psygnosis have put together three pretty recent 
+ 

games in the one distinctive box. 

The best of the bunch is undoubtably Nitro which went down a treat in 

the offices. For simultaneous three player racing action you can't get much 

better than this. 

The second of the three games is Shadow of the Beast. Graphically and 

sonically stunning, Beast never quite fulfilled its potential as being one of the 

best games ever. The playability was slightly suspect, but it's definitely worth 

a look. 

The final offering is Infestation. The game received rave reviews from the 

computer press and features excellent graphics and rates highly as an 

arcade adventure. 

You should be able to find the Monster Pack at your shop now although 

there are no details of the price just yet. 
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We only supply members but you 
can order at the same time as joining 

Speciat Reserve 
£6.00 membership includes: 

NRG colour magazine, with News, Reviews & 
Graphics and featuring the adventures of the Neu- 
Real Gamers Cyberpunk street gang. NAG is sent to 
all members bi-monthly and includes the Special 
Reserve top ten charts, a release schedule of 
forthcoming games and a full catalogue of club offers. 
7-Day Sales hot-lines, 9am to 8pm weekdays. Yam 
to 59m Sat. 10am to 59m Sun. 0279 600204. 
Enquiries hot-lines, dedicated to after-sales service. 
9am to 50m weekdays. 0279 600205. 
Fast despatch of stock items. Over 40,000 games in 
stock. Games sent individually wrapped. 
Written receipt of order, and we issue refunds on 
request in the event of any delay. 
Best Prices and Best Service, that's why over 
50,000 people have joined Special Reserve. 

ANNUAL UK MEMBERSHIP £6 00 
UK £6.00 EEC £8.00 WORLD £10.00 5 

| saves you up to £120 

WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN 
THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50P PER GAME FOR TELEPHONED ORDERS 

(PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS) 

Name   

Address   

  

Postcode Tel.     

Computer   

Payable to: Special Reserve 
P.O. Box 847, Harlow, CM21 9PH 
  

Existing members please 
enter your Membership No.     

Special Reserve £6 UK, £8 EEC, £10 World 

PLEASE ENTER MEMBERSHIP FEE 
  

Item 
  

Item 
  

Item 
  

  

»| Item 

Software Prices include UK or EEC Postage. 
World software orders please add £1.00 per item. 

For non-software items such as joysticks or blank disks 
please add 10% EEC or 25% World for carriage. 
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card. STACT 11 

Oe” Peb: IRR ee 
Credit card issue/expiry date 

  

CHEQUE/P.0./VISA/ACCESS/MASTERCARD/SWITCH 

10.99 
3D CONSTRUCTION KIT 
3D POOL 
ADVANCED DESTROYER SIMULATOR 

q AFRIKA CORPS 
AMERICAN ICE HOCKEY 
ARCHIPELAGOS 

|] ARMOUR-GEDDON 
7 ATOMINO 
AWESOME 
B.A.T (UBI SOFT) + SOUND C. 
B.S.S JANE SEYMOUR 
BAAL 
BACKGAMMON ROYALE 
BAD LANDS 
BALANCE OF POWER 
BALLISTIX 
BALLYHOO (INFO 
BARDS TALE 

BLACK CAULDRON ... 
BLOODWYCH 
BLOODWYCH DATA DISK ... 

CADAVER 
CAPTIVE 
CARRIER COMMAND 
CHAMPION OF THE Rav .. 
CHAMPIONS OF KRYNN ( 
CHAOS STRIKES BACK 
CHAOS STRIKES BAC 

] CHASE H.Q 2 (SCI) (D 
CHIPS CHALLENGE . 
CHRONOQUEST 2 
CHUCK ROCK 
CODENAME ICEMAN (1 G) (D/S) 
COHORT - FIGHTIN 2B ROME 

OF CAMELOT (1 MEG) ...25. ‘49 
LE abet: (TORVAK THE 

PORATION: onc mrecwis strates fetes ernuee 9.99 
ORPORATION MISSION DISK 

CORRUPTION (M/SCROLLS)................+. 4.99 
CRIME DOESN'T PAY 
CRUISE FOR A CORPSE 
CURSE OF THE AZURE BOND (1 MEG) 19.99 
DAMOCRES iiici tte woes ta. «civaneacunnts 8.99 
DAMOCLES MISSION DISK 1. 38:09 
DAMOCLES MISSION DISK 2. ie 
DEADLINE (BUDGET) 
DEATH TRAP 
DEFENDER OF THE CROWN 
SER TA ADI ei es 2 AUD Gna One ea oe Ria 3.9 
SAV oi srae al cay eo tl hs ee epseyie Caanon ts ; 
DELUXE PAINT 

==1 DEMONIAK 
DEUTEROS 
DRAGON'S LAIR (D/S) 
DRAGON'S LAIR 2 (D/S) 
DRAKKHEN 
DUNGEON MASTER 
DUNGEON MASTER EDITOR 
BYINASTEVIWATI SS cece: einticcs cg ante 6. AS 
VO) THON tess wo cit es cutecereuia uss seine sates 6.4 

| 4 EAST VS. WEST 
ECO PHANTOMS 
ELITE 
ELVIRA - MISTRESS OF THE DARK 
ENCHANTER (BUDGET).................000++ 9.4 
EPIC 
ESWAT (D/S) 
EUROPEAN SUPER LEAGUE 
EVE On HOMURS oo drinks 3.99 
FAG STIRE GROLE oioieioe We iestedesecadanne 8.49 
F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2 
F16 FALCON 
F16 FALCON MISSION DISK 1.. 
F16 FALCON MISSION DISK 2.. 
F19 STEALTH FIGHTER 
F29 RETALIATOR 
FERRARI FORMULA 1............0...s00c00e0e- 9.49 
FEUDAL LORDS 
FISH! (M/SCROLLS) ..........s0:00+00-seeess0eees 4.99 
FISTS OF FURY (DYNAMITE DUX, NINJA 
WARRIORS, SHINOBI, DOUBLE DRAGON 2) 19.99 
FLAMES OF FREEDOM (MIDWINTER 2) 21.99 
FLIGHT OF THE INTRUDER 
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 2 
POOLS ERRAND sccisive: cos dclecsncesste loa 7.49 

7 FUN SCHOOL 2 2-6, 6-8 or 8+ 
FUN SCHOOL 3 2-6, 5-7 or 7+ 

| RCET IO RSL ener Oo a emery 7.99 
|) GETTYSBURG (ARC) (D/S)   

GFA BASIC V3.0 COMPILER 
GFA BASIC V3.0 INTERPRETER 
GODS 

| {| GOLD OF THE AZTECS (D/S) 
B | GOLD RUSH! (SIERRA) «0.0.0.0... 7.99 

GO 

GREG NORMAN'S GOLF 
GUILD OF THIEVES (M/SCROLLS) 
HARD DRIVIN’ 
HARD DRIVIN’ 2 (D/S) .... 
HEROQUEST (GREMLIN) 
HILL STREET BLUES 
HITCH HIKERS GUIDE (BUDGET) 
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION (ROBOCOP, 
GHOSTBUSTERS 2, INDIANA JONES, 
BATMAN THE MOVIE) (D/S) 
HOLLYWOOD HIJINX (INFOCOM) 
HOME ACCOUNTS (DIGITA) 
HOUND OF SHADOW ........0ccccccccesseseeees 9.4 

  
=) HUNTER 

IMMORTAL (1 MEG) (D/S) 
IMPERIUM 
INFESTATION 
IVAN STEWARTS OFF-ROAD 
J. NICKLAUS GOLF 
JAMES POND 
JET + JAPAN DISK (SUBL: 
JINXTER (M/SCROLLS) 
JUDGE DREDD 
KICK OFF 
KICK OFF 2 (D/S)_......« 
KICK OFF 2 - FINAL WHi 
KICK OFF 2 - GIANTS 
KICK OFF 2 - RETUR 

ROPE (D/S) 
UROPE (D/S 

1 KICK OFF 2 - WINNING TACTICS (D/S) 
= | KILLING CLOUD, 

KILLING 
N@&SQUEST 4 (SIERRA) (D/S) 

KNIGHTS OF LEGEND 
RAG ise Ge teas ey ererereme eon a 5.99 
LANCELOT (LEVEL 9) 
LEATHER GODDESSES 3 (BUDGET) a 9. 49 

LEMMINGS 
LIFEZAND DEATH 
LIN&, OF FIRE (D/S) 
LOMBARD RAC RALLY 
LOOM ¢D/S) 
LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO CHALLENGE ... 
LURKING HORROR (INFOCOM) ............ 5.99 f 
M1 TANK PLATOON 19:99 
MEAN S%REETS (D/S) 16.99 
MEGATRAVELLER 1 19.49 & 
MENACES 2) SoS tie ec een 5.49 F 
MERGENMIAY ch ctota cea aiceed eeeesaes 8.99 
MERCHANT COLONY 18.99 § 
METAL MASTERS 15.99 
MIGROPROSE- SOCCER i. cccscc:5. se taences 8.49 
MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE 16.49 
‘IDWINTER 19.99 

29 FULCRUM 22.49 
WSJER PACK 1 (SHADOW OF THE 

INFESTATION, NITRO) (D/S)......17.49 
EHONS FLYING CIRCUS ......14.49 

... 14.49 
12190 
2-10.49 

19.49 & 
16.49 & 
16.99 & 

RATION HARRIER (D/S) ... 
ATION STEALTH (D/S) 

R MANAGER 
E QUEST 2 (SIERRA) (D/S) 
OF RADIANCE (1 MEG) (SSI) 
OUS PROMISED LANDS 

ONGER (D/S) 
ONGER DATA DISK 1 (D/S)_ ... 

OR 2 
NT ELECT (SSI) 
>F PERSIA 

ORY (1 MEG) 
LORY 2 (1 MEG) 

ROADWAR EUROPA ( 
™BOBOCOP 2 (D/S) 

HADOW OF THE BEAST (D/S) 
ADOW WARRIORS 

(INFOCOM) 
ST 3 (SIERR 

SPELLBRE 
SPINDIZZY 2 
SPIRIT OF EXC 

STAR RAY 
STARFLIGHT .... 
STARGLIDER 2 
STATIONFALL (INFOCOM) ... 
STORM ACROSS EUROPE (SSI) 
STUNT CAR RACER 
SUPER CARS 2 
SUPER GRIDRUNNER 
SUPER MONACO GRAND PRIX 
SUPERBASE PERSONAL 2 (D/BASE) 
SUPREMACY 
SWITCHBLADE 2 

TEAM SUZUKI 
TEAM YANKEE 
TEENAGE MUTANT TU 
TEENAGE QUEEN (STRI 
TESTDRIVE 2 
THE LOST PATROL 
THEME PARK MYSTERY 
THUNDERSTRIKE 
TIME & MAGIK (LEVEL.g 

TOURNAMENT. 
TOWER O 

3 (SPEEDBALL, 
ONEY, ROCKET RANGER) 

URBO CUP (WITH CAR) 
TURRICAN 2 (D/S) 
TV SPORTS BASKETBALL 
ULTIMA 5 
UMS 2 (1 MEG) 
UMS CIVIL WAR DISK «.......cccccccescseseees 4.49 
UMS VIETNAM DISK oo... ccccsecceseseseeeees 4.49 
CININVITED: Pei ES tus oek ee 2.99 
UNTOUCHABLES 

VOYAGER 
WHEELS OF FIRE (HARD DRIVIN, CHASE | 
H.Q, POWERDRIFT, TURBO OUTRUN)...19.99 
WINNING TEAM 
WIPE GET. Usk ie eal ace 3.99 
WOLFPACK 
WONDERLAND (1 MEG) (M/SCROLLS) 19.99 
XENOMORPH (D/S) ........sccceceeeseeseeseeeees 8.49 
XENON 2, MEGABLAST ..........ceccceeseeee 7.99 
XIPHOS 
ZORK TAINFOCOM) «61. cdcctvisds scoieese: 9.99 
ZORK 2:(INFOCOM) 60.959... whee. 5.99 
ZOMM SHRUGGED): hice cco Gee oo ree: 9.49 

pe aaa 

SONY 3.5" 
DS/DD DISK + LABEL 
59p each or 

£21.99 for 50 

CUMANA EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE 
CSA354 ATARI ST 3.5" 720K 

CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR PRINTER 
FRICTION & TRACTOR, 213 CPS/36 NLQ, COLOUR, 
24 MONTHS WARRANTY 
CITIZEN SWIFT COLOUR PRINTER RIBBON 

STAR LC10 PRINTER 
FRICTION AND TRACTOR, 144 CPS/36 NLQ 
12 MONTHS WARRANTY 
LC10 RIBBON 

59p each or ! 
21.99 for 50 

PN Ete ro VI Core ys eee 9:99 
HUST COVER FOR'ATARI ST a ee 5.49 
DUST COVER FOR LO10 PRINTER j..cec eee: 2:99 

OLYMPUS 14" OPTIK LEAD GLASS 
ANTI-RADIATION & REFLECTION FILTER 

Back row left to right 
COMPETITION PRO EXTRA GLO GREEN 
QUICKJOY JET FIGHTER JOYSTICK 
QUICKSHOTINWA TURBO 2JOYSTICK 8.99 
QUICKSHOT130F PYFHON JOYSTICK i...) es. 9.99 
TURBO BUASTERVUOVSHG Ra 9.99 
COMPETITION PRO EXTRA GLO RED 

Front row left to right 
TURBO (RAPID FIRE) JOYPAD 
ROCTEC MOUSE FOR AMIGA 
QUICKSHOT127 STARFIGHTER REMOTE 
CONTROLLER + TWO INFA-RED JOYPADS 
QUICKSHOT138F MAVERICK 1 JOYSTICK 

Other items not shown 
COMPETITION PRO 5000 BLACK 
COMPETITION PRO 5000 MEAN GREEN 
COMPETITION: PRO 5000: REDAWHITE: 332 9. 99 
COMPETITION PRO 5000 WHITE 

CONTRIVER C820A ATARI ST MOUSE 
FOUR PLAYER AMIGA/ATARI ST JOYSTICK 
ADAPTOR (POR 'KICK OFF 2: ETC): 0. lee 7.99 
MOUSEMAT a ee ia 3.09 
NAKSHA MOUSE, BRACKET AND MAT (AMIGA/ST)...24.99 
POPULOUS/FALCON LEAD (NULL MODEM) ............ £99 

Inter-Mediates Ltd. Reg. Office: 2 South Block, 
The Maitings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 9PG. 

VAT reg. no. 424 8532 51 

INEVITABLY, SOME GAMES SHOWN MAY NOT YET BE RELEASED.  
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. The greatest . 

action simulation — 
on the ST and we 
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have it on this 

month's 
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- coverdisk! 

          
eR! 

  

  
    

                  

    

  

  

  

Two magnificent coverdisks on this month's ST Action and, 
on both, the best demos you will probably ever find. We 
have games from Liverpool based Psygnosis, Sheffield 
based Gremlin Graphics and Derby based Core Design. 

ARMOUR-GEDDON 
Psygnosis believe in doing things with style. 

The quality of this month’s Armour-Geddon 
coverdisk demo proves this beyond doubt. 

Fly not only a fighter plane and bomber on 

a dangerous mission, but also take control of a 

deadly variety of armour. Equip each craft with 

an arsenal of firepower and you'll be ready to 
blow your enemies back to where they come 

from! 

Armour-Geddon will hopefully be reviewed 

in next month’s issue. We’re absolutely sure it 

will appeal to most games fans with its exciting 

combination of gaming elements that demand 
strategic thought and quick reflexes from all 

players. 

CHUCK ROCK 
Comical capers as you take control of the 

cutest caveman ever to appear on the ST. Core 

Design's latest product is here for you to play 

with a level exclusive to ST Action. 

Originality, Numour, exciting action and 

great playability are all here for you to enjoy. 

You must progress to the end of the level without 

losing all your valuable lives. Watch your blood 

level for if you lose too much, a precious life is lost. 

Fortunately, collecting hearts that can be occasion- 

ally found around the level will improve your vitality 

no end. 

Chuck Rock is highly enjoyable platform fun 

and shouldn't be missed. All you have to do now is 

load the demo. 

SUPERCARS II 
The sequel to the excellent Supercars and quickly 

following Gremlin’s other racing masterpieces such 

as Lotus and Toyota Rally, Supercars II has now 

emerged from deep within their Sheffield lair. 

Rather than from a behind the car perspective, 

Supercars Il is viewed from directly above. This 

allows you to see oncoming corners a little sooner 

than usual but don’t think this detracts from the dif- 

ficulties of being a racing driver, for every twist and 

turn is a problem. 

The demo and review are exclusive to ST 

Action so you made a wise choice when buying the 

magazine! Hesitate no longer and boot-up the 

demo for the ride of a lifetime! 
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SINGLE-SIDED OWNERS... 
Format a blank disk and label it. Insert the origi- 

nal coverdisk into the drive and select all the 

icons except the folder labelled SIDE2. Drag the 

icons onto the DISK B icon and follow the on- 

screen prompts, inserting your newly formatted 

disk when the computer asks for disk B. When 

the copy process has finished you will have 

backed up side one of the coverdisk. 

  

  

FOR DOUBLE-SIDED OWNERS... 
Double-sided disk drive owners will be able to 

open up the SIDE2 folder and copy these files 

onto their back-up disk. Unfortunately, single- 

sided owners will not be able to access side 2. 

Keep your original coverdisk in a safe place and 

use a backup at all times. 
  

  

  
COVERDISK FAULTY? 
We can’t guarantee that all of our coverdisks are 

100% fault free. However, the odds of you actu- 

ally having a faulty disk are pretty slim. If you 

think your disk has genuine problem then please 

return it to: 

Stanley Precision Data Systems, 

Unit F Cavendish Courtyard, Sallow Road, 

Welden North Industrial Estate, Corby, 

Northants. NN17 1JX. 

  

 



  

Last month, we reported three imminent major 

releases from software house Psygnosis. Else- 

where in this issue, you will be able to read the 

review of one of those (The. Killing Game Show) 

and here we present a marvellous fully playable 

demo of another, Armour-Geddon. Unfortunately, 

we have no further news on Awesome. 

The Armour-Geddon demo is probably the 

best demo ST Action has been able to give you. 

The flavour of the game has been strongly cap- 

tured, for you are allowed to attempt almost every- 

thing that will be available when the full game is 

available in the shops. 

Heavy Tank 

    

Hovercraft 

  

Fighter 

  

Helicopter 
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Not only can you take control over any and all of Surprisingly, the full game isn’t just a case of 
the vehicles simultaneously, but the ability to con- seek and destroy the opposing forces (although 
siderably equip them | there is a lot of that!). 
with weaponry and other | (== LLL ‘| The object will be to 
special devices is avail- |/ 37 pet || | «seek and collect the 
able. components to a neu- 

The mission in the tron bomb with which 
demo is to destroy an | : : you must destroy the 
enemy base that is situ- —— [2 | sCOpower lines that. drive 
ated some distance from | | a satellite. The satellite 
your own base. Without has the power to elimi- 
relent, the enemy will nate Earth from the 
attack you from all sides, Universe so the con- 
using combat _heli- sequences of failing 

  

i copters and fighter craft. are fatal. 
Shoot them down or face the risk of losing one of Many thanks to Psygnosis for the wonderful 
your invaluable vehicles. demo and we hope to do business with you again! 

THE CONTROLS 
: _. The menu is mouse controlled but the in-game 

action is by joystick and keyboard. 

  

    
    

    

  

Esc Menu 

Tab Raise gun turret 

Control Lower gun turret 

Q Arm weapon 1 
A Arm weapon 2 

4 Arm weapon 3 

WwW Weapon View 

) 

T 

  

    
    
    
    
    

  

Start/stop engine 

Target switch 

Help Shield up 

Undo Shield down 

  

    
    
    
    
    

  

+ Increase thrust 

- Decrease thrust 

Pp Pause 

  

     On the keypad: 

  

      
    
    

  

8) Satellite view 

+ Zoom in 

- Zoom out 

5 Return to cockpit 

view 

   Try others to view the action from various angles. 

HOW TO PLAY THE DEMO 
Insert the disk into the drive and the demo should automatically load. After 

a fantastic intro sequence, you will be presented with a menu screen. Click 

on ‘Single Player’. 

Use the arrows in the bottom right corner to switch between craft. When 

you want to select one, drag it across to the window at the bottom left using 

the mouse. The same applies to the weapons that follow. To select more 

than one craft, click on another selection icon (NA) in the top left quarter of 

the screen. You are allowed to pilot six in total. When ready, click on Pilot 

Vehicle. To switch between mouse and joystick, key 'M' or 'J 

       

 



  

     
     

  

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

      

    
HOW TO PLAY THE DEMO 
Insert coverdisk 19 and double-click 

on the CARS.PRG file. From here, the 

game will automatically load. Once 

the screen full of text appears, follow 

the instructions. 

Controls during the actual game 

are very simple and shouldn't take 

long to get accustomed to. The fire 

button on your joystick acts as the 

accelerator while left and right steers 

your supercar. Pushing up on the joy- 

stick fires one of your homing missiles 

and pulling back releases rearward 

shooting rockets. Don’t waste your 

ammunition as it is strictly limited. 

     

   



  

Some comments from 
ProFlight Customers 

“The best simulator on the ST by far.® 

“Very well done, the on ly Hight 

simulator the at gets it right! Thanks. 

Well done!!! It is reall® 
[ Pai al Pe 5 re 

Superb - without exception the best on 

the market.% 

brilliant manval.® 

  

geht a 3 ; BG fee 9 Rew 8 oe f, ist 

¢ At last - a real flight sim for the purist.” 

   

   

  

oy & fi 
oF SOHWAFEe. 

“For realism, beats | have ever 
Be Se i 

seen on a non 

in ee oO i eS ok oe ek Bey Oe | On PEO ERO 
*( 500d run & MQKeES Mme Nervous when 

i ' - 4 
| r SrAriels j a Be } ee flying dangerously - 10 out of 10." 

i 

Brilliant manual, brilliant simulator. 

These are all unsolicited comments from 

users of the Atari ST version of ProFlight. 
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HiSoft is delighted to announce the immediate availability of ProFlight for the Atari ST and Amiga. 

ProFlight; a supremely accurate simulation of the Panavia Tornado military aircraft, a plane that is the 

fastest aircraft in the world at ground level (Mach 1.2) and one of the fastest at any level (Mach 2.2) with 

advanced swing-wing technology that gives it a truly multi-role capability. ProFlight uses complex and 

exact flight equations that allow you to fly this powerful fighter just like its pilots. 

Everything is there ... you can fly peaceful reconaissance missions or roar into full attack with cannons, 

bombs, heat-seeking Sidewinder and radar-suided Sky Flash missiles. 

ProFlight comes complete with a professional 170-page, ring-bound flight manual which details every 

aspect of flying this exciting aircraft together with a pull-out specification sheet of the Tornado. 

ProFlight is available from all good computer stores and costs only £39.95 inclusive (UK only); if you 

have difficulty locating your copy, please call HiSoft on 0525 718181 and ask to speak to Julie. 

  
and the Reviews Bae 

“The sheer range of things to do 
makes this a winner and with future 
expansions planned this one could 

become as popular as the 
now Classic Flight 
Simulator IL? 

“A great deal of 
thought has gone into 

how the plane 
handles and the 
controls are very 

responsive.”     
“ProFlight isn't the same as other 

fighter sims - it really does feel real.* 

*ProFlight is addictive ... if you've got 
the hang of less realistic simulators, 

moving on to ProFlight will give many 
more months of exciting flying. Very 

complex but enjoyable and well worth 
the clams!® 

     
The Old School, Greenfield, 

Bedford MK45 5DE UK. 

Tel: +44 525 718181 
Fax: +44 525 713716



HOW TO PLAY THE DEMO 
Open the SIDE2 folder. Double-click on 

the file called CHUCK.PRG and the 

demo will now load. The game is joy- 

stick controlled with the usual up, 

down, left and right moves. Combining 

the fire button with the following 

movements of the joystick causes spe- 

cific actions: Right and fire is a belly- 

butt, up and fire is a flying kick, down 

and fire picks up boulders which you 

can carry until you decide to drop 

them. 

Make your way to the right and if 

you prove to be a capable caveman, 

you should finish the excellent demo.  



  

  

The Punter-Power™ Pie 

Chart itself. The pie is 

divided in to five colour 

coded sections. By look- 

ing at how large each pie 

section is you can tell 

what proportion of our 

panelists had what opin- 

ion of the game. 

Not much explanation 

  

game under scrutiny and 

the all important price tag 

in pounds and pence 

including VAT. 

Gameplay is above sound 

and graphics for a reason 

— we know it's more 

important! Gameplay is 

the factor behind whether 

your £20+ investment will 

stand the test of time. 

Ratings from 1 (Noughts 

and Crosses ZX81 style) to 
10 (More fun than a night 
with Kim Bassinger!). The 

example here shows a 

score of 7 which is good. 

Pretty simple really — it's 

the good old bar chart. 

How good the sound and 

graphics are — from 0 

(none at all) up to 10 

(state-of-the-art). The 
example shows 3 for 

sound and 8 for graphics. 

   

THE SCORE PANEL EXPLAINED 

needed here. Name of the * 

  

  

    

  

   
    

   

  

   

   

   

  

   
   

   

    

      

  

       
   

  

_| Great (15%) 

B Good (35%) 

B So-so (25%) 

B Poor (10%) 

BH Dire (15%) 
       

    

    

  

    The key on the left of the 

pie chart details what 

level of appeal each sec- 

tor colour represents. 

These appeal levels corre- 

spond to what each 

Punter-Panelist thought of 

the game in question from 

‘Great’ right down to 

‘Dire’. The key also gives 

the exact percentage of 

panelists voting for each 

level of appeal. In this 

example, 15% of panelists 

thought the game was 

'Great', 35% thought it 

was 'Good' and so on. 

  

    

          

        

    
      
    
        
      
            
        
    
    

  

The comment text sum- 

marises what the reviewers 
and panelists thought of 

the game. This text has 

been designed to high- 

light reasons why games 

were marked up or down. 

       
          

       

  

   

    

If you're after a snappy answer to ‘is this game worth buying?', then 

check out the overall rating. Pie chart data is only one of the factors 

used in the overall rating. Scores of 75% + are excellent games that will 

not disappoint. From 50-75% are games that are good solid products 

but maybe lack that state-of-the-art graphic sparkle or ‘just-one-more- 

go' gameplay. Below 50% its all downhill and we really would advise 

you to try before you buy. Remember the overall score is only one indi- 

cator — read the review as a whole to get the complete picture. 

        

     

        

         

ST Action is keen to acknowledge the fact that you, 

the consumers, are the most important judges of 

whether software is good, bad, indifferent or down- 

right dreadful. 

We have therefore developed the ultimate in 

games rating systems, a system like no other 

before! No longer do you have to place your trust 

into the hands of a reviewer. All ST Action’s scores 

are now decided by the people for the people (with 

a little help from our team). 

Punter-panelist open sessions 
STA holds regular open sessions, during which ST 

owners are invited to play the very latest games for 

their machine. During the gamesplaying sessions, 

ST Action reviewers are on hand to offer help and 

advice to anyone experiencing difficulties with a 

game, thus making sure everyone sees every pos- 

sible assect of the games under scrutiny. 

Having played a game and seen all it has to 

offer, panelists are asked to fill in a detailed ques- 

tionnaire detailing their thoughts about the game. 

When writing up reviews our team uses these 

questionnaires as a primary source of information. 

So into each review goes countless hours of 

playtesting from not only our team but also a verita- 

ble army of punter panelists. The best of both 

worlds — a team of talented and experienced 

reviewers and an army of enthusiastic consumers 

who know what It's like to soend £20 or more on a 

piece of computer entertainment software. 

The Punter-Power™ score panel 
The ST Action Punter-Power™ score panel was 

created to best display the findings of the punters. 

By simply taking a quick glance at the panel, you'll 

be able to determine just how good a game is. 

Of course there’s an overall rating, but we've 

also managed to include a summarising comment; 

gameplay, sound and graphics indicators; and 

details of the game's official title and price. Finally, 

you'll also notice the Punter-Power™ Pie Chart. 

And there's more... 
In addition to our revolutionary new scoring system 

we've also improved the presentation of the 

reviews. Using the most up-to-date technology, we 

can now offer you even more in the way of state-of- 

the-art layouts. 

We've invested huge amounts of time and 

money to bring you the best quality screenshots 

you're ever likely to see. With this new technology 

you Can now see even more aspects of the games 

in the form of our perfectly joined Digi-Scape™ 

sequences showing how the detailed mechanics of 

games work. 

There's also the feature we've christened Roll 

Call™ — enlarged, colourful pictures of the major 

characters in the game, taken straight from the 

screen. A lot of time and effort goes into producing 

these to add to your enjoyment of the review. 

Labelled screen pictures are also used to point 

out important sprites, icons and other graphic 

detail. Combine these with the informative captions 

and body text and you've got the best guide to 

buying entertainment software possible. 

Calling all potential panelists 
If you live in the Manchester area and would like to 

be a Punter-Panelist why not drop us a line. We're 

currently creating a database of willing volunteers 

who would like to take part and everyone is wel- 

come. 

So, if you'd like further details write (including 

your phone number if you have one) to: 

  

  

Alan McLachlan, STA Punter-Power™, Europa House, 

Adlington Park, Macclesfield, Cheshire. SK10 4NP.



* Forty-eight pages of full 

colour excitement crafted 

with the loving care of the 

biggest team ever 

assembled for a games 

magazine * Forty-eight   pages of exclusive news 

_and reviews from all the big 

names in games software 

as well as all the most 

exciting innovations from 

  around the world * Forty- 

~~ 

Amiga ¢ ST ¢ PC ¢ C64 ¢ Con 

eight packed pages with 

features, interviews, and 

massive prize competitions 

* Forty-eight page weekly 

guide to the entire world of 

electronic games including 

all major computer and 

console formats, arcade 

action and glimpses at the 

state-of-the-art new world 

of virtual reality * Forty- 

eight unmissable pages 

free with the May issue of   ST Action
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PUBLIC APOLOGY « 
  

M. D. Office Supplies would like to take this opportunity of apologising to all its 
competitors. Our MAD SPRING SALE will be offering Discs, Storage boxes etc. at 
UNBELIEVABLE, UNREPEATABLE MAD, MAD PRICES. As ever the best costs 

less at M.D. Office. WE GUARANTEE IT. 

JUST MARVEL AT THESE INCREDIBLE OFFERS 

OVER 20,000 HAPPY CUSTOMERS LAST YEAR ALONE 
CERTIFIED PRODUCT * UNBEATABLE PRICES * AMAZING VALUE 

3.5" ‘MAGIC MEDIA’ DS DD DISCS 
25 DS-DD 135 TPI DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX..........:cccccccccceee £1995 
50 DS DD 135.7 Pi bisOs WITH OUR DELUAE STORAGE BOK. no - e ee oo 
75. DS: DD-135 FRPLDISCS Wit OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX. a: 

KKEKKEKEKEKKEKKEKERKEKRKEKREKRERRKEKEKERERERERRRERKRRERRRERERERER 

     
    
        

      
      

   

* 100-DS-DD 135. 4P Discs WITH-OUR DELUXE SICA Bow ak £43.95 * 
* 200 DS ‘DD 135 TPLDISCS PLUS 2, DELUXE STORAGE BOAES ....2...cc, £79.95 * 
* 300: DS DD 1435 TP! DISCS Ps 3; DELUXE STORAGE BOXES «ws. £110.00 * 
KKEKEKEKEKKEKREKRKREKREKEKREKRKEKEKRKEKEKRERKRKEKRKERRERKRRKREKRRERRREREREE 

‘Magic Media’ is our own brand of carefully selected Diskettes. We boasttully claim these 
Discs to be the very best quality available. 

100% certified, tested product, simply the best. 
YOU CANNOT BUY BETTER 

5.25" ‘MAGIC MEDIA’ DS DD DISCS 
20 DS DD 5.25" 720K DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX 
50 DS DD 5.25" 720K DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX 
70 DS DD 5.25" 720K DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX 
100 DS DD 5.25" 720K DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX 
200 DS DD 5.25" 720K DISCS WITH 2 DELUXE STORAGE BOXES 
What can we Say, simply these are the best value money can buy. These diskettes are packed i in 

10’s, certificated, tested, 100% quality product 
YOU CANNOT BUY BETTER — 

‘MAGIC MEDIA’ HIGH DENSITY 5.25" DISCS 
TODS TID3:257 DISCS IN LIBRARY GAGE 6 iy crccencssrrsctteresshensinaeess £6.99 
30 DS HD 5.25" 1.2 MEG WITH DELUXE STORAGE BOX £16.95 
50 DS HD 5.25" 1.2 MEG WITH DELUXE STORAGE BOX Lengo 
70 DS HD 5.25" 1.2 MEG WITH DELUXE STORAGE BOX £38.95 

100 DS HD 5.25" 1.2 MEG WITH DELUXE STORAGE BOX £42.95 
(AS EVER LIFETIME GUARANTEED, UNQUESTIONABLE QUALITY) 

ACCESSORIES _ , DISC DRIVES & MICE. 
100 CAPACITY 3.5" LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX.....-cccscsesee-. £7.95 AMSTRAD 1512/1640 3.5" DS DD EXTERNAL DRIVE £129.95 
100 CAPACITY 5.25" LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX.....:..-su £7.95 Fe ee eee oe BI oe 

8.5" OR 5.25" PACK OF 5 LIBRARY CASES .....ccccccsoss a OF aoe 00 
i HET. N TURN MONITOR STAND Chena ese baN nes che Sv eee teens eha eee wak ewe on £12. 95 IBM XT/AT 5. 25. DS HD EXTERNAL DRIVE : 

PRIUERSAL PRINTER STAND... co ene £7.95 : 
PROFESSIONAL PRINTER STAND 3 EXTERNAL DRIVE... LAPTOPS, DSDD 5.25" DS DD 
Die Orca PUCALL GLE AINE TD 5.5 css ose dnd Sta cssciesaiihanuehi rack £2.95 
PEE ee WR SUT ING Os os 2s ssc e syns ss canon dcdiasssntoes avihies £2. aS PLEASE CALL FOR MICE PRICES, THE RANGE IS TOO BIG TO LIST. : 
ROLL OF 1000 3.5" DISKETTE LABELS ; : Logitech, Genious, Microsoft etc. P.O.A. 

BANX BOXES 
BY OVERWHELMING PUBLIC DEMAND 

WE ARE NOW ABLE TO OFFER THESE BOXES 
AGAIN. THEY STACK HORIZONTALLY 

OR VERTICALLY. 
FIRST COME — FIRST SERVED 

ONLY £8.95 

18 CRESCENT WAY, FARNBOROUGH, KENT BR6 9LS. TELESALES HOTLINE: 0689-861400 
Access (All prices quoted are inclusive of VAT and carriage UK Mainland only) E.&O.E. 

  
EDUCATIONAL & GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 
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The VTOL - Flight Simulator. You must take control of a Harrier jump-jet in the midst of combat over heated territory. 

  

irtuality offers the average 

gameplayer a completely new 

experience in electronic enter- 

tainment: Complete — stereo- 

scopic vision, full Quadraphonic 

sound, CD quality music and the 

incredible feeling of actually being 

inside the game itself. 

At present, the arcade scene is 

in a period of stationary creativity. 

Old games have been redone and 

the new releases are pretty shallow 

in storyline and playability. This is 

one of the main reasons why more 

people are finding their entertain- 

  

The experience 
of a lifetime 

ment at home rather than at the 

arcades. 

Dr Jon Waldern, Managing 

Director of W Industries has put a lot 

of thought and effort into creating 

games (or 'Experiences') to cater for 

the novice or hardened gamesplay- 

er. This has been achieved by creat- 

ing several skill levels within each 

scenario, starting off with the easy 

beginners’ level. This means that you 

don't have to be a wizard to enjoy 

the vast pleasures that Virtuality has 

to offer. 

The Virtuality 1000 SD is a quali- 

This is the Data Glove, which can be used to pick up and move objects around. 

      

ty sit down console which enables 

the operator to drive or pilot his way 

around a virtual world. The console 

is simple in structural design — a seat 

and two hand-held joysticks are all 

that is outwardly visible but once you 

take control, you realise the intricacy 

of the machine. 

Another item of necessity is the 

Visette. A  space-like helmet in 

design, it is the main interface 

between the operator and the virtual 

world. The view from inside the hel- 

met comprises two goggles, similar 

to looking through a pair of binocu- 

lars, and this is your artificial eye- 

sight in your chosen scenario. 

The Visette is also your left, right 

and rear—view mirror. If you need to 

know who, or what, is behind you, 

you must actually turn your head 

around and take a look. This increas- 

es the feeling of ‘being there’ and 

makes life a lot more difficult in the 

midst of heated combat. 

The two consoles available for 

our inspection were the VTOL-—Flight 

Simulator and the Battlesphere. In 

VTOL, you must take control of a 

Harrier jump-jet in a theatre of con- 

flict. With precision flying and expert 

firing, you must evade the oncoming 

enemy missiles and let loose with a 

volley of advanced weaponry to 

defeat the increasing enemy aircraft. 

  
The difficult setting decides on 

the number of planes for each wave. 

After you complete a wave, you 

must refuel. To refuel, you must 

either land your plane on a cruising 

battleship or try to control your plane 

in crazy mid-air attempt. 

The Battlesohere sees you tak- 

ing control of the bridge of an 

advanced starship. You must patrol 

the galaxies and protect them from 

the hordes of enemy aliens, hell 

bent on destruction. 

  + 

  

Dr Jon Waldern, Managing Director of 

Leicester-based W Industries.



Another exciting feature of Virtuality is the inclusion of the walk-around and discover module. Control is via a hand-held joystick. 

Fear not though, for you have 

been armed with the most advanced 

technologically superior weapons 

available and you must use them if 

you are to Survive. 

Another exciting prospect is the 

Virtuality 1000 SU. Designed so the 

user can stand up and even move 

around a specifically scanned area, 

it must be linked with the Visette to 

provide the interface with the virtual 

world. 

Interaction within the world is 

achieved using a hand-held joystick 

and also a Data Glove..The joystick 

is used to move around and shoot 

your weapon, If you have one. The 

Data Glove fits snugly over your 

hand and can be used to pick 

Objects up and move them around 

the playing area. This makes the 

game totally realistic and for games 

such as Dungeon Master, it would 

orove invaluable. 

These weird looking contraptions could be the future in arcade entertainment. 

Jason 

| must admit to being slightly scepti- 

cal about Virtuality but | am glad to 

have been proved totally wrong. 

When | entered the pilot seat for the 

VTOL and the visor coe 

was placed on my 

head | felt totally cut 

off from the outside 

world — a _ feeling 

I've never experi- 

enced before in an 

arcade game. 

The game itself 

is remarkable. You 

can view the world from every angle 

and watch as the enemy aircraft fly 

by and let loose with an array of mis- 

siles. Control is simple: Two joysticks 

and a couple of fire buttons making it 

easy to get into and extremely diffi- 

cult to tear yourself away from. An 

amazing experience that has to be 

played to be believed. 

Paul 

lt was pretty weird settling down into 

the chair and having to wear the 

Visette helmet. With the speakers 

right next to your ears and the 

screens directly in 

front, you are placed 

in a totally different 

environment with no 

interference from 

anyone around you. 

It took a short 

while before | 

realised properly that 

_ “ you had to actually 

move your head to see around you. 

As | was normally used to static dis- 

plays it was really different. The view 

seemed a little blurred for me per- 

sonally, but | suppose this will differ 

from person to person. 

Overall though this really is 

something special and | can't wait 

for my next try.  



Atari ST User 
brings you the 
best general 
coverage of 
the world 
of the Atari ST 
every month 

  

—— a 

@ The most comprehensive news| 
reports from around the globe. We give | 
product news, show reports and 
industry gossip. _ 

® Serious product reviews ahead of the rest, 
so youll know exactly what to buy. | 

@ Reviews and news on the cream of the 
games releases and our games experts 
give useful tips to guide you past the 
difficult bits in those that have been on 
sale for a couple of months. 

@ Major features written in a way that 
newcomers can understand, yet 
experienced users find of enormous 
interest. 

@ An easy-to-use Cover Disk packed with 
useful quality programs and thrilling 
demos of the latest games. 

@ Our resident technical 

    
   

genius passes on his vast ST knowledge in 
the Interactive Rescue pages, where you 
have a chance to ask the questions no-one 
can answer. 

@ Pages devoted to MIDI, education, 
desktop publishing, adventures, emulation 
and communications. Our panel of experts 
give useful tips on getting the best results 
from your software and hardware. . 

@ Public domain pages that report on the 
best and most useful releases and news in 

this exciting area of ST computing. 

@ Exciting competitions. In the last year 
we've had a competition giving away 
£20,000 worth of prizes —- including the 
only Atari TT to be offered as a prize - 
and the opportunity to fly one of the most 
hi-tech flight simulators in the world. 

Atari ST User goes on sale on the second Wednesday 
of each month at a newsagent near you 
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Ane acquiring yourself a boat you press gang a crew and set off on your journey. 

Unfortunately, the guys don't seem too happy at the thought of work and decide 

upon a small uprising to rebel against your orders. Could it be the plank for you? 

ith a yo-ho-ho and a bottle of 

rum (just thought |d get the 

right atmosphere before | 

begin). Legend has it that a 

fierce, ruthless pirate roamed the 

seas searching for his fortune. On a 

recent visit to a small island in the 

Caribbean, the pirate met and fell in 

love with a beautiful young woman 

who also happened to be the Gover- 

nor of the island. 

Unfortunately, the lady would not 

even entertain the pirate and this 

  

TSPREOTEME ees 

an ee 

Bees 

      

    

   

    

  

   

  

   
   

   

    

   

  

there's more to being 
swilling ale and s 
songs. 

You control ( Captain LeChuck. : . 

island in your bi You play a young, but deviichly 

handsome chap by the name of Guy- 

brush Threepwood, who has just _ 

arrived at Melee Island (somewhere 

in the Caribbean). You have chosen 

this island as the foundation for your — 

mission — to become a fierce, swash- | 

buckling pirate. 

Unfortunately, as you will soon 

discover, things are not quite what 

they seem and there have been. 

some strange occurrences on 
   

    

    

       
    

   

              

    

    

        

   

  

   

    

   
   

  

Melee Island, and the even 

stranger Monkey Island. You 

will learn that things are not 

always as_ they 

first appear, 

caused him severe problems. For 

some reason, the pirate could not 

handle such rejection and_ this 

caused his mind to stray (loony 

tunes, to me and you!). 

Then, while tne Ship was 

anchored off-shore, the pirate called 

his crew to dinner and proceeded to 

end their lives with swift 

strokes of his razor sharp 

cutlass. That, my friends, is & 
the legend of the fiercest 
pirate ever to roam the seas — 

‘PUNTER-POWER™ 
  

  
  

Don’t you just love a good game? The 

first impression you'll get is one of 

complete satisfaction at money well 

spent. Graphically, it is excellent. The 

main character and the other ‘bods 

about town’ are well drawn and colour- 

  

Great (32%) 

Good (44%) ful, with a lot of time obviously taken in 

M@ So-so (24%) — their final appearance. The music is a 

nae light-hearted and merry pirate jingle 
that cheers you up as soon as you play 

it. A cracking adventure, especially for 

the beginner, that shouldn’t be missed. 

GAMEPLAY: 
SOUND: 

GRAPHICS: 

GAME: MONKEY ISLAND 
PRICE: £25.99 

RATING=90% 

  

          

  

ty. Kishore not ee helpful ask-. 

ing every available question to ‘the 
people may just provide you with the 
_ clue you were looking for. Don't be 

too surprised if some of the country- 
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ate. You must defeat his 

in you on your mission. 

to complete the first trial. 

GUYBRUSH: fhreepwood at your service. This 
amie young man j 

_ OTIS: This chap has be 
a   
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Atari 520STE 
) iN Turbo Pack 
* Indiana Jones * Impossible Mission II 
* Human Killing Machine * Super Cycle 
* Outrun & Dragons Breath * Anarchy 
* Blood Money & Basic * STOS 
* Paint Package * Music Package 

All Only £349 

J) ATARI 1040 STE FAMILY 
CURRICULUM PACK 

Five different levels of application modules designed to meet 
the needs of every family member from the under 5’s to the 

over 50’s 
The 1040STE includes 1Mb Ram, 31/2" 1Mb disk drive, 

4096 palette, TV Modulator, power supply, MIDI ports and 
high quality stereo sound. 

Software modules included worth over £485.00 
Module 1 — Play and Learn 
Module 2 — Junior School 
Module 3 —- GCSE revision 

Module 4 — Business Computing 
Module 5 — Creative Com 379.99 

ALL FOR ONLY £379 

ATARI 520ST 
M DISCOVERY PACK 

520 STFM + Mouse 
ST Tour — tutorial 
Discover the Atari ST-Book 
Neochrome Art Package 
STOS Game Creator 
Bombjack, Carrier Command, Outrun, Space Harrier 

* Control & Emulator Software 

£259 
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10 Fulham Broadway, London SW6 1AA 

“NOW AVAILABLE - VIDI ST 
COMPLETE COLOUR SOLUTION 
Capture High-resolution colour images from 
either colour video camera, home VCR or any 
video source. Open your imagination and get the 
most our of your system. 

AMAZING VALUE AT £124.99 

PRGUIVINXG, coat, co Wiech crtiac states evs aee nen agsaets £79.99 
AATEC WIDER SO iiert occ ron cee ties oases £94.99 
Atari Lynx with PSU & California Games......... £119.99 
Lynx. Comm livnx Cable s:..is.c.cset letters £8.99 
LURK Wi GaSO ie 2S. cit. itacersstsonencnee vores £16.99 
WANT ROUGI ab. ip0-reessers caves ess itate cape athe wewts cece £11.99 
EYNXr OWGKAGADLON --. -.c- onc. stsckesscsao-sh=ccatesenseaee £14.99 
Lynx Cigarette Adaptor ..............c ce eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee £11.99 
LEVX GEMOS ic ct-tscoc iosenscthey easerieescee: £From £29.99 

DIY Memory Upgrades 
X-TRA RAM STE ST/M/FM 
Unpopulated = £64.90 

1/2 Mb £49.90 £79.90 
2Mb £119.90 £189.90 
4Mb £239.90 - 

CACHE, WONG iss. caactessseecstinariaetes ey: £11.95 
JN cos cnet coiincrsdpcddbigca cles tonite Gana Tos £15.95 
Starfighter 1 (Remote Controlled Twin) ....£34.99 
PVIIOTY: ec hc avr tistsxesps ccevsere Seacdeee bar rnenets £12.00 
BASIC Hil rstors ea yes teed eas eee £8.99 

+ many more. Phone for details 

NEW HAND SCANNER 
* By Golden Image 
* Inc. Touch Up Software 
* Supports IMG, IFF, TIFF, DEGAS + More 
* i pales ers ue ly 
* Requires 1 Es rive C4 95 
* Full Technical Support 
* Supports IMG, IFF 

    

4OAQ STEEN ee £440.00 
1040 STE Extra Pack gaog00.©«=— Amstrad LOS000.. £375.00 
ere ca et A) . oe ene a 
1 xtra Pack wit got. Eee ae eee ; 
520STE Turbo Pack with 8833 Mk................. £599.00 QTEC Mouse £29.99 
1040STE Extra Pack with 8833 MKk................... £675.00 

Cumana CSA354 1Mb 3.5" Drive................... g94.95 _ Atari SM124 (Mono Moniitor)............... £110.00 
CumanaS25'SiDmve £125.00 Atari SC 1224 (Colour Monitor) ........... £285.00 
O- Tec 3.5" Extemal Drive... £74.95 Philips CM-8833 MkII Colour Monitor £259.95 

Adidas Champ Football”........... £17.99 ENG a £17.99 Life & Death part beesii cabana euteeneoteers £17.99 

APP aaa. £17.99 S.C Sees eee ene eee £19.99 Line of Fire. didedebesededepatesnenrscncease Ei 99 

All Time Favourites................... £20.99 Emlyn Hughes Int. Soccer-.........£17.99 OO £17.99 
American Dreams .......c..c.00... 766 vin, £19.99 LOUIS ESDUE ee £17.70 
Ai £14.99 Everton FC. Intelligensia .......... £14.99 M1 Tank Platoon......... £21.99 
Awana £19.99 F-16 Falcon Mission lI*............ £15.99 MAQNUE 4 ee £20.99 
Armour-Geddon”....00... oo... £16.99 F-19 Stealth Fighter ..........0....... £21.95 Maniac MaRSION coca: £16.99 

Atomic Robokid.....0.0.00.0... £17.99 F-29 Retaliator ice £17.99 Micropose SOCCEF................. £16.45 

Ae P7009 =FiaGikebage. £15.95 Mega Pack VOI Il ...........sesscerese £15.99 
Back to the Future Il................. £17.99 Fi6 Gombat POL aa. £16.45 Midnight Resistance ................. £17.99 

Cs oc fon... e709 Midwinter £21.95 
Bate Chess £17.99 _ Falcon Mission Disks................. £14.99 Mig 29 FUNCIOM £24.99 
Bate Chess £17.99 _ Fighter Bomber...................-..... £21.95 MOONWANGE 0 eee reece £17.99 
Bare OF AN i998 |= Bee £17.99 NAIC ossessseesesssesetssaneennenepnneeerenans £17.99 
oe rico fee, £17.99 — Nightbreed Arcade.................... £17.99 
Bevayal ae £20.99 Fire & BrimStOne ......c.csecssecsesee- £17.99 Be £1299 
Blage Watiee™ £17.99 Flight Simulator 2 o.ccccccscsens £36.80 NG TGS £17.99 
Blitzkrieg May 1940.................. £17.99 POOR ee: £17.99 Ninja Spirits Separetlbessestesteatererese £17.99 

Blood Meney..... £14.99 Fulure DBAS £17.99 AGT £17.99 
BueARCSS £17.99 Ghosthustere fo. £16.99 Oriental Games oy £17.99 
Bomber Mission Disk............... £12.95 Gold of the Americas PANG sees eieeeeseeeteeeeepeeareeenssaee £11.99 
Bach. £17.99 Gremlins Wo : PIG UG acces tcreteetarrees £16.99 
os. 190 Go... Player Manager.....nsscseesenece £13.99 
CaP £17.99 HAMIVORISE oo i Populas Datadisk ....................... £9.95 
GarindQe i eae ae £16.99 Hard DAVINg Hi : FOPUNOUS oe as 

Caste Nese. £14.99 Herewith The Clues ...............-.. : Power Monger... 
Chaos GdHOf. £12.95 Heroes i Power Pack......... 
Chaos Strikes Back..............-.-- f7oo = «igh egy POWOE FIAY ete eee ie 
Chariots of Wrath... fii Highway Patrol ll... : POWOIDOGE tere 
Chase HO Hl (SCI) £17.99 Honda RVe : FOWOUQTE orien 
Chess Champion ....................- £21.99 HONOR ZOMDIES ci : POWEFCOME os... screresesesersstsen . 
CHIOMOGUOSE ie £23.99 Hound of Shadow..........-..s:++ Precious Metal... esse. £17.98 
Chronoguest to £19.99 __Hoyles Book of Games”........... £21.95 Pro Tennis TOUL.. £16.99 
Cloud Kingdoms ........sssssssssssese 79 woe. £17.99 PHOFIQIE «...sssssseeeseretesereresesen £28.99 
Colossus Ghess X £16.99 Indiana Jones/Adventure .......... £17.99 Projectyle ......... ee oe £17.99 
Gomibo Racer £17.99 Indiana Jones/Arcade................ £14.99 Prophecy 1 — Viking Child.......£17.99 
Copomion £17.99 Int Soccer Challenge’ ............. £17.99 Rainbow Islands ........-.-s eee £15.99 
Curse of the Azure Bonds..........£17.99 International 3D Tennis’........... £17.99 Red Storm RISiNg .....erereore £17.99 
Cheba Jack Nicklaus Golf ...................- £17.99 PROSOIIEON 101 cic reteset £17.99 
Damocies ........... o Japan Scenery Disk FS2............ £13.95 Rick Dangerous ........errssessre £16.45 
Days of Thunder Le Jumpin JackGON Rings of Medusa ...................... £16.45 
ay Kennedy Approach... ROBOCOP Ue £17.99 
Double Dragon II ............... F480) Kaiagn Secret Agent/Sly Spy”.............. £15.99 
Oger Spit, P1699 = Kick OR 2 Shadow of the Beast................. £19.95 
Dragons Beat £20.99 Kick Off I! — Final Whistle.......... £12.99 Shadow Warsi0rs ......--- sess eee £14.99 
Dragons Breed... £1790 «= Kick OF Mira imo £9.95 Shoot em Up Construction Kit ..£21.95 
Dragons Of FIAME.........sersssese 799 MCGovee eee £17.99 Silent Service £17.99 
Doe £20.99 __ Killing Game Show................... £21.99 Sim City............. £19.99 
East VS Weel £16.99 asia £17.99 UTE £17.99 

PLEASE CALL FOR LATEST RELEASES AND PRICES 

24 hour hotline for 

credit card orders 

N= 
All prices subject to change 

without notice 

Titles marked * may not be released 
and will be sent on the day of 
release (Subject to availability). 

PLEASE CALL FOR LATEST RELEASES AND PRICES 

SALES HOTLINE 
0923 89 69 69/071 381 6618 

   

  

  

   

  

   

Fulham Broadway — 
opposite station, District Line 
Rickmansworth Station — 
5 minutes walk © 
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Easy Draw 2 Supercharged..................... £59.95 
Siar LOU COOUR £213.00 bacy 1008 £29.95 
Panasonic KA-P 1124... £259.00 First Word Plus V.3 (new) .........--...:-+ £59.00 
Panasonic KX-P 1624... £395.00 Pia Pai a £27.95 

Panasonic KX-P1180 ............... £189.00 Fieet St. Publisher £87.00 

Siar LO200 Coloul £230.00 GFA Basic Interpreter V.3 ...........:::cc10- £39.95 
Siar_C24200......ss—sssssCs £265.00 GFA Basic Compiler... cesses £24.95 
Start Ce4-200 Colour... £310.00 PA Den RUS £98.00 

GS] Compiler. £19.95 
GST Macro Assembler ..............-..::::0:::-+ £19.95 
MONGON £49.00 

1001 Things to do with Atari ST ........... £12.50 Hisoft Power Basic... seers £35.00 
: PUGOH BASIC i £59.95 

Atari ST Explored ...... 1 ieee ener Fa?) ome Acccounts....... £23.00 
Atari ST Programmers Guide ............... teeoo 8 6yoemaiic. £17.90 
Atan ST tricks & lips... Fieeo Ke... £39.95 
Game Makers Manual Atari ST ............ £12.95 K-Graph 3 (new)... £35.00 
MIDI & Sound Book for Atari ST........... i645 Spread 3 NeW)... £65.00 
Musical Applications for Atari ST eae £6.95 eee pg ee Ea | 00 

Presenting theaAtanS’ ct 6.50 hoteles i: Fae paced ced cea ces cade eae eae eae eaess eaceas eewesees | = 

ST App. Guide Programming inc eee £19. 95 Pee eee PEP PUPP SEPP CPP ee ee ee 

: Mark Willams C V9... ina £115.00 
ST Artist ae See ken h eae Wie ieee eee ee £ 1 7.50 Mastersound ee ee ee ee £33 95 

ST Disk Drives Inside & Out................. S895 Maciereound? £29.95 
S) FORMAL je ae, £9.95 Mini Office Communications .................... £18.90 
Tech Ref Gd Atari ST Vol 1................... £19.95 Mini Office Presentation Graphics ........... £18.90 
Tech Ref Gd Atari ST Vol 2................... £19.95 Mini Office Spreadsheet ...................0...... £18.90 
Tech Ref Gd AtaiSTVol3.. eooo5 Modula2 Slandamd £73.00 
Your First BASIC ¢14.95 Modula2 Developers... ee £113.00 

ee j NOG DOSK Bi Bee ee 
PrOCata ie £59.95 
Prospero Ca , £99.95 
rrospero FORMAN... £99.95 

istMlal £14.95 PYOSDOIO PASCAL oes £79.95 
CAD SOV 24, £19.99 PIOUOME VG ioe £69.00 
Cyber 3D Developers ..............:ceceeeeee £15.90 PION. 0 £99.90 
Cyber Architecture Design...............-..00++ 1560 Qualel £39.95 
Cyber Cartoon Designs ........................... £20.00 Sage ACCOUTIANL ooo £136.85 
Cvoer CONG) 0, £3095 Sage Accountant Plus .............0..0.0.. £210.45 
Cyber Future Designs............--cscceeceseeee £1590 Sage Gookkecpel ..................... £84.00 
Cyber G.LS.1. (Sound Gd.) ...................... £15.90 Sage Financial Controller .................. £305.00 
Cyber Human DeSIQNS...........22::::e1cee £15.90 pcan An & Draw AW, £54.95 
Cyber Pant. £39.95 SOOCHTUM S12 i £29.95 
Cyber SCUIN 5008. S108 29.90 
Cyber Star SUUCK 0. 1798) = 6©S10S30. LLL. 34.90 
Cyber SUdIO P3995 S105 Compiler 16.50 
Voer i@xure |. £4495 Si0S Maestro 17.50 
Cyber Video Witing. Pij2a SOS Maesto Plus... 60.95 
Data Manager Pro £9095 SiOSSpries 19.90 
Data Scan by Kempston...................0+ £24500 SuUperbase Personal... £45.00 
Deluxe Faint a. £45.00 Superbase Personal 2 .........c:ccceeceeeeees £69.00 
Degss Clie £2095 fempus 2 Edler... eee £29.95 
Devoee 2.0. £43.95 limMeworkKS OTP £75.00 
Easy Draw 2 £39.95 TIMIGWOIKS PANO! £35.00 

Space ACe cae £32.95 
oe ROQUG. 055. £20.95 pe app ni can ea ee 

indi Worlds 22222337 £17.99 ACK GAUNOTON 6 eel cc acs : UeSI TOF GIOFy/Méro S$ Ques 

was oe Codename lceman (OS (Meg) 62390 Guest or CoV DS) 9.80 
Starblade* £16.99 Colonel's of Cam reebnbae specs ucsceantns £29.50 Space Que £23.50 
a Conquests of Camelot (DS 1Meg)£29.50 Space Quest I....sscccssisesnnen £23.90 

Starflight PEE eno ree een aD £17.99 Kings Quest | £93.90 Space Quest Ill (DS £99.50 

SiectHockey.... £17.99 Kings Quest Il ....... £23.90 anhunter NewYork og. ag 
Stunt Car Racel £17.99 binge quest uy ibé ae Hoyle’s Book of Games................ £19.99 
Seeadbal £17.99 ae ue ) ee 653,99 __Hoyle’s Book of Games il... £19.99 
Spel BOOK £15.95 Leisure Suit Larry IDS... £2950 ‘Gold Rushl............. £23.99 
Super Off Road Racer................ £17.99 Leisure Suit Larry Ill (DS)........... £29.50 toe eee a i £8.99 
Swiv (SHKWOFM IV) ceesessseseccssse: £17.99 Sag al - Francisco (DS). aS 2 on ao a s re ee 

fedebeseieVedsiaciedevegeinien nae of T-shirts and Hin 
eo Police Quest li (DS).............. £2950 hodks available 
VOSt OFVG ge £17.99 
Test DAVE lose £17.99 
Test Drive I] (Euro Challenge) ...£11.99 ite ee eed TE ee ea £17.50 NeW a, £21.99 
The Spy Who Loved Me............ £17.99 Back to the Future Ill ................ £17.90 Panza Kick BOXING |... £17.50 
The Ultimate Ride... £17.99 eee £17.99 Play Back (Cart)... £21.50 
Theme Park Mystery £17.99 Champion of the Raj................. £17.99 POWER UO. £21.99 
Tite : Chips Challenge Co . £17.50 Predator 20. £17.90 

wie cine den cme Wave £17.90 Prehistoric Tale .....scseccscscesssees £17.99 
Thunderstrike Famous Five......... : Pro Tennis Tour.. £11.99 
Tie Break .,........ Final Command... : Revelation........... £16.90 
Tol Récall i Fists Of FUury............, i Sim City Terrain a £12.99 
Tournament Golf... $17.99 Flight of the Intruder................. £21.99 Skull and Crossbones..............£17.99 
Toyota GT Rall £17.99 Oe aca ee £17.50 snorting Gold... £21.99 

y Y rere erties : Horror Zombies from the Crypt £17.50 SUDUIER £17.50 
Treasure Trap... sere £17.99 Hype Exterminator 00... £17.90 Super MonacoGP.................... £17.99 
FRG ee £20.99 International Ice Hockey ........... £17.90 SUPRICAS 2, £17.99 
WUtDO OU cs aaa £14.99 wucoe UiG0e £17.99 Tear SuZuG £17.90 
Vee £17.99 Jupiter's Masterdrive ................ £17.99 Turn 'N’ Burn..... ae) L490 
TV Sports Football «sess... £17.99 ee ee eee Ae 
eo £19.99 = Mighty Bombjack £16.90 Winning Team. cccccnsccsnree-£21.99 
Ultimate Goll ee £17.99 Monster Pack (10 game comp) £21.99 Wrath of the Demon................. £21.50 
UMS ee £18.99 
UMNO Ue £21.95 
UMS SGenano 1a: £9.95 
UMS Scénand 2. £9.95 Answerback Junior Quiz........... £19.95 Magic Maths (4-8)......0...0.0000.. £22.95 
Universe 3. £16.99 Answerback Senior Quiz........... £19.95 Maths Mania (8-12).................. £72 95 
Wa ieep £17.99 BSter SOG ie £16.90 Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing ..£21.95 
Waheed £17.99 Better Mats. sesso £16.90 McoVas 
Wayne Gretsky's Hockey .......... £20.99 FFONCH LINKWOF.........-crenssnreeee £22.94 Primary Maths Course... 

; French Mistress Level A+B.......219.95 Weird Dreams Prof Looks at Words ..... 
Wheels of Fire Fun school? 6108. £17.49 Sesame St Letter 

Fun School 2 Over 8................. £17.49 ° ee 
WORGPRANG occ e a Fun School 2 Under 6 $17.49 Sesame St Numbers................. 
ROUT a eee Fun School 3 5 to 7 a 99 Spanish Tutor Level A+B .......... £19. 95 
Xenon |! Megaplast Fun School 3 Over7......... $17.99 The Three Bears o.oo £22.95 
RIGNOS Fun School 3 Under5......... £17.99 Things to do with Numbers...... £19.95 

MVBOS ee Hooray for Henrietta..........0...... £17.90 Things to do with Words.......... £49.95 

BUGGEt TGS Learn to Read with Prof 1......... £29.90 Times Jubilee Crossword......... £19.95 

  
To order: Please send cheque/PO/Access or Visa details to SK Marketing Ltd, 

13 Moneyhill Parade, Uxbridge Road, Rickmansworth, Herts, WD3 2BE, 

All prices include VAT and carriage is free (UK mainland) 

South London: 

10 Fulham Broadway 
London SW6 1AA 
Tel: 071 381 6618 
Fax: 071 381 0528 

PLEASE CALL FOR LATEST RELEASES AND PRICES 

North London: 
13 Moneyhill Parade 
Uxbridge Road 
Rickmansworth 

Herts WD3 2BE 
Tel: 0923 896969 
Fax: 0923 771058 

  

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME AT 
BOTH SHOWROOMS 

MONDAY-SATURDAY 9.30am - 5.00pm



    

   
   
      

   
   

  

Here’s your route with plenty You're under way. Watch out You see a police car hiding Fat Sam has gained on you 
of twists and turns to test for vehicles, especially those near the trees. Put your foot 
your skills to the limit! with flashing sirens on top! down for he'll be after you. poor truck to pieces. 

e have a new theme where “making successful trips. Therefore, 
racing games are con- ~.by improving your truck to a certain 

cerned. Yes, getting that, extent will also improve your 

precious whisky to Tucker's chances. of completing even more 
Bar among others, is what past rac- successful runs, fox it is all against 

ing games should haye.peen about. the clock: ~ cat en 

tting Moonshine to a watering" : 

is.more important than chaSing 

    Bor 

  

ngines, turbos,    
    

  

   

a Dagk robber through co ie ad ar <: : 
city s ‘stop off at st es” along ee 

No: G have to Even a special 

answer G6o9mplaints from Grannies *réute ‘an be bou 
who were early flattened as you 

roared by after theyshad colletted _ 
their pension, for «the setting is ll 
Hillbilly where rdads are 
free, allowing y¢ 

moving Moonshine. 7 a © (© 
Unfortunately, running “\Moon- be ops but the 

shine is against the law and % E f doi 
comés in the form of Fat Sam.a 

  

   

   

        

     entrate.on 

‘overheat your 

Mg into objects lib- 

along the road. 

logs, roadworks, 

ocks and, of course, 

y despises you and you 
O accompanies you on your™ 

gerous adventures. 

Although your dilapidated tru 

can’t match the speed of a Porsche, 

you have the opportunity to enhance 

your vehicle’s performance by buy- 

ing add-ons. The money comes from 

   

  

   

  

   

   

  

     
: p ends there. To bring the 

ire back down, you simply 

  

1 we 

Snow Peak 
Volley! 

From the hills to the mountains! You could do with drinking some Moonshine to 
keep you warm! 

  
   

   

   

    
    

  

supe 

better traction’on the — 
lable if you should 

  

   

  

   
   

    

   

    

_ 
’ 
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have to avoid ramming something 

for a short period of time. 

Should you progress far enough, 

you will no longer have to drive a 

run-down jalopy. Instead, you could 

be enjoyin sa drive in a rather stylish 

‘en a Hot Rod. The police 

ow what hit them! Alan 

PUNTER-POWER™ 

1 Great (5%) 

Good (12%) 
B So-so (38%) 

Poor (30%) 

Dire (15%) 

  

         

    

    

   
       

  

   

GAME: MOONSHINE RACERS 
PRICE: £24.99 

The original plot doesn’t disguise 

the fact that Moonshine Racers is a 

relatively poor product. While vehi- 

cles are reasonably drawn, the 

speed is far too slow. Supposedly, 

the game quickens should you 

attain faster vehicles but you'll find 

yourself bored quite soon and 

therefore you probably won’t even 

bother to try and reach the later 
levels. The title tune is a Hillbilly 

jig for you to enjoy whereas the in- 

game sound effects are feeble and 

ineffective. Moonshine Racers 

deserves credit for containing an 

  

  
original racing game theme. It’s just 

a shame that it’s very poorly imple- 

mented. 

GAMEPLAY: Ga | | | | 
SOUND: a | | 

GRAPHICS: Ga | | | 

RATING=69% 
ae a ie San a RE 

      

        

You manage to shake-off Sam 

and proceeds to batter your and pull into a shop to repair 

and improve your truck. 

  

BILLY JOE 

sits alongside him — 
inthe cabinas _ 
they shift the | 
Moonshine. | 

FAT SAM 

He's the Sheriff 
in town and 

hates the illegal 
trafficking of 
Moonshine.        

  

IKE 

The reckless 
driver of the 
truck who really 

_ enjoys the hectic 

ride. 

PETULA 

ShekeepsFat_ |i 
Sam informed of __ 
where Ike and his 
cousin Billy Joe 

are headed. 

  

SCRAPS 

Ike and Billy 

Joe's best friend. — 
Scraps despises 
Fat Sam and his — 
dog. 

ROMMEL 

Rommel's one 
hell of a vicious 
hound whose sole 

aim is to stop 
Moonshiners. 

  

TUCKER 

Old man Tucker 

buys the Moon- 
shine from the 
boys who bring 

him the stuff. | 

 



hey say sex, drugs and rock ‘n’ 

‘roll began in the 60s. They say 

the 60s corrupted society: more 

than it had ever been corrupted 

before. Well, you -haven't’ seen 

Palace’s idea of the near future 

where they see the return of the good 

times but with more impact than. ever 

before! 

Bill started it. It was he who 

decided to ignore the fact that most 

people tend to work for a living. He 

woke up.one fine, sunny morning 

and just refused to get out of.bed. 

His wife tried to coax him by filling 

the dining table with a breakfast fit 

for a king but he still wouldn't budge. 

He just lay there and asked his. wife 

back to join him...and memories of 

the 60s came flooding back! 

News spread throughout the 

neighbourhood. People had to do 

without milk on their cornflakes as Bill 

was the local milkman. Members of 

the British public couldn't do a full 

day’s work with cornflakes in: their 

Stomach and no milk! It just wasn't 

on! 

_ Mrs Jones began a_ formal 

protest outside Bills house, but-by 

that time, everybody had seen a new 

life — a life of laziness and luxury. The 

new lifestyle quickly caught on and 

the whole of the world decided to 

relax. No longer were manual jobs 

available as everything became con- 

trolled by machines and robots. Bill 

became a national hero. Nelson's 

statue was modified with a new eye 

and a milkman’s cap — a star had 

been born. 

Little did Bill know what disas- 

trous consequences his influence on 

the world’s population would have. 

He didn’t create a baby boom as was 

expected but the reverse. As_ the 

machines became more intelligent, 

they began to learn that they could 

rule the planet. They wiped out bil- 

lions of people. A few humans sur- 

vived the slaughter and those that 

remained soon became aware that 

the tyrant robot, Arod-7, was the 

cause of the rebellion. 

We were not yet totally doomed. 

A special robot was constructed that 

could change at will between three 

shapes, each suited to certain situa- 

tions more than others. The robot 

was armed with a formidable array of 

firepower and, thankfully, was under 

human control. 

You must take control of the 

metal mutant and discover the 

whereabouts of Arod-7. Once he is 

found, it is your duty to rid him from 

the world, forever. Your journey. will 

take you through. a number of envi- 

ronments from’ the wilderness to 

towns of incredible technological 

advancements. Each robot, monster 

and creature that confronts you will 

require different tactics to defeat. You 

must learn which of the three forms 

you should take and which weapon 

to use when attacking something. 

By combining all the possible 

movements of the joystick with the 

fire button in any of its two positions, 

you can access a variety of moves. 

  

Also, each mutant shape has differ 

ing abilities and, therefore, a large 

number of movements are available. 

lo become fully familiar and adept al   using each of the mutant forms 

requires a lot of skill and practice. 

As a horizontal flip-screen type 

game with over 160 screens, Metal 

Mutant is a highly demanding game 

if you want to complete it. Even when 

you find Arod-7, you will have to face 

five tests before you finally kill him. 

Each test requires a variety of differ- 

ent skills to be mastered by yourself. 

The challenge is now. about to 

begin... Alan 

Great (33%) 

® Good (44%) 

So-so (18%) 

@ Poor (5%) 

Dire (0%) 

GAME: METAL MUTANT 
PRICE: £24.99 

Metal Mutant is a splendid product. 

Graphically, the detail is excellent 

with some very attractive back- 

grounds. All in-game characters are 

drawn exceedingly well with 

smooth animation. Sound is con- 

veyed as frequent special effects 

that are audible at relevant times. 

Even the creatures in the forest 

that you rarely see have their own 

noises. The action is non-stop. 

Learning what moves to use against 

what creatures is vital and is an 

important part of the fun. A very 

useful automatic Save Game facility 

after reaching certain stages is 

greatly reassuring as its timing of 

execution is perfect, preventing 

you from having to return to a 

place too far back in the game for 

enjoyment. An absolutely terrific 

game! 

GAMEPLAY: iinet 

GRAPHICS: (TTT TTT 7 

RATING=90% 

You are transported to where the final tests will take place. Here you should 

listen to the mysterious image's advice. 
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The first test is one of sound. On the organ, repeat The second test is one of power. You must defeat The third test requires great intelligence. Your foe 

the tune you hear. Lighning strikes should you fail. the mechanised monster in mortal combat. is identical to you and mimics your moves, exactly. 

Pe
re
rr
er
r 

Computers can be accessed via special 

terminals. They provide helpful info and 

enhance your capabilities. 

  

sitet mae soe -. * : Manipulating background scenery such as levers is vital as, 

among other things, locked doors may open as a result. 
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In the original Sim City, you had to 

build a town from scratch and work 

your way up the political ladder to 

finally become the Mayor. After phe- 

nomenal success with Sim City, Info- 

grames have released the Terrain 

Editor to hopefully follow in its foot- 

steps. 

The Terrain Editor uses two main 

forms of operation: a modified terrain 

generator and a tile by tile painting 

mode. You can custom design land- 

scapes to use with Sim City. You can 

also modify existing landforms, even 

after they have been built. Removal 

of all man-made objects from the city 

is also made possible. 

The random modify terrain gen- 

erator is similar to the one included 

in Sim City, but with slider controls 

that allow you to control: the number 

of lakes, the size and number of tree 

groups and even the winding of the 

rivers. You can then perform a 

Smoothing function to give your city a 

more realistic look. 

You now have complete control 

over the type of city you're going to 

design. For example you can create 

- one where sea ports will be the most 

important feature due to it being 

mostly on the coast. 

+ 

  + 
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Project Terrain moot Parameters 

moot , <, 
sem Smooth Rivers C 

SIM CITY TERRAIN EDITOR 

INFOGRAMES 
£15.99 
Unfortunately, Terrain Editor is not 

worth the asking price unless you 

are an ardent fan of the original. 

  

ap 
Clear Hap : 
Clear Unnatural Objects 
Generate Randam Map 
Map Parameters 

Load City 
Save City 

Quit 
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Almost every computer/football lov- 

ing kid in the world must have a 

copy of Kick Off or Kick Off 2. Now 

Anco have released an add-on disk 

by the name of Final Whistle. This 

disk must be run with the original 

Kick Off 2 game and includes such 

extras as: a referee, linesmen and 

even a trainer for those crunching 

tackles. 

Four different pitches have been 

included: Wembley (similar to Nor- 

mal, except faster), Bumpy (ball 

bounces all over the place), Muddy 

(same as Soggy) and Icy (ball slides 

fast along the ground). Although they 

make no visible difference, the pitch- 

es add that extra little touch of 

excitement to the game. 

The most useful of the add-ons 

is the off-side rule. This has obvious- 

ly been included to make playing the 

  

computer a little more challenging. 

Unfortunately, this additional rule 

decreases the playability in a two- 

player game, as it is harder to score 

and this sees most games ending in 

no-score draws. 

FINAL WHISTLE 

ANCO 

£12.99 

Not worth the money. The add-ons, 

unfortunately, reduce the game’s 

major selling point — its playability. 

 



CASTLE SOFTWARE 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 

  

  

  

  

  

  

0782 575043 serge 0782 575043 
KN 

GODS .snsssrsnentnrnnnninn 17.49 Rail Road Tycoon ss... 24.49 Cartoon Capes... 3.50 
Le 17.49 Midwinter Il ...sssssssseeseee 24.49 Tonsley. 6.50 
Warlock the Avenger.........17,49 F15 Strike Eagle I... 24.49 Storm TroOpelsesssesssssense 3.50 
Cricket Captain ......sseen 17.49 oe . 17.49 Blue Angel 69 ..sesssssssssn 4.50 
Wondertand ......sstssssine 19.99 ROG 17.49 OU 4.50 
CHUCK ROCK ...-eresenesesrese 17.49 Last nig Wi 17.49 Cheapest Prices Around Armourgeddon Man. ess... 2.00 
LEMMiNgS nnn 1749 |_Litlle Puff 9.99 | Wat 2018 essen 17.49 Wecan alot be ary cheaper oes ed Hellfire AMACK snannnn 2.00 
Skull And Crossbones....1749 [RO hig Dragon 6.99| Hill Steet Bes... 1749 Sonebay wl eystyiouneratisieer — Heavy Metal... 3.50 
Back to the Future ill......17.49 Mig 29 Fulorum......ssses:s 26.49 rare Sof Cut Pic Sofware Ele Eke Flinistones 4.50 
Advanced Destroyer Sim..17.49 | RocketRanger 8.50) — F19Stealth..nnrcmecmm 19.99 Bullheyve all Dissappered we wi beherein — Treasure Island DizzY.......4.50 
Pansa Kick Boxing.......... 17.49 Mavis Becon Typing..........21.49 Why Choose Castle Software? First Conta 3.50 
Toyota Celca.....r.nnn 1749 | Switch Blade 7.00 | — Wrathof the Demon.......19.99 1: New Management Fighting SOC. .ennn 3.50 
at bse teste ee 17.49 Curse of the Azure Bonds 19.99 3. Al Sofware is Tested Faller AMQCLssssssncssensesenso 4.50 

ick Dangerous Il............ 17.49 oi... O1AS 5 vecn Pics Empire Strikes Back ...........3.50 
ei = sssnenenessenen | Vigilante 7.00 Getty SDUTG ..erecsrensntne 21.49 ; Nest tamsin Stock Cybernoid Innes 3.50 
rg ck senneavanesennensnerans nee Peter Beardsley 5.00 Secret of Monkey Island...21.49 8 Jha ala es eae Adv Rugby Ot 4.50 
bate hee a op y 2. ot 2 oS 10. It Costs Money Not To ai BO0d... 
PHIGG OFF OISIS occcccccccsee : BE rc ese : Office 0782 575043 9.30-5.45 Home 0782 836317 7-9 UBIOUIAL bec ‘ 

Dungeon Master........-... 17.49 Zork | 8.90 POD0C06 oe 17.49 i 2 Crystal Castes 4.50 
i SU 17.49 Leather Goddess 8.50 Total Racal oe jo Bhai Of Wrath scccason 2.50 
OP GR 17.49 Super Monaco GP............ 17.49 We have 10lines Alioburnet. 4.50 
Super Off Road Racer......17.49 | Spell Fire Scorcerer 6.00} — Feudal Lords...esscnsseem 17.49 : 2 Battie 208 450 
WG pico 17.49 : Lotus Esprit eccsscnnsse 17.49 ere cn Ga 5.50 
Hard Drivin | Seveseeauesecenanenns 1 7,49 Killing Cloud stestaenassatesceavate 1 7.49 Most of our games are secreted within Eagles Nest sis deusveseenecsscegises 2.50 

CHASE HQ 2.rerrsrsesen 17.49 Hong Kong Phoey 6.00 James POMC. ..essscssssssssen 70 6.49 
Final Whistle ...ssrserseneen 12.99 nl. 17.49 : Joe Bads 2.50 
3D Construction Kit.......... 29.49 Forgotten Worlds 7.00 DOMINION 17.49 Refunds done on any game not doe Blade 2.50 
AD BOXING .sssssstsesnssnrn 17.49 Pe 17.49 pur anime mate: Wo 4.50 
4D Driving a 17.49 sherm anM4 6.99 Battle Command............... 17.49 —Tooffer an exon eee t the poe Interphase Soe 4.50 

ahi es : - Cult 6.99 con Se : _ U aies aie oe ae as Ls Le 4s0 
UG MX IMDOS QUESt .....esscsssseeees 17.4 UD VIE ee 

Ba nnmnnnnt748 | Def of Crown 7.99 ] PM nnn 149 CaO een 8 28 Dn 
HONG €CK NICHOLAS -.scessssssesssc ONGC ig 29 Soviet Fighter.......... 

Crystals of Arborea......... 19.99 North & South 6.99 Legend Faerghall............. 19.49 Sh oe srseeneeennennnen on NiO BO0St ee 4.50 
Vaso... 21.99 = LiFe and Death ll.............. 21.49 ool ; Nebuic, 2.50 
DeMOMIAK orc 1999 | NinjaRabbits 5.99 | 1 TankPlatoon.... 1900 (oe a Nee 6.50 
Flight of the Intruder..........21.49 Fork ll 8.50 POWEFMONGEL ....esesssessseee 2149 CUIMPONUT teres 6.99 — Rock Star Ate Hamster.......4.50 
Fiero Quest... 17.49 OF : SUDIOMGCY ce eae: 21.49 ere roeevunveenueseenscnnennanscnatranenncs sh Roller Coaster Rumbler......4.50 

ee 1749 | Adv FrutMachine 5.99 ] Teenage Mutant Tutes...17.49 Fp Sehooli inde 67149 SECONdS OUt nnn 3.50 
Moonshine Racers..........- 17.49 UNS ee ae 21.49 Ancient Battles ce. 9.49 — Sutfle Puck Cafe.....ssssesssn 3.50 
Fee... 17.49 Voodoo Nightmare........ 17.49 Mag! setauestaenennonsennnenneovnnennen Ht SOMIC BOOM coos 3.50 
Pro Tennis TOUr 2.ceessssses0 17,49 B aor Poo. 29,99 Wie 49 SAOW Gat. weenereesoen 4.50 
SuperCas 2... 17.49 arbarian Il 6.99 AWESOME eesosesentesentives 1999 HodanVe. | 745 Unovied...... 450 
Switchblade 2 ....ssssessess.. 17.49 F16 Combat Pilot............ 1/.49 Rick Dangerous 0... a. 8.49 — Weird Dr@ams.........sssesssee 450 
., 14.49 peo to Dragons Lait W..nsenee 32.99 ee cree on Warlocks Quest .......sssssss 2.50 
Monty Python. sesntvsese 14.49 Speed Ball 8.50 Duck Tales .ocnscsestnrnee 18 i OO ee 3.50 
World Champ Boxing........14.49 . Pore. 14 Xb. Bo =a. 2.00 
KOR 14,49 | Fast Food Dizzy 5.99 | Et 17.49 Me Se ee) B48 7 Gates of Jambala 4.50 
al Yankee... ‘ . Op Wolf 6.50 a sunsunnessenensnunn No Grand Monster Sahn. Uk _ ‘gue a - 
BU eee ee SC Cl osibusiesii...... Owe: Ol Ode... 

Please rush me:- 
Post to: & Title Ca eERUNGHAVG DONOR SSRACSSLOU HAS USCUSOR SURE NG ORR GS SEDDON MAH Web Wales 

CASTLE SOFTWARE Adicss CC 

Castle House, Daveh vsuecdekck des ubsnsabinceese0es0e bebe i0sk aes lkss dsl ee 

o Willia a lowes St, Metre t rere e rer c rere ree Teer Te eer Tree Pe Teer e re re ee ee re a ee ee ey a | 

Postcode... Teno 

Burslem, ; . 
P dd 5 

Stoke-on-Trent P&P (if applicable) Bae : oe 
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   The start of level one has you suited up and ready for 

action (1). You take a cautious look around before-you 

decide your route. That little pile of rocks could 

contain a weapon, so you edge towards it keeping an 

eye out for any unfriendly advances (2). After picking 

up a new weapon, you decide to give it a try on the 

enemy droids (3). Works well, don’t you think? 
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ored with the usual non-violent 

TV shows? Are the latest holo 

programmes driving you’ to 

despair? Do you yearn for a little 

more excitement? If you can answer 

yes to any of the above questions, 

wake up and tune into Channel KGS 

for the experience of a lifetime. 

The Killing Game Show ts broad- 

Cast for you every night on. KGS, so 

sit down, turn on your set and get 

ready for the night of your life. Watch 

as the contestants battle their way 

around the specially built satellites to 

win the much sought-after first prize 

their life. Unfortunately, there’ is no 

prize for second place. 

Welcome to KGS, glad you could 

Spare the time! The Killing Game 

Show is constructed of 16 pits of 

Becaih located on eight specially built 

satémmle moons. Each satellite has a 

huge Cynder embedded into. the 

center of % and each cylinder hold 

two pits of @eath. You must negotia 

each cylindér until you reach the top 

and find your way to freedom. 

You play the part of a law-break- 

er, who will be given one last chance 

to repay your debt to society. The 

show's sponsors, 21st Century, feel 

inclined to give people like. you one 

more chance - except, this time 

you're not only running from the law, 
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‘out for your life as well. Judging by 

the roar of the crowd, It appears the 

first contestant has arrived, so let me 

fill you in on-a Couple of details. 

As soon as a Suitable candidate 

is found (and we're not fussy, if 

you've spat on the sidewalk, you'll 

do!) we take them off the authorities 

hands and prepare them for the 

game of their life. To give them just 

that little glimmer of hope, we provide 

each contestant with a suit of limit- 

ed-protection body 

armour (generous, 

don't you think’). 

To spice things 

up. a bit, we fill 

each pit with DOLL 

(Deadly to Organic 

Life Liquid). As 

time goes fp 

on, the liq- 

uld starts to 

rise, and ifitreach- 

es you before \ 
you manage to 

escape, you're scrap metal. 

Also, the HALFs (Hostile 

Artificial bites <= FOm) -g3 

inhabit the pit and will try desperately 

to stop you as you attempt to release 

yourself from this unwanted. night- 

mare. 

Fortunately, not all is against you. 

    

  

Always known for their original games 

and intricate intros, Psygnosis have 

come up with another. The thought of a 

criminal having his lower half torn off 

and replaced by robotic limbs, and 

then being thrown into a game show to 

fight for his life, is nothing short of bril- 

liant. The graphics are crisp and metal- 

lic, adding to the general futuristic feel 

of the game and the sound effects are 

loud and effective making this a class 

product well worth anyone’s money. 

GAMEPLAY: 
SOUND: 

GRAPHICS: 

PUNTER-POWER™ 

Great (30%) 

B Good (34%) 

So-so (27%) 

ae a a i | Poor (8%) 

eae ef... .* | | Dire (0%) 

    

   

      

     

      

   

    

GAME: KILLING GAME SHOW 
PRICE: £24.95 

TING=85% 
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You arrive at a large vertical rock face and 

utilise your climbing gear to good effect 

(4). This wall seems impassable (5), until 

you remember the key you found earlier 

on. Using the key, you open the door and 

continue on. 

   

  

In an unusual fit of compassion, the 

show's sponsors have scattered vari- 

ous weapons around the pits, that, 

when collected, provide you with a 

little hope. Unfortunately, each 

weapon has a limited charge and, 

once: used, the weapon must be dis- 

carded. 

Each pit has been filled with 

devilish traps that you must solve if 

you are to succeed. Camouflaged 

containers, when shot, will reveal 

tools and access keys. Pick- 

ing up the keys. will allow 

you to activate various 

doors and proceed fur- 

ther into the — level. 

Jumping towards a wall 

will ~ introduce — your 

climbing equipment. 

If you fall, pushing 

~ in the direction of 

the wall will enable 

you to grab on, so 

long as you are close enough. 

An exciting addition to the 

game is the video replay facility. 

Should you not make it to the exit, a 

video replay of your last life will be 

shown so you can see where you 

went wrong. You can interrupt the 

replay and resume control at any 

time..The replay is invaluable on the 

later levels, as the enemy droids 

always repeat their chosen pattern, 

so you should be able to avoid them 

second time round. Jason 
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magine the power you would 

have if you had a whole Roman 

army under your own individual 

control. Imagine being in com- 

mand of units of archers, cavalry 

and infantry. Well that is what Cohort 

allows you to do. However, | hate to 

put a dampener on things, but there 

is just as large a force intent on 

destroying yours. This leaves you no 

choice but to enter into a large scale 

battle where bloodshed is imminent. 

There are a number of different 

scenarios and a lot of flexibility 

where choosing your own and your 

opponent's army is concerned. 

Infantrymen come in three forms: 

light, medium, and heavy where 

attack and defence strengths along 

with mobility vary. The same applies 

to the three types of cavalrymen. 
You must utilise the terrain to 

place your armies 

advantageous positions. For exam- 

ple, your chances are better when 

attacking from the top of a hill 

whereas your units will be vulnera- | 

ble when attempting to 

negotiate rivers. 

To defeat the enemy, #f') 
you can’t just launch all | 

your units into one large 

fracas —- it has to be a 

planned attack. Deciding 

where and when to divide 

units is important and 

the decision of what 

each group should con- * 

sist of is vital. A group can © 

comprise any combina- 

tion of infantry, cavalry 

and archers. 

Travelling from 

one location. to 

another can be done ) 

at walking, marching or charging 

pace. The type of formation you 

want your army groups to adopt 

   

    

     
   
   
   

        

   

   

   

Stop the movement of troops. 

in the most. 

  

   

    You have now positioned your army. 
The only thing to do now is issue the 
command to attack. 

when moving is also available. 

Strategy plays a significant part 

in the game. With units possessing 

different capabilities and having dif- 
ferences in attack, defence and mis- 

sile strength, you must 

make educated manoeu- 

vres about the battlefield 

and judge the strengths 

of opposing units. The 

strengths are measured 

by a bar chart that can 

be accessed at any time. 

" nificant part. if 
become demoralised, they are more 

likely to lose a battle or even turn 

around and run away from combat 

Order your troops at various 
speeds from walking and 
marching to charging. 

  

troops. 
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of cavalry offering support from the 

flanks. Bring in more troops, quickly. 

situations. 
Archers are best kept at a short 

distance from the main battle. They 

~ can be ordered to fire at specific tar- 

gets and will succeed with their aeri- 

al onslaught provided they have a 
good missile strength. However, 

should the enemy close in and your 

archers become involved in hand- 

to-hand combat, your fortunes may 

suddenly change for the worse. 
It is unlikely that any battle will 

ever be the same for armies can be 

altered on a set-up page which then 

gives you a different challenge each 

time you play. Caesar you are not, 

but hey, why not make a name for 

yourself out there? Alan 

Choose the formation of moving troops by 

looking at what the illustrations depict. 

Displays your attack strength The strength of your missile | How many Informs you of the 

on the bar chart to the right- power which affects the casualties you balance of power in 

hand side of the screen. accuracy of your archers. have suffered. plain statistics. . 

Displays your defence strength in 

the same form as your attack Morale affects your Accesses the map of the 

strength. degree of success. complete battlefield. 

(0 ere 
a a | ee |   

ONS 

FIGHT THEM ON THE BEACHES, FIGHT THEM ON THE CLIFF!    
As the casualties begin to mount, you 

have to consider whether you should 

retreat or press on with more units. 

  

Viewing the main battlefield can be 

done by clicking on an icon. Positions 

of troops can be seen and analysed. 

PUNTER-POWER™ 

La 

  

  1) Great (0%) 

IB Good (8%) 

B So-so (47%) 

@ Poor (25%) 

® Dire (20%) 

GAME: COHORT 
PRICE: £24.99 

Firstly, Impressions should be com- 

mended for the educational ele- 

ment Cohort contains. A booklet is 

included in the package, providing 

interesting background informa- 

tion about the Roman Empire. As 

for the game, it is totally mouse 

controlled and very easy to learn 

how to play. Graphics are colourful 

and characters reasonably defined 

while sound isn’t particularly excit- 

ing with few effects. In terms of 

strategy, Cohort contains the ele- 

ments mentioned in the review text 

and they are executed quite well. 

However, you tend to feel more 

elements could have been incorpo- 

rated into the gameplay because as 

it is, there isn’t enough to maintain 

a long lasting appeal. 

GAMEPLAY: a | | || 
SOUND: Mi [TT 11 

GRAPHICS: Si | 

RATING=70% 

  

  

  

  

    
  

        
 



ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND DELIVERY 
Same day despatch whenever possibile. Express Courier Delivery £5.00 extra. 

MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT 
Unit 9 Si Richards Road, Evesham, Worcs WR11 6XJ 

“aa Call us now on © 0386-765500 
PN Lines open Mon-Sat., 9.00 - 5.30. Fax: 0386-765354 | 

  

      vesham Micro 
SS = REALL SHO RBMOOAS aaa 

5 Glisson Road 
Cambridge CB] 2HA 

T 0223 - 323898 

    

  

  
  

  

           Unit 9 St. Richards Road 
Evesham 

Worcs WR11 6XJ 
TZ 0386 - 765180 
fax : 0386 - 765354 

Open Mon - Sat, 9.00 - 5.30 

    

1762 Pershore Road 
Cotteridge 

Birmingham 3BH 
T 021 - 458 4564 
fax : 021-433 3825 

Open Mon - Sat, 9.00 - 5.30 

         
    

Technical support (open Mon-Fri, 9.30 - 5.30): 0386-40303 

Send an Order with Cheque, Postal Order or 
ACCESS/VISA card details. Please allow 5 
working days for Personal Cheque clearance. 

    

  

   

           Government, Education and PLC orders welcome 
All products covered by 12 Months Warranty 
All goods subject to availability, FE. & O.F. 

fax : 0223 - 322883 
Open Mon - Sat, 9.00 - 5.30 

IBM Dealer ®@ Corporate Specialist 

         
              

  

            

amplified stereo 
New! LY-Fl ieckers ‘KICK OFF’ F4-J44R ie 

Wi TH THIS * KICK OFF 2’ (RAP: £25.53) REALISE THE TRUE SOUND 
* ‘TRACKSUIT MANAGER’ (RAP: £20.42) POTENTIAL OF YOUR 
* ‘SUBBUTEO’ (RAP: £25.53) ATARI STE WITH THESE 

* ‘FLIMBO'S QUEST’ (RRP: £25.53) FULL RANGE, AMPLIFIED 

* QUICKSHOT 3 TURBO Joystick (RAP: £9.99) STEREO SPEAKERS ! 
* 10 X 3.5" DS/DD DISKS (RRP: £9.99) ONLY £39.95 
TOTAL RRP OF EXTRAS: OVER £110.00 | : | 

EVESHAM MICROS PRICE PROMISE - ‘subir Hse Meshal acu ce Sone thoes cece NEW! TRACKBALL 
WE WILL BEAT ANY GENUINE ATARI ST software including paint program, two wordprocessors, games, . 

PACKAGE OFFER ON A LIKE-FOR-LIKE BASIS graphics & sound demos, desk accessories and utilities. Excellent new high performance trackball, 

NEW! 520 STE DISCOVERY EXTRA PACK : deo ais 
ST. Operates from the mouse or joystick 

port. Super-smooth, accurate and 

Special new package including the Atari STE, : ; 
now available at a special new price ! Includes a} CURRICULUM PACK 

versatile - you probably won't want 
to use a mouse again after using 

the STE with 1Mb Drive, 512K RAM, full digital 
stereo sound, PLUS extra software including: 

      

    this Trackball ! Total one-handed 

control. Top quality construction 
: 2 z “2 and opto-mechanical design, 

@eeeeeseeeeeeeeeeeeeeees : Special new pack features five delivering high sed and accuracy every 

ONLY £309.99 WITH 1MB RAM FITTED |] : | C@'eg0nes of extra software, including : time. No driver software needed ! ‘Dragon's Breath’ ® ‘Super Cycle’ @ ‘Indiana : ‘Read & Learn’ word recognition & Jones" @ Anarchy’ @ Neochome'@, | OY ES6880 WT 2MBRAMFITED||| Dew! wr wo! weston “ONLY £29.95 
‘FirST BASIC’ @ ‘Atari ST Tour’ beau :| Spelling & Primary Maths ® GCSE 

: @ Wordprocessor, Database & 
Maths, French & Geography revision TRUEMOU SE 

520 STFM ‘DISCOVERY PACK’ | gpsenenirh cinahbertee ce or CLARET ee 
High quality, good value package based around the 520 STFM computer including 512K RAM, 1Mb ] inc.VAT & \ smoothest, most responsive and 
Floppy Drive and built-in TV modulator. Also supplied is - : £369 S delivery A. accurate replacement mouse you 
‘STOS’ Games Creator @ ‘Outrun’ ® ‘Carrier £279 g promise : Seeeeeee8e802882028082888 can buy for the Atari ST. Excellent 

Command’ ® ‘Bomb Jack’ ®@ ‘Space Harrier ® "ae tala ssn >|] £449.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED performance, amazing low price ! ‘Neochrome’ ®@ ‘FirST BASIC’ ® ‘Atari ST Tour’ : ®eeeesesceseseeseseeee eens 

se dons £309.99 WITH 1MB RAM FITTED ||: SATISFACTION Plus ‘Discovering your Atari ST’ Book : | [£529.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED £17.9 GUARANTEED 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE ST/Amiga compatible - 

LYNX DB actnboke Games 2s Console excellent travel & accuracy assured 

Sebi 15" TV/MONITOR 
With its dedicated monitor input, this 

mode! combines the advantages of a high 

quality medium resolution colour monitor 

with the convenience of remote control 

Teletext TV - at an excellent low price ! 

£269.00 dctivery & cable 
Monitor Switch Box - switch betwer 

  

    
       

PLUG-IN, SOLDERLESS RAM 
UPGRADES FOR ATARI 

520/1040 ST COMPUTERS 
With our compact plug-in 512K RAM Upgrade, 
you can expand the memory of your ST to as | 

much as 2.5Mb, quickly and cheaply ! 
2 versions allow upgrade to 1Mb, or 2/2.5Mb @ Compact design @ 

Quick installation procedure @ Simple, fast and effective RAM 

upgrade path @ Suits ANY Atari 520 ST mode! @ Requires no 
soldering or technical know-how 

Please note: Not suitable for STE machines 

512K VERSION : 

veremena £69.95 
2MB VERSION : 

UPGRADES ANY 520 or 
1040 ST TO 2/2.5MB RAM NEW! A DRIVE with 

LED Track Display 
High quality double-sided 3.5" 

_ floppy drive offering the 
: full 880K formatted 

capacity per 3.5” disk. 
Features a special LED 

display which accurately 
shows the current track 

being accessed during any 
disk drive activity. 

ONLY £74.95 
Reference-40 40Mb SCS! Hard Disk Including its own P.S_U ._.£ 349.00 

    

    

  

   

  

   

      

   

  

   
    

        

  

Only £99.95 canecano or your Choice! 
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Philips CM8833 Mk. (stereo sound) - latest model inc.cable .. £ 249.00 
Atari SM124 Monochrome Hi-Res. Monitor ............................... £ 129.95 

Atari SC1224 Colour Medium Res. Monitor _.............................. 

     

  

      
     

  

    Rygar Warrior 
Zalor Mercenary .. £19. 95 

     

  

    
   

  

  
   
    “.. a very smart looking drive indeed ... a slim and 

quiet device ... it is very keenly priced too.” 

= ST WORLD, September 1989 

  

    

    

    SUPER LOW 
PRICE ! 

    

     
    

     

    

@ Very quiet 

@ Slimline design    
   

  

   

  

       
    
   

   

  

i j Reference-100 HD as above, huge 100Mb capacity... £ 499.00 ® Cooling Vents 520 STE 1Mb RAM upgrade (2x256k SIMMS) .......-.----.--.---0---- £ 40.00 
: . : # 520/1040 STE 2Mb RAM upgrade (2x1Mb SIMMS)... £ 119.00 @ Sleek, high quality metal casing Q 520/1040 STE 4Mb RAM upgrade (4x1Mb SIMMS)... £ 235.00 

@® Suits any model of Atari ST Fi 5 520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade kit, requires soldering .................... £ 59.00 © Guslity Sony /Ciezen mecheniem (UO ESRD Including VAT fy costru im ras Upwrads ted y ousaves £8000 
me : = Mega ST2 4Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves .............. £ 149.00 

@ On / Off switch on rear of drive EXTERNAL PLUG IN PSU and delivery 520STFM 1Mb Internal Drive upgrade kit, with full instructions. 
: Requir ight niediicaon..2 2 ee £ 54.95 @ Full 720K Formatted Capacity Beware of other makes of drive that take Why pay mor e? sinasnaes ‘het ea PS I a . ae awe 

® Long reach connection cable their power from the joystick port ! Mouse Cleaner - give your Atari Mouse @ S@rvice 02... ececececeen-e. £9.95 

  

Dust Covers for amy ST or MEGA .....0.2.0...50:2cicceecceccacecesecdonceleasdicenoees £4.95



   
TOP 50 CHART 

PPrrrrrrrrrrr irri irri i rrr rrr) 

Sam eeccanseennasecccensensanacenensscaneane 

BY Adidas Golden Sh0e ........-secceeenne- 99 fi Back to the Future 3 ...--nee-renresee Eghtshift aneeeaneneeseneeveeneeeneenees 
hy) Advanced Destroyer Sim ..............-...-- apti Panzar Kick Boxing 

prhFc SOTSaeEAG Se Be Bete fe ER Be me POS : . Se aaa nn ma Men Maat. | Player Managet ...............---..-.::::++------£11.99 
SUIS CII iss nares <geistenronace : Ta iLL tk |, Renee Salat De ROR ees anv £19.99 

. Se eRe eS: SIRI pent teks Mapa eae aber S FICK DRIES So sooo css gnece chawnace £16.99 
ee eT tre te ene : F19 Stealth Fighter......................--..+. : eg. fe apliaaie ae See Ooemibee ose See : 

seecceeeneenseeaeennns . Flight of the Intruder .........................-.£20. RE iis cht chanaersesaparte be 
Pig tonlare “ti On one MEM hae AE . ET e ( ETs eile ioe neta Reams sep og Ek nA Sa ree RAN NO 
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wacecccnsecenenasesescccsssaccsesacenceahs Eee 8 8=—# RE RANE Lec ccccnccnccncascccncecaceneecacessasenaaassses 

SiR GIES Baa ne Saale : SY Id REED ree g ET. iy | ed fern Grand Prix.................£17.99 
. ‘ A FSI eS sae ee ea Sey En ea £17.99 | 

i Seeaghotistagmaktone ig see cen , ppmradarctere ES 3 | POON CHAPIN sis ocoesscennsanyadciemy ston cea WOME 

Killing Cid 2 ir Finest HOUP «....-..--c0-ccseeccseecse--- £19. 
ee ee ee : UI WIININNG ois Sunk ndsiondavcacivromnsdaiasvare tame Er bis Spatcesbinah daa tareneustesascrebe 

seesneneneeestseneceeneeeesees . er ee sere ee ae ; "9 Wipe MTSE ET Sree Ae Ae ie. 
Sabet tyniaa dpieddeap ata vasbansaeree : otus Tu ONG oo oinwtcivnsassasnscee Ws ; AREER Ate ey a 

2 Rr st re No A sgh Hapa xgh ee ee enone 3 I fA ria Ohlous ge Sagteal eae 
Midni ht Resistance Be abit epee SNE Pe : Sas Ca rs RO as aie a 

eemaceneacccccceneccanasesaeccchuhes Bates = 0 WECRERE SFE LEEKS EPQCEEINJED cccccccccccccccaneccencaces 
   

eam menasenncnncnccnnnnananncncsenscnsesssseanesesenbebemse Fa AUREL cnnccccnccccnccncnccacccacnsascasseasasasasaasanas 
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im European Superleague ...................---- 
Be intel CONUMNAM ...3..--.niscsestigenscansaneee 

Heros Quest (Gremlin) ..-.scceec-ee- 
it Came From The Desert................-+- 

     
    

  

      

  

    

   

“WORLD CUP COMPILATION-ONLY £14.99 
Tracksuit Manager. Kick Off. 

onal Socc 
   

COMPUTER HITS II-ONLY £7.99 

Tetris. Tau Ceti. Tracker. Joe Blade 

  

SUPREME CH ALLENGE FLIGH 
Eliminator. Skychase    

i Secret of Monkey Island ....................- 

m= Secret Weapons of the Luftwaffe ........ 

    

i Spirit of Excalibur (1 Meg) .............--.-- 
=) Storm Across Europe (SS!) .............-.. £20.99 

  

      

  

     
      

     

      

      

      

   

    

       

snupadeovapbaccnascuubdeaptcanneonentsokte NA Atay MEET ERIE: WOM ico) tne aed eucod ooo: i nme remem ene A 

MN ke at | nN et oe et a Afterburner oan erie oe a Oe eA) eee esmameerersenne af ZS 

nee NIN sid. cncine nena a Basin stk Rc albceeae Na dace cd Wada suck oie skein tones os 
EMIS i SEIZE NEES PER DRE ERE ES BEG tance Mann te Od ee Ee SURE RD Cale Os rete, 

Please note that the majority of the forth- 1 Balance of POWER .......cccccccccccccceceeeeeeeeeee £9.99 Die ie DRE Dee SES FOOTE £8.99 

=| coming attractions are not released at time Ci a ees £7.99 TPIT WS TIE gon aries con passe £9.99 

=| of going to press. These will be despatched Bosch Viliy 2 £7.99 esac pee Bird .............---..0+00+. as 
a within 24 hrs of release subject to availability (9) Boulderdash Const Kit ..............--.--------- CAD ea nT £799 I 

Brian Clough’s Football .....................-.-- £6.99 st al “39 @ 
Centrefold Squares ...........-...--se--eeecnee00- £7.99 Silent Service ........--.---.eereeccesecoeeeneeons £9.99 f 

ACCESSORIES Deluxe Strip oO ATE BLE ee ree Oe £7.99 SITY ogc cvhent canes esinnioniisansedapsansivutoventh £7.99 

ip oe SCRE Picutiies Oren 2 arta a oe ee 
PERRI eee ees ee Cw A era oe a 

a CADE INE crn cee mee RO. eye Soy oe ee 
Be ey eee A ee en ae Fantasy World Dizzy ..............------...--0-+: 5 OO Fe ee : 
Atari ST 4 Player Adaptor... open ata fee he ae £7.99 Steve Davis SMOOKEL...--ce-eeeeesenneeeeen £9.99 

SRN ON FRGOEE oi. os 5. sesso sea £9.99 
BE AMEND CPE sos cite cinnenrgecasvndnpnsssdennnshian £7.99 PMI siciin a sccdemsentind aecescases snsssecceensneonare £8.99 RES SU a AR ON I ROEM £7.99 

By Disc Cleaning Kit ...........-.-.-------------- £2.00 Be er (ie OS, a ee £8.99 | 

aig gel legal eceeees £14.99 TA) Ghouls and Ghosts... c-ncenneeee eran Goo 
i Mouse Mat 6mm .............-.------n-seeeeceeees £3.99 Gnome R 2 ESE etre SR £4.99 Tin Tin on the Moon ...........................-.. £4.99 
BPC I) CANO. .coccnalesnedncccdcnchacsiocenden ee sal ches gt a ane ERATE: Ree TR IE REE Se Re ch a Otte £4.99 

De napa iaa sie: PAN DIET oes osc Tiere oi eae oe ge ee 
nays OE ES Eek Sekt Sonn aint: <2: | aarp PR ie ae ON Re ng gM 

ie hag pice ne ae re PT LEE”, ER RTM RRR ONO er FY BS TV ris Football ......................--.-.....£11.99 

sesseccesccssecsecnesens- LSS TR JOAN Of AIC ...........-2..-cccecsencsseceseecesceeees 7.50: WAR I ie i leases ee 
sath gacebut tae oss ss oa Raedelee aD EE RN AIIM ccd cen shisorhnascsinsucheadsendiagcdnedunate £4.99 UMS Scenario Civil War........................£3.99 

FED SRR Al Ee eae CNR, £9.99 UMS Scenario Vietnam...................------£3.99 
Ae <a Reta ARM ana iis aa eden s an xciouaneinsemaaeewtvhaed £7.99 SFA eS ie SIE ate DF 

seosenenenccceeeds 1 S°2\ faa Manhunter in San Francisco ................. £9.99 CREAT IB pee cee eR len Ee 
REE el SE £4.99 Ue ocostkgsuidatns sun atussuees Oksana ce on chao stannic sea 

iesane Paap ness: Ait ie gd gc ieee iri ne tal pen yeni emer ri £7.99 Sess aR NS EMR RI Ee cee 

PLEASE CHARGE MY ACCESS/VISA NO ... 

ORDER FORM FN | E | ee CUSTOMER NO 
Please supply me with the following for 

   
    

| Balance of Power 1990 (1 Meg) 

| Bards Tale Vol 1 

= Castle Master 

=) Dungeon Master 

| F29 Retaliator 
Sai Aiea One 

A | Leisuresuit Larry 

3 = Leisuresuit Larry 3 

| Midwinter 
ee Mon 

     

  

SIM CITY & 
TERRAIN EDITOR 

ONLY £22.99 

ROCKET RANGER 
AMAZING VALUE 

ONLY £4.00 
   

CLASSIC COLLECTION 

Batman the Movie 

Battle Hawks 1942 
Battle Master 

Chaos Strikes Back 

Daily Double Racing 
Dragon Flight 
Dragons Lair 
Dragons Lair 2 — Timewarp 
Dragons of Flame 

Dungeon Master Editor 

a Jones The Adventure 
Int. Rugby Simulator 
Jack Nicklaus Golf 
Judg 
King Quest IV 
Leaderboard 

Leisuresuit Larry 2 

M1 Tank Platoon 
Maniac Mansion : 
Mavis Beacons Typing hB

e 
RA

RE
 

88
88
88
88
8 

: 
| 

2 
Bi 

388 

New Zealand Story 
Operation Stealth 

= Pipemania 

Powerdrome 
3 Promised Lands 

Rainbow Island 
i Red Lightning 
Red cr Rising 
Robocop 
Saint Dragon 

Scenery Disk 7, 9 or 11 
Scenery Disk Japan or Europe 
Spindizzy Worlds 
Simulera 
pa 

Space Quest Ill 
Supremacy 
Switchblade 
Tank Attack 

Ultimate Golf 
War in Middle Earth   
Please make cheques 

& PO payable to 
Turbosoft 

Credit Card orders taken, payment cashed 
ics get : only on despatch. Orders under £5 add 75p 

Titles i .| P&P per item. For first class add 75p P&P per 
item UK only. E.E.C. countries add £2.00 per 

item. Non E.E.C. countries add £3.00 per 
item. Express airmail £4.00 per item. All items 

subject to availability. All prices subject to 
change without notice. E.& O.E. Please note: 

Mail Order companies may take up to 28 days to 
deliver goods from receipt of order. Please allow 

for cheque clearance 

ST Action June 91   
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3 Bears (5-10) 

Answer Back Junior 

Answer Back Senior 

Arithmetic Add On (A.B.J.)........ 

Better Maths (12-16) £16.99 

Better Spelling (8-14) 

Donald's Alphabet Chase 

French Mistress 

Fun School 2 (under 6) 

Fun School 2 (6-8) 

Fun School 2 (8+) 

Fun School 3 (under 5) 

Fun School 3 (5-7) 

Fun School 3 (7+) 

German Master   
REN 10. TYNE 522i es. £10.99 

Magic Maths (4-8)................... £16.99 

Math Talk (5-13) ...................... £13.99 

Maths Mania (8-12)................. £16.99 

Mickey's Crossword Maker .....£13.99 

Mickey’s Runaway Zoo........... £13.99 

he Lat BR SO nes mA Aaa ae £6.99 & 

Prof. Plays a New Games....... £20.99 

SHONMGIY VERO Sonn csisc cs cascecnes es £13.99 

Spelling Add On (A.B.J.)...........£7.99 
  

   

3.5" BULK DISKS 

10 — £6.99 
20 — £11.99 
50 — £24.99 
100 — £44.99 
500 — £194.99 
1000 — £364.99 

      

    

PLATINUM 
COLLECTION 
ONLY £17.99 
Ghouls N Ghosts, 

Strider, Forgotten 

Worlds, Black Tiger 

Turbosoft 
Unit 6 & 7 

Acacia Close 

NAKSHA MOUSE 
BARGAIN 
BUY£19.99 

  

SIM CITY & 
POPULOUS 
ONLY £19.99 

  

TENNIS 
CUP E. MOTION 

HARD DRIVIN 
ONLY £4.99 

  

ONLY £9.99 £18.99 

RICK CRACKDOWN 
DANGEROUS 
ONLY £9.99 

  

   
BANGKOK 
NIGHTS LARRY 3 

ONLY £4.99 

  

AMERICAN 
DREAMS 

ONLY £6.99 

Bubble Ghost 
Operation Neptune 

Hostages 
Super Ski 

        

    

Cherrycourt Way 
Industrial Estate 
Stanbridge Road 
Leighton Buzzard 
Beds. LU7 8QE 

Office hours are 
Monday to Friday 
9.00am to 5.00pm 

Saturdays 
10.00am to 4.00pm 

All prices include VAT 

Tel: (0525) 377974 
Fax: (0525) 852278 

See us stand E26-E28 

at the Computer Shopper 
Show, Alexandra Palace, 

LOth - 12th May 
Many special offers to save 

you SALAS 

  

   

  

IN NOW 
SUPREMACY 
ONLY £19.99 

ONLY £9.99 

  

DYNAMITE 
DUX 

ONLY £5.99 

DYNASTY IN NOW 
WARS = U.MS.21Meg 

ONLY 
£5.99 

LEISURE SUIT 

ONLY £26.99 

EUROPEAN 
DREAMS 

ONLY £6.99 

Stir Crazy - Bobo 
Teenage Queen 
Action Service 
Billiards Sim 

   

      

      

POWER UP 
ONLY £20.99 
Chase H-Q, X-Out, 

Rainbow Island, Turrican, 

Altered Beast 

LOOK!! 

SUPER 

COMING SOON 
. DEUTROS 

ONLY £17.99 

  

ONLY £16.99 

SILENT SIM CITY ine Ons GEM-X 
ONLY 14.99 | fim jap ma ONLY £16.99 

  

METAL 
MASTERS 

ONLY £17.99 

  

CARS EAGLE RIDERS 
ONLY £4.99 

  

BACKGAMMON 
ONLY 
£17.99 

    
   

NINJA 
WARRIOR 

£7.99 

THE STRATEGY/BOARD 
POWER GAME GO-MOKU & 

RENJU ONLY £7.99 

  

  

PURPLE 
SATURN DAY 
ONLY £4.99 

  

SPRING SPECIALS ®@ SPRING SPECIALS @® SPRING SPECIALS 

HIGH ENERGY FUTURE 
ONLY £16.99 

Tin Tin on the Moon 
Teenage Queen 
North & South ff G-Nius 
Fire & Forget 
Hostages Purple Saturn Day 

DREAMS 
ONLY £4.99 

Warlocks Quest 

Spidertronic 

  

or 

MEGA OFFER!! 

      

    
   

  

     

  

FULL METAL 
PLANET 

ONLY £9.99 

NORTH & 
SOUTH 

ONLY £7.99 

GUNSHIP 
ONLY 
£12.99 

MR DO 
ONLY 
£4.99 

LEMMINGS 
ONLY 
£17.99 

TOYOTEES Mastersound 2 

ONLY 
£4.99 
  

  

   

    

SUPER QUINTET fF 

Chamonix Challenge 

Passengers on the 

MEGA BUY 
Welltris £9.99 

Light Corridor £9.99 
Mystical £9.99 

ALL 3 FOR £19.99 

BATTLE 
MASTER 
£12.99 

CRYSTAL 
CASTLES 
ONLY £4.99 

ONLY £4.99 

Bubble Ghost 
Warlocks Quest 

Wind 1 & 2 

DAMOCLES + 
MISSION DISK 
ONLY £10.00 

UTILITIES 

Logistix (Spreadsheet) 

SUPER BUY 

CUMANA 

EXTERNAL 

DISK DRIVE 

10 Blank Disks 

ONLY £74.99 

F16 Faicon £13.99 

  
Falcon Mission 1 £9.99 

MEGA OFFER!! 

Faicon Mission 2 £9.99 

OR 

All 3 £29.99 

  

For every £30 spent you can choose one of the following titles absolutely free!! (available singularly @ £3.99 each) 
Action Service, G-Nius, Turbo G.T., Mr Do Run Run, Time Soldier, Space Defence, Installation, Iron Trackers, Operation 
Neptune, Question of Sport, T.N.T. Combat, Captain Blood, Bubble Plus, Warlocks Quest, Purple Saturn Day, Wanted, 

    

Trauma, Spidertronic, Phoenix, Hawkeye, Stir Crazy Bobo, Safari Guns 

  

(Personal callers welcome) 

HOW TO FIND US...... 
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Maps showing direct routes from the motorway and A5   

    
   

     

 



ver 15 years ago a chap by 

the name of Marc Miller 

designed the most successful 

science-fiction role-playing 

game ever. Known then as Traveller, 

iad dak gal) : oe it has since undergone a revision of 

Paks 2 sae ee ive the rules and is now known as Mega- 
traveller. 

It is on this new, updated version 

that the first computer game of the 

series — Megatraveller 1, The Zho- 

dani Conspiracy — is based. The sce- 

el     
    

  . 1 nario is a huge universe that you can 

The major aspect of the game is the character generation An extra way of eaming cash is at the casino on the gaming explore with complete freedom. You 
with every detail catered for . machines. It’s an expensive gamble to take! choose where your five-person party 

goes next and take complete control 

of each individual character in true 

role-playing style. 

Before you can start adventuring 

in the world of Megatraveller, you 

have to select your party. Several 

characters have already been pre- 

designed for ease of use and you 

can choose five from here or cook up 

a mixture of your own characters and 

those supplied. 

Alternatively you may want to 

completely d@sign your own party 

from scratch, in Which case you get 

to play with the excellent character 

designer for a little'while. 

All characters in the game*have 

a military background in one<of the 

five services — Army, Navy, Marines, 

Scouts and. Merchants. When* you 

first-begut to-design your-characier 

you can ‘Choese whether to try to 

ehlist in a particular service or sub- 

yectyourself to the draft, in 

Casé-you. will be random 

  UGE tds 3 TLE 

Right at the start:of the adventure you'll encounter this is machine could hold your dreams. Great riches could be 

young lady and she’ll explain what you'll have to do. yours with just one lucky combination. 

          

    

      
    

        
    

   

    

        

    
    

  

Cript- 

the military-fas 

ry, -requirements. For 

e, the-Marines have a reputa- 

on for being tough and therefore 

gaining entry to the Marine Corps is 

very difficult whéreas the Army will 

virtually aecept anybody. 

Once you've signed up for a 

teffn (four years) there’s a chance 

you'll get“promoted. Again... this 

depends# largely on whefe you: 

doing.your service. Promefti 

harder te=come=hy4 e€ Marines 

thar in the 

    Ee ae 

No sooner has she revealed what you fave to do, you'll be 

attacked and have:to fight your way out from here! 

       
   

   Army; 

end of each four-year 

, you wilfeither be told your ser- 

vices are.no.longer required or f£e- 

conscripted and_.kept for another 

term. Alternativelyryou ean-re-enlist,.if 

you want to further."your career-er 

muster-outeand go adventuring. (If 

shoeuld-5éamentioned that a term only 

PUNTER= POE teas we oe acc 
The development of the characters is 

really interesting and you'll probably 

(1 Great (14%) begin creating more than necessarybut 

@ Good (27%) if you just want to leap straight into the 

eta game the pre-supplied characters do a 
apg iy good job, If you get hooked you'll be 

there for ages. This is serious role-play- 

ing, so it isn’t going to appeal to every- 

one. Even if this isn’t your type of game 

GAME: MEGATRAVELLER 1 it's sti) worth a long, hard look. 
PRICE: £30.64 GAMEPLAY: ES | | 

RATING=83%! cupacs sume: 

  

    
    

  

  

  

    

   



  

e 

ple of seconds!): 

When a term comes to an end 

you can choose to further your skills. 

You have a great deal of control over 

which skills to advance. So you can 

basically hone a character to your 

likiag. There are over 70 different tal- 

ents and abilities each character can 

develop=Net.all of these-are-releyant 

to the -figst Megatravetleradventiure, 

for-éxample, Interrogation and Inter- 

viewing. Buk you" mays like to give 

your chara¢ters-one or two..efeihese 

SO yOU Can Cafry On role-playing with 

them in jater-games* where =they 

could come in handy. 

Once yoObere-= happy... With... your 

party you can.take them adventuring 

in the world of Megatraveller. To start 

eff with you'll be attacked and you 

must-quickly try to either run away or 

dispose - Of your..enemies. Then 

you've got to-spend -artittle time look- 

ing fora new jump drive before you 

can get Off the planet. 

After you've achieved, this task, 

the rest of-what you do is entirely up 

to you,, that's. the ideasef fole-playing 

anyway. There-aré~so_mtany different 

Ways 16 dO-and-ahings to do it would 

be “impossible to mention them all 

Your party is free to wander around as you please. 
Most of the other characters in the game can be 
interacted with but usually with minimal response. 

Ft — ogre 

unteSs.we did-a-Wwhole magazine on 

the game. Suffice te-Say for now. that 

the game_ involves: getting loads_of 

cash together and this —car=.be 

massed by means such as piracy or 

legal trading. 

All of the worlds in Megatraveller 

are. different from each other. A good 

example of this is the terrain of each 

individual ptanet- Some ground can 

be*Gevered.casily on foot, other plan- 

ets requiresthe=use of an ATV (All Ter- 

fain Vehicle) because of their rugged 

landscape. 

Fach planet also has. its: own 

atmosphere, Anis can directly—afféect 

whether. yeu. can land on it without a 

certain piece of equipment or not. For 

example, if there's no atmosphere-at 

all, you'll need a Vacc-Suit. Paul 
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Polos pe $ 5250 

is Hidk winder thing sount ania doe at a 
the airbase to pick up your ship. From here you 
can go out into the Megatraveller universe. 

TETHERED TO EFATE SPACE DOCK 

i (Left) Once you enter 
the shop in the airbase 

| arm your ship until you 

| cargo (Elite style!) 

| (Right) From the Jump 
| screen, you can make 
limited inter-space 

aw jumps to other systems 
if you have the right 

amount of fuel. 

| feel secure and also buy 
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Predator 2 
. 

4 

The Predator returns with a new 21st Century look, and thanks to 

Mirrorsoft and ST Action, you could relive the life of the Predator 
with a fantastic limited edition mask and pair of gloves. 

The specially imported mask,and gloves are worth hundreds of 

* pounds and only a very small number have found their way into 

this country. If you want to win this terrific prize, all you have to. 

do is answer the two simple questions below: 
2 = 

oo awne played the starring role in the original Predator film? 

. * | 

rs Who plays the leading role as tough cop Harrigan in Predator 2? 
> 

The first correct entry to be pi¢ked. 

out of the hat will cellect the 

Predator mask and gloves, as well 

as acopy ofthe game. * 
For those of you who aren't lucky 

enough to pick up the main prize, 

there are also 10 amazing runner- 
up prizes consisting of both the 
game and a T-Shirt courtesy of Mir- 
rorsoft. Just complete the form and 

return it to us by the 19th of July. 

Now keep a watchful eye out for 

the postman! 

  

 



be 

To stand a chance of winning 

form to: Predator 2 Compo, 

ANSWERS TO THE PREDATOR 2 COMPO ARE: 

Answer 1 is: . LGOER.. 

Answer 2 is iieaasnele 

Name ale @Or\f&> 

Pa PSOE — TAN at sgn SRO 0 RR a RE Sed ARLE Ny 

cF1 Stl 
SSSeeee0 SSeeeceeun8 Postcode s Seessaeen0   

his cracking gear, send your entry 

T Action, Interactive Publishing, 

Europa House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP. 

 



  

I must confess, this must be the best tips page in the world. | mean, y 

where can you find all the most up to date hints on a single page? @W = 

Anyway, I gotta’ go, so enjoy reading and I'll see you all next month. © 

   
Neil Skellam from Waterloo in Liver- 

pool has a tip for Treasure Island 

Dizzy. He says that if you get to the 

tile screen and type in ICANFLY 

(making sure that you don't include 

any spaces) you will be able to fly 

your way around the screens and 

complete the game in no time. 

Thanks a lot, Neil. 

NITRO - PSYGNOSIS 
| must admit to being a fan of this 

classic little race game. If you are 

having a few problems, try typing in 

your name as MAG and you should 
find that your gas goes up to 5000 

and your money has increased to 50 

credits. Quite useful, don’t you 

think? My grateful thanks go to Mr 

Jonathan Block of Southampton, 

Hampshire for that one. 

  

Sod J1TH MELD 
¢ ij E-LIF Fis :   

ae ae 

HORROR ZOMBIES FROM THE 
CRYPT - MILLENNIUM 

Your not gonna’ believe this, but we 

have yet another addition to the on- 

running saga of the rd 

Horror Zombies | 
cheat. This time 

the tip comes from 

Paul Borgerson of 

Churchtown, 

Southport who says 

    
   

              

   

   

    

    

that if you still can’t manage to com- 

plete the game, try typing in 

BOGEYEATER when asked for a 

level code. You should now have 

infinite lives, So no more excuses! 

Not the best of conversions this, but 

definitely one of the hardest to com- 

plete, so this tip from Warren Lee of 

Seven Oaks, Kent should keep 

some of you happy. Go up to the 

dustbins and crouch down. Now, 

continuously fire at them for approxi- 

mately 11 seconds and walk into 

them for infinite lives. 

This next tip comes from a chap 

called Greg Granger who lives in a 

place far across the land known only 

as Canada. When you are on the title 

screen, type in TCB LIVES FOR- 

EVER. Ihe screen should temporar- 

ily flash, letting you know the cheat 

mode is now active. Press 1-5 for the 

starting level and any of these keys 

for some extras: 

F2 Go to end of level guardian. 

F3 Player stats. Use the up/ 
down arrow to select 

the cheat option. 

F4 Kill end of level monster. 

F10 = Pink border (dead useful, 

don't you think?) 

Pretty good eh? My thanks go to 

Greg Granger for all his help. 

   

This handy little tip will grant you infi- 

nite credits on US Gold’s arcade 

conversion of Line of Fire. When the 

game has loaded, press the HELP 

key and a message will now appear. 

Now type in WHAT A BUM- 

MER and infinite credits are yours. 

Also, pressing any key from 1 to 7 

will start you off on the relevant level. 

  
PRESS#®EIRE 
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Silica presents some great 
offers on the award winning 
range of high quality dot 
matrix printers from Citizen. 
Each Citizen printer is built in 
the UK to exacting standards, 
ensuring superb reliability 
and a very high quality of 
output. Our confidence in the 
quality of Citizen printers is 
such that we are pleased to 
offer a unique two year 
guarantee with every printer. 
Plus, if you purchase your 
Citizen printer from us, we 
will give you a Silica Printer 
Starter Kit (worth £29.95), 
FREE OF CHARGE! 

, 24 PIN 

Next Day - Anywhere in the UK mainland 

Worth £29.95 - With every Citizen printer from Silica. 

Worth £39.95 - With Swift 9 and Swift 24 printers. 

Silica offer a 2 year warranty (including the printer head) 
with every Citizen printer purchased from Silica. 

Free Windows 3.0 driver - In the Silica Starter Kit. 

Technical support helpline open during office hours. 

Citizen printers are manufactured to high standards. 

144 DRAFT 144.3 DRAFT 

The Citizen 120D+ is one of the UK’s best selling 
printers. it has a stylish appearance and excellent 
features and performance for such an inexpensive 
printer. The 120D+ is available with either a serial 
or parallel interface and is an ideal first printer. 

@ 9-pin Printhead 
@ Print Speed 144cps Draft 
® 30cps NLQ 
@ Epson & IBM Graphics Emulation 
© Pull Tractor & Bottom Feed 

The award winning Citizen 124D brings high quali- 
ty 24-pin dot matrix printing within every computer 
users reach. It is the ideal choice where high quali- 
ty printing is required at a budget price. 

@ 24-pin impact Printer 
@ Print Speed 144cps Draft 
@ 2 LQ Fonts (48cps) 
@ 8K Buffer 
@ Epson, IBM & NEC P6+ Emulation 
@ Advanced Paper Parking 
@ Superior Graphics - 360x360dpi 

“Than Clatad Geils d ib peblbet toc Whose eho require 
high quality dot matrix black or colour printing at a 
budget price. The print quality of Swift 9 rivals that 

The Citizen Swift 24 is one of Europe's best selling 
printers and has won awards including Printer Of 
The Year 1990. its rapid print speed, quality and 
black or colour options, make it a natural choice. 

@ Superior Graphics - 240x216dpi 
i @ FREE Starter Kit 

STARTER KIT .... £29.95 

TOTAL RAP: £258.80 
SAVING: £110.45 

SILICA PRICE: £148.35 

PRINTER 
ACCESSORIES 

STARTER KIT .... £29.95 

TOTAL RAP: £350.80 
SAVING: £144.95 

SILICA PRICE: £205.85   
SHEET FEEDERS 

PRA1200 120D 
PRA 1215 124D/Swift 9/24 

SERIAL INTERFACES 
PRA 1189 1200+ ; 
PRA1209 Swift 9/124D 
PRA1709 Swift 24 

PRINTER STAND 
PRA1242 124D/Swift 9/24 

ORIGINAL RIBBONS 
RIB 3502 120D/Swift 9 Black 
RIB 3924 124D/Swift 24 Black 
RIB 3936 Swift 9/24 Colour 

COLOUR KITS 
PRA1236 Swift 9/24 
All prices include VAT and Free delivery. 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFERS YOU 
@ FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK. 
@ TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of PC technical experts at your service. 
@ PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a “Same product - Same price” basis. 
®@ ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales. 
© £13m TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid and reliable with maintained growth. 
@ BUSINESS/EDUCATION/GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders. 
© SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches. 
@ THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your PC requirements from one supplier. 

@ FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details. 

@ PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards. 

Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE you buy it. 

Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may require additional 

peripherals or software, or some technical help and advice. And, will the company you buy from contact you with 

details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to worry about. Silica Systems 

is one of the UKs leading independent computer dealers and provides a quality service to users at home, in education 

and in business throughout the nation. Silica have been established for over 12 years, and have an annual turnover 

of £13 million. With our unrivalled experience and 

expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers 
requirements with an understanding which is second 
to none. But don’t just take our word for it. Complete 
and return the coupon now, for our latest Free 

literature on the Citizen printer range and begin to 
experience the “Silica Systems Service’’. 

        

  

    
        
    
        
    
    

  

Every Citizen printer from Silica, comes complete with the Silica ¢ 
Printer Starter Kit, including everything you need to get up and run- 
ning with your new printer immediately, FREE OF CHARGE! 

@ 3%” Dual Format Disk with Amiga & ST Printer Drivers 
@ 3%” Disk with Drivers for Microsoft Windows 3 
@ 2 Metre Parallel Printer Cable 
@ 200 Sheets of High Quality Continuous Paper 
@ 200 Continuous Address Labels on Tractor Feed 
@ 5 Continuous Envelopes on Tractor Feed 
if you already own a printer, and would like a Silica Printer 
Starter Kit, you may order one (ref: KIT 5000) for the special 
Silica price of £24.95 - £5 off RRP! 

£5.18 

NORMAL RRP 

£29.95 
MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111 

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm No Late Night Opening Fax No: 081-308 0608 

LONDON SHOP: 52 Tottenham Court Road, London, WiP OBA Tel: 071-580 4000 
Opening Hours: Mon-Sat 930am-6.00pm No Late Night Opening Fax No: 071-323 4737 

Selfridges (1st Aoor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB_ Tel: 071-629 1234 
Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm Late Night: Thursday until 8pm Extension: 3914 

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAi4 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811 
Mon-Sat 9.00am-5:30pm Late Night: Friday until 7pm Fax No: 081-309 0017 

To: Silica Systems, Dept STACT-0691-54, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent DA14 4DX 

| LPLEASE SEND CITIZEN PRINTER INFORMATION | 
t Mr/Mrs/Ms: .......... initials: 233: UIEMIAINIO. a ee eee cnet i 

  

      

  

        
    
        
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
        

    
    
    
      

    

  

  

LONDON SHOP: 
Opening Hours: 

SIDCUP SHOP: 
Opening Hours: 
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E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon for the latest information.
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Taking last month’s STA Game of the Month award, Readysoft’s Wrath of the Demon 

has had our very own Alan Bunker hooked for days. This month, he gives you all the 

advice and tips you'll need to be able to vanquish the Demon from the kingdom it 

has overrun. 

   

pee tae 

WHITE GATING! (1) 
With 15 levels. of parallax scrolling 

and a speed and animation of char- 

acters that is unbeaten, this level is 

probably the most impressive. There 

isn’t much advice | can give here, 
but rather than trying to kill the flying 

beasts, duck under them instead. 

As for the potions, blue phials 

are energy, green ones are invulner- 

ability and yellow bottles are 

lightning spells. Don’t collect the red 

bottle as it-contains poison and will 

deplete your strength. 

DUEL AT MIDNIGHT (2) 
Beware of the Goblin on the far right 

of the screen. You can't kill him but 

he throws knives at you that can be 

avoided by either jumping or duck- 

ing. As for the actual Goblin that you 

have to kill, the best form of attack is 

to the head or knees while standing 

still. He's a very tough character so 

keep persisting and you should 

eventually Succeed in reducing him 

to dust. 

  

  

DRAGON BASHING! (3) 
He’s a big thing, isn’t he? Fortunate- 

ly, once you know how to tackle him, 

he’s not that difficult. You should find 

that the best method is to stand at 

the very left-hand side of the playing 

area but making sure that you’re not 

just slightly off the screen. 

When in position, the dragon will 

lumber forward and try to kick you. 

Crouch and fire. Remain crouched 

and wait for the dragon to try again. 

Repeat the same manoeuvre as 

before and you should defeat the 

dragon with the minimum injury. 

important Tip: You can tell when 

you are successfully striking the 

dragon by the expression on its 
face. 

  

When you enter the caves, run to the 

left. You'll be attacked by various 

creatures and the best way to com- 

bat them is to learn which creatures 

appear where. This is because the 

scrolling is relatively fast and antici- 

pation of what is about to happen is 

important. 

There are a few general hints 
such as anything that approaches 

from in the air behind you is best 
avoided by executing a dive and roll. 
Spikes should be jumped over and 

the larger, static monsters are best 

disposed of by using a lightning bolt. 

Once you have reached the 

extreme left, collect the key from the 

statue’s hand by crouching and 

punching. Once this is done, retrace 

_ your footsteps and continue to the 

right. 

The fire-breathing dragon you 

will come across is best dealt with by 

low punches. To get close enough, 

use an Invulnerability spell. As for 

the end of level guardian, kill him by 

jumping up towards him and repeat- 

edly pressing fire. 

  
    

      

IT AIN'T HALF SCAREY HERE (4). 

The swamp monster can be defeat- 

ed by using the same method of 

attack you used on the end of level 

guardian in the cave. 

FRESH AIR AT LAST! (8) 
Run to the right. When you arrive at 

a pool of water, punch the droplet 

that is continually being spurted up 

into the air. This will cause you to 

collect the water and it should be 

displayed in your inventory list at the 

bottom of the screen. 

Continue to the right and punch 

the wall of fire only if you collected 

the water. You should now soon 

arrive at the Dark Tower. 

  

BAT AND BALLS (6) 
The aim of this section is to kill the 

giant bat. However, the gnomes that 

race onto the screen are there to 

help the bat. They throw small round 

objects that deplete your energy 

should they strike you. 

important Tip 2: Each gnome 

you kill leaves behind a_ health 

potion that you can collect, so this is 

a good chance to gather a stock of 

the much needed medicine. 

 



  

BACK IN THE CLEARING (7) 
Head to the left. You will eventually 

arrive at a lever embedded into the 

floor but don’t bother touching it. 

Continue to the left and you will see 

another lever. Punch the second 

lever to push it into a new position — 

this action will stop some lethal 

blades blocking your path later on. 

  

... WRATH OF THE DEMO 

TEMPLE TESTER (8) 
This is probably the hardest level in 

the game and where you'll have to 

make good use of all the health 

potions you should have taken from 

the gnomes at the Dark Tower. All the 

advice | can give is don’t hang 

around and go whole-heartedly into 

the attack. The strike to the mid-riff is 

usually the most successful. 

THE DEMON'S STRONGHOLD (9) 
lf you make it this far, you'll have 

done extremely well. All you have to 

do now is find the Demon. Use the 

map provided to complete this level 

as quickly as possible. 

  

THE FINAL CONFRONTATION (10) 
He's a big ‘un! Yep, you’ve found the 

Demon and now you have to kill him 

and here’s the best way to do it: 

move as close to the Demon as pos- 

sible, being careful not to stride into 

any of the flames that erupt upwards 

from the floor. 

It is vital that you keep the 

Demon pinned down, and therefore 

prevent him from unleashing fireballs 

at you. To do this, keep jumping up 

and shooting him in the face. What- 

ever you do, don't stop! 

Watch out for the electricity bolts 

that shoot down from the ceiling. You 

can tell where they are going to 

  
strike as the orbs they shoot from 

suddenly display the build-up of 

energy just before they fire. If you 

are under an orb about to fire, jump 

out of the way but keep firing at the 

Demon even while retreating. As 

soon as possible, move close to the 

Demon again. 

The Demon can sustain a vast 

number of hits so don’t think that 

your tactics aren't working. Perse- 

vere and hopefully he will die, 

enabling you to rescue the Princess 

and live happily ever after! 
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This guide is for all Yo people out there Who are having a’spot of bother with the 

inhabitants of Killoragant Castile. 10 Will tell You which room to visit, what objects to 

take and will also allow you to complete the game in the shortest possible time. 

Unfortunately in comBat, [can t give you any heip on fignung or which spell to cast. 

These are up to you to discover for yourselves by trial and error. 

Make your way to the Souverg 

Shop. Collect some HAY from out; 

side the Stable on your way. Wheg 

you reach the shop, take the LARG® 

(not the small) SHIELD and USERS 

Once this has been activated, it aii 

remain in use until it is dropped age 

replaced by a larger shield. 

ARMOURY 
Enter the Castle and make your way 

to the Armoury. Get yourself a 

weapon (a SWORD is best.) Also, 

locate and take the CROSSBOW. 

LIBRARY 
Go to the Library and examine the 

  

  

shelves. Your examination should 

reveal a book. Take the MAGIC 

BOOK. 

Go into the Kitchen and take the 

HONEY from the Pantry. Mix it and 

the HAY to make the Herbal Honey 

Spell USE the spell. (This spell 

allows you tO recognise all the flow- 

ers and herbs in the garden.) 

UPSTAIRS BEDROOMS 
Goeuosteis and search the bed- 

foomeestere all the CROSSBOW 

eee. enter the Vampires 

room yeu tine Vampire's room is on 

ine te as you teave the siairs.) 

Go to ihe Garden Shed and cailect 

ine Key, HAMMER and SILVER 

CROSS. Also, collect all the  greci- 

ents along the way (POPPY, MAG- 

GOTS and so on). 

Seeeee ohed and proceed to the 

memeeeaarden, collect the magic 

imere@ients (MUSHROOMS and the 

ieepeeiong the way. On your way 

fae Opportunity to improve your 

remem skills by using the target 

fae «€6receive the message 

feumeewerent’. You will probably 

Saveno@ nant to gain entry to the Gar- 

Gene ween tne gate with the key you 

foun@ din iae Garden Shed. 

Rew toe oastie and enter the 

EiWving Moone get the STAKE (locat- 

  

  
When you enter the royal grounds, the Falconer Goesn't appreciate your arrival. 

He sends his elegant bird to attack . I hope you've remembered the crossbow! 

Rerirt 

Ltd! 

ME RP OM 

  
The Falcon flies off in an attempt to end your brave adventure. You must shoot ii' 

with the crossbow when it reaches te skies. 

KITCHEN ed near the fireplace) and anya 

dients along the way. 

UPSTAIRS (Vampire's Room) 
GO @pstairs and enter the Vas 

roon® USE stake. Now take tigayAive 

PIRE® DUST and the CR@iaaa 

BOUTS. 

UPSTAIRS 
Go inte the Bedsoom, " a 
and search the draw, « 

ers to find.a BIBLE. In 

the Bible is a Prayer Scroll. Search 

every bedroom to find more cross- 

bow bolts. 

    

  

Go back to the Kitchen and MIX as 

many spells as you can. If the od 

cook is there, she must be removed. 

SALT is needed for this and can be 

found in the Torture Chamber. When 

the cook is dead, Elvira will return. 

At this point, face the dumb waiter 

and give her a Glowing Pride spell. 

she will enter the hole and procure 

the FIRST KEY for you. 

MEADOW (0/side Herb Garden) 
Go to the Meadow and kill the Feéil- 

con with the crossbow (shoot the 

arrow just before the bird turns ‘o
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Acting under orders, the viciouus Faicon tears at your face with its claws. This is what happens when you don't read the guide properly. Now, go back and this time, 
don't forget the crossbow, jerk. 

swoule : you). Take the SECOND _ Take Elvira’s LOST RING. 

HIER and retrieve your 

crossbiw bof eS 

MAZE : : *», Go back downstairs to the Chapel. 

Inséfttlvira’s RING into the cross. 

Enter the Maze and find the BIRD’S te. the. PRAYER BOOK with the 

EGG. Make your way to the centefg.. Manti6ore Hide inside. 
of the maze. Find the lily pond and se 
take all the items. Do not enter into 

hand-to-hand combat with the maze 

creatures — use spells or crossbow J 
bolts. scecccane | cual ‘ spade Laanaticgsinte esti dnoe ions 

Find the nest and take back any Og ee a i’ aa 
items stolen from you by the maze 

creatures. If there are eyes visible 

when you arrive, use crossbow bolts 

or spells to render the nest safe.  



   

    

  

    

_ Enterethe Chamber underneath the 

the Chapel. Face the pic- 

SUSE thesprayer scroll 

WELL ROOM 
Go to the Well Room and check that 

the rope is in the DOWN position. 

ick to the Catacombs. If you 

come across the monster with the 

stone, kill him and take the STONE. 

Enter the Burial Chamber where you 

put the bones. Open the 

other coffin and the room 

will flood. Swim down 

and then swim until you 

find a place to swim up 

(the UP arrow should be 

highlighted). This is the 

bottom of the well. Don't 

forget to swim up for 

air, otherwise you will 

drown. 

Swim DOWN 

again and head to the 

grill at the other end 

of the tunnel. 

UNLOCK the grill and 

enter the moat. Find 

the dead knight you 

killed earlier and take 

the FOURTH KEY. Go 

back to the bottom of 

the well and go UP. 

Then take the 

MOSS from the 

well. 

  

  

crusader's hea 

HOLY SWORD ard US 

BATTLEMENTS 
Go up to the Battlements and 

fight until you come to a Grey 

Knight (an archer). Fire a 

crossbow bolt at him and , 

take the KEY. He should fall 

over the wall and into the ! 
moat. (Note his location. You'll 

need to find him later on.) 

Enter the Dungeon and 

search the cells for 

magic ingredients. Enter 

the Torture Chamber and 

lift the ring on the floor. 

Make sure you touch 

nothing else. Take the 

BONES and _ the 

THIRD KEY. 

CATACOMBS 
Go into the Catacombs 

and explore the various 

Burial Chambers. 

Locate the Coffin and take the KEY. 

Find the empty coffin and put the 

bones in it. 

TORTURE CHAMBER 
Head back to the Chamber and take 

the TONGS. 

      

   

   
   

                                

   

  

   
   box. Place the® 

Crucible, then p 

the fire to melt the « 

your bolts in the molten silve 

     

   

This is Elvira - the Mistress of the Dark. She is responsible for leading you on this 

wild romp around her great Aunt Emelda's old, derelict castle. But, isn't she cute? 

be of 
1F 

With an attitude like yours, it was inevitable that you'd get in trouble. The guard 

doesn't take kindly to insults, so you'd better just prod him with your sword. 
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You stand at the entrance to the castle with a feeling of fear growing deeper in 

your chest. You survey the scene and wonder what things are in store for you. 

a 

Lh! 

MEAP iI= 

  
After entering the castle, you will be presented with a flight of stairs and a long 

passageway. Take the stairs to locate the bedrooms and some crossbow bolts. 

a ring in the mid 
only one more key 

must be taken from th 

the Guard. 

ARMOURY 
Go to the Armoury and 

   

   

Ge back to the Kitchen and USE the 

longs to take the hot coal from the 

Viake your way immediately to 

Tower.    

    

  

RT collect the Armour. 

Light the cannon wick (CONSUME any 

with the hot coal. It strength potions 

will fire, blasting the before you use the 

Fourth Tower to armour, or you will 

pieces. be left immobile.) 

me €6©Drop any unnecessary 

items and CONSUME 
dexterity potions. Enter the 

Captain's room and attack the 

Captain with magic to reduce his 

power and finally defeat him in 

hand-to-hand combat. Take the 

STABLE 
Go to the Stable, kill the Were- 

wolf with the silver bolt and collect 

the FIFTH KEY from behind the 

stone in the last stall. (the stone with 

  
This handsome young chap is the Gate Master. H@ will Capture You ana tilow You 

in jail if he catches you, so try and make sure thai me Goesn & 
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This is what it's all about. Elvira 

BULLETIN off the Captain 

and take the SIXTH KEY. Yc 

now have all the keys. 

DESTROYED TOWER (Fou 
Go to the Destroyed Tower a » . ‘ . 

chest. Open the stress of the Dark — 
ys in the correct o 7 Se, a fa. = 

done by exam E: 

each key-7 >chest you will f 

Dagger an Poll. Take them 
but don't use the 

CATACOMBS 
Go to the Catacomb 
stone impressiong@ig 
ed at the Y-jung - ss , Jiest possibility. Make sure you 
way) where i ne a good idea. 

obtained fre ' =. . 
open a se 
p - 

place the 

Crusad- 

ee ARE 

sword in 

the pen- 

tangle, then 

USE the scroll 

you found in the 

chest and finally, stab 

her with the Dagger.  
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THE WORLD'S ONLY DEDICATED 
ST GAMES MAGAZINE 

  

  

Using a system of strengthened 
steel rods these handsome 
binders will hold 12 issues of 
your favourite magazine 
securely in place. Why rum- 

mage through cupboards and 
book cases for dog-eared back 
issues when you can keep 
them safely together in one 
place? 

    

    
  

“Ts it real or is it Master Sound 
— Amiga Computing, May 1990 

  
  
 



  

It's Amazing 

It's Radical 

It's the Rolling R 

ORDER F& 
BACK ISSUES 
March Seedg eee gates 
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ROMBO VIDI 
Vidi ST/VidiChrome ST 
Vidi RGB Splitter.............. 

MOUSE MAT 
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7967 
7845 

7840 

7843 
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7846 

7826 

7808 

  
A VID 
Thanks to a breakthrough by Rombo Productions in frame-grabbing 

  

      THE WORLD S$ ONLY DEDICATED 
ST GAMES MAGAZINE 

    

  

SPECIAL 
OFFER 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

: é Vidi-ST/ 
technology, you can now produce good colour images quickly and VidiChrome ST 
cheaply with Vidi-ST and the VidiChrome ST colour software. indo cenit 22 ie 

@ Take snapshots in 16 shades live from video RRP £119.95 
@ Multiple frame store OUR PRICE 
@ Dynamic cut and paste FULL PAL 
@ Full palette control SCREENS £104.95 
@ Compatible with all video standards * Includes colour 

@ Print to any ST supported printer upg fe 5 aad 

Vidi Colour Splitter 3 
RRP £79.95* vidi must be one of the most exciting peripherals you can buy - Amiga Computing, March 1990 | 

OUR PRICE 
£61 95 “Also available - Vidi-RGB Colour Splitter. The splitter is an electronic filter which takes a colour video 

it i. signal and separates it into the three primary colours, allowing each to be digitised. Replaces the 
Sune —a SAVE £18 reed fora conventional filter set and ideal for use with Vidi ST and VidiChrome ST”. 

A complete drawing board in one simple unit. With a rolling 
ruler you can draw: 

-\_* Horizontal parallel lines 
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* Vertical parallel lines 
* Perfect right angles with ease 
* Any other angles from 1° to 359° 
* Clever circles 

Available in two sizes 22cm (8in) and 30cm (12in) this great offer 

gets you both rolling rulers for just £6.50 (RRP £9.99) 

It's innovative design gives the new rolling ruler the ability to 
draw vertical and horizontal lines without lifting it off the paper, 
parallel lines, angles, circles, musical staves and graphs with 

ease, making it ideal for the home, the office, schools, 
, workshops and 3D design work. 

All prices include 

postage, packing 

and VAT for UK 

orders. Europe and 
Overseas orders 
incur additional 

postage charges as 
shown. Please 

allow up to 28 days 
for delivery. 

For Europe and Eire 

add £3 and for 

Overseas add £5 

towards postage 

(unless otherwise 

specified) 
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Payment: Please indicate method (Wi ) 

Cheque/Eurocheque made payable to Database Direct 

Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/Barclaycard/Visa/Connect 

Valid until 31.6.91 

Order before June 1st to 

avoid VAT price increase 

  

  

    
  

  

  a ne 

Date ey ee ee pe ee ge ee ee eee ee ea 

I ee ee 

POSS i 

Bs a ee Post COde oe: 

Davie telephone NUMDET oo. ieee 

Send to: Europress Direct, FREEPOST, Ellesmere Port, South Wirral L65 3EB 
(No stamp needed if posted in UK) 

Products are normally despatched within 48 hours of receipt 
but delivery of certain items could take up to 28 days 
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Harrigan is having a few problems with the Predator. Can you, with the help of this 
amazing GTGA players guide courtesy of Mirrorsoft and our very own Jason, help 

     

     

                    

   
      

  

   

HINTS AND TIPS r 

The first priority is to collect a good 

weapon. Unfortunately, your .45 

Magnum is no match for the 

advanced weaponry of the vile drug 

barons. Ignore the first Mk Ill rifle 

that appears and collect the Mk Il 

that follows. Make sure you collect 

the ammo clips as they scroll by. 

A few seconds later, a Mk | rifle will 

appear on the floor. This is by far the 

best weapon available, so collect it 

and try to keep it. Keeping your fin- 

ger on the button will spray bullets 

across the screen, ridding you of 

your enemies fast. Again, make sure 

you collect the ammo. 

Do not shoot the injured motorcycle 

cops, as this will decrease your 

badge. 

Survival is the name of the game 

and the best way to stay alive is to 

be careful who you shoot and when. 

The foreground (close up) enemies 

should be taken out first as they 

cause you the most damage. Sec- 

ondary to this rule are the gang 

members who throw bombs 

fromthe background. A 

direct hit from one ofathese 

Molotov Cocktails can 

inflict a lot of damage, so 

shooting at the doors to 

keep them inside or deto- 

nating the bombs before they 

hit you is important. 

ranaranstararatararararats 

660661 5800" 

sot good for publicity! athe 110. Suddenly, there is an explo- 

vill als: Se your sion and. the remaining gang mem- 
ge.) : "bers, rush out. Concentrate on the 

_ two ‘punk’ like. characters who flank 

the HQ etrance. *Shoolng them will 

provide C Ht \ ee 

  

Latin women or the LV 

crews, as this will cause you to 

be thrown out of the force. 

  

       

    

Don't shoot at Tony Pope, (the 

reporter who continually thrusts a 

microphone in your face during bat- 

tle), as shooting reporters live on TV 

END OF LEVEL 1: EL SCORPIO 

Having survived long enough to 

reach the end of the level, you reach 

alive till the 

After a 

(the gang 

  

leader) will make an 

  

Harrigan to rid the streets of this menace. This guide will tell you the best way to 
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appearance. It is much easier to kill 

him if you have managed to get rid 

of all the gang members. Keep your 

finger on the button and he should 

drop to the ground with ease. Unfor- 

tunately, life isn’t that easy. He will 

recover and try to kill you (mainly 

"que to the three sets of body armour 

<- ‘he. wears underneath his clothes!). 
hile, El Scorpio. “You must knock him down three 

times to defeat him.



LEVEL 2: 
THE PENTHOUSE APARTMENT 

HINTS AND TIPS 

In this level, everyone is out 

1 to. kill you. Unfortunately, 

ammunition is in short supply 

so don't go foolishly wasting it by 

switching on the auto-fire or holding 

the mouse buttons down with blue- 

tack. Most of the available extra 

ammo has been hidden inside 

potted plants, statues and 

light fittings. These must 

be shot first (some 

more than once) before 

they will reveal the 

ammo. 

There are no rock- 

2 ets or rocket launchers on 

this level. There is also only 

one piece of body armour to collect 

(restoring energy to 100%). 

The Predator appears cam- 

3 ouflaged during this level. 

He will shoot a few bad guys 

with his laser and launch nets, 

spears and disks at you should your 

mis-directed bullets make contact 

with him. The eyes of the Predator 

will flash when he is hit. 

The second half of 

4 the level leads 
into the bedroom 

of the apartment. Shoot- 

ing the pillows will reveal 

more ammo clips. The 

level reaches its’ climax 

when you come across. a 

Strange circle surrounded by can- 

dles. 

A dead body drops down 

ih from the ceiling, suspended 

by a rope. A machine gun 

clatters loudly to the floor and a 

whole group of bad guys appear 

from over the balcony and start fir- 

ing. A Jamaican will..appear and 

fight close up. You must survive long 

enough to knock out the Jamaican 

leader until the special forces can 

arrive. 
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END OF LEVEL 2: 

TOOTH 

As in level one, the closer enemies 

will leave behind ammo clips for you 

to collect. There are many ene- 

mies at the back of the 

screen who will leave 

nothing at all .whe 
shot. To the right o 
the screen is | 

GOLD 

  

hostage. Shooting her 

drastically reduces 

your energy. 

To survive this level, you 

must have a good weapon. There 

are no body armour packs available. 

The only way you can replenish your 

energy is to die and use up one of 

your remaining continues. 

LEVEL 3: THE L.A. SUBWAY 
Every so often, an under- 

ground tube train will travel 

through the middle of the 

battle, giving you a slight reprieve. 

There is no hidden ammo throughout 

this level. 

{ sat 
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   woman being held 

Hidden inside this level is 

2 one piece of body armour. 

Collect this, it’s your..last 

chance! Finding it will prove difficult 

as it is hidden inside something else. 

    

Mk | rifle, it’s 
ii: 

    One impo 

4 level is the ability to shoot 
out the light fittings and 

plunge the level into darkness. The 

advantage of this is enemy accuracy 

is reduced by 50% so you only take 

half the damage. The disadvantage 

is that if you accidentally shoot the 

Predator, you won't be able to see 

the weapons that have been fired at 

you in retaliation by the Predator. 

+   

As in most levels, the Preda- 

5 tor will help you every so 

often by ripping the head off 

a bad guy or shooting them with a 

laser. 

   

  

   
    
   

  

        
    

    

    
   

The Preda 

    

   

              

   

    

   
END OF LEVEL 3: AMBUSH- 

ING THE PREDATOR 

lator will run onto the screen 
1 end of the tunnel and hurl a 

barrage of weapons at you. Mean- 

are being mercilessly 
y enemy gang mem- 

ust hit the Predator 

to wound him, he will 

   
This level is actually split into two dif- 

ferent sections. The first part takes 

place in the slaughterhouse and the 

second part is in the Predator's ship. 

On this level you can’t shoot ‘any- 

thing and make it disappear. FBI 

men wander around and, if. shot, 

reduce your energy. 

If you shoot the box on the wall, 

the sprinkler system is activated. If 

you then shoot a nitrogen gun, which 

has been left lying around by an FBI. 

agent, this will (coupled with the rain 

effect) invoke snow. In this mode, 

the Predator weapons are 50% less 

accurate. 

 



  

  

  
  GTGA... 

We all know that being a super-spy is really tough going and 

we realise that some of you may be struggling with Sierra’s toughie 

— Codename Iceman. If you’re one of those people, here’s Part 1 of a nifty guide 

courtesy of Nic Moran of Stockport and our own Paul McNally. Part 2 next month. 

     

  

So Mr. Bond, you're having a little 

trouble playing a simple little spy 

game are you? Just tell me where 

you are stuck and | will attempt to 

reveal all. 

I suppose you think you're 

smarter than I am! If you’re 

so clever where do I 

get the money to 

buy the newspaper 

  

    
carefully, you’d have found 

your hut. Go in, open the drawer 
next to your bed and you'll find 50 

cents. (If you don’t you've obviously 

got a light-fingered cleaner!) 

  

anyway? 

Ask the hotel. receptionist for your : 

key. Yours is the second to the 

last hut if you head west. 
Don't. forget to put your 

shirt on. from the back. of 

your deck-chair first! 

Being the all-round ath- 

2: lete that I am, I feel the urge 

to indulge in an energetic 

game of volleyball. The only 

trouble is, my partner keeps 

drowning when she goes to 

get the ball. 

Don’t you read the the manual! As 

soon as you hear the cries for help 

walk south. into the water. If you're 

quick enough you'll haul her uncon- 

scious body back to the beach and 

lie her down. Type in the following. 

“Shake and shout. Call for help. 

Establish airway, Look. Lis- 

~, ten. Feel. 

», breaths. Look. Listen. 
i ~Feel. Check Pulse. 

__ Begin compressions.” 

| You've just won your 
life-saving badge. 

    
I’m getting pretty desperate 

for a date, but can’t find a girl 

willing to give me a chance. 

Then the Chi Chi Bar is the place for 

you! Ask the brunette who's on her 

own to dance. Buy her a drink and 

kiss her a few times (ask your 

father!). She'll then obligingly invite 

you to her hut where you must kiss 

here a bit more. Anyway, you'll end 

    

with, when rm on 

the island
? _—| . oe : 

If you'd looked around 

Fine! But which hut is mine “5 

Give two - 

Score: 6 of 360 

  

up spending the night. Next day if 

you look carefully in the sand outside 

her hut you'll find her earing, inside 
which you'll find some microfilm! 

General Braxtom wants 

me to call him but I can’t 

find his number anywhere. 

What do I do? 

lf you go to your hut and search in 

  

ICEMAN 
rg. 

i ES F ca hy e 

the drawer and closet you'll find your 

ID and black book with all your num- 

bers in. 

Now I’ve done every- 

thing on Tahiti, how «pam 
do I get to the airport? 

lf you read the sign in the 

lobby you'll get the telee | 
phone number for the © 
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Nosinky Dinghy Transportation Ser- 
vice. Call from the phone in your hut 

when you are ready to leave the 

island. You’re then ready to fly to the 

Pentagon as your break here is over. 

i Ke Once I’ve got to 
: the Pentagon what 

am I supposed to do 

then?
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= NPatatcs? page eae 
You'll have to show your ID : | SEE, RRR LE Lh kl 

card to the guard at the Gas am A, RR, eS cn wee ae 
door. He'll take it off you Gaus seponnsanoeaemennnercnnnenaneacns, SRR. Sorcreberereeereceeterer SSE coe ae 
and put it in his pocket. Get “SRL BF aati 
the lift to the briefing room. Take eon 
notes during your meeting with the 

general and the CIA chappie. Before 

you go, get the manilla envelope. 
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D I can’t get my ID back 

= when I leave the Pen- 

tagon. 

You must ask the guard on the door 

to return your card. Be sure to exam- 

ine it as you don’t always get the 

correct card back. Keep asking until 

you get your own card back. a : | SSS See Er 

e
y
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9 Good. Now I’m on the 

*» sub and I can’t open the 

safe in the captain’s 

quarters. What do I 

do? 

You have to get the 

combination from the 

captain when you're in 

é 

his quarters for the first 

time. On the off-chance you failed to 

do so, you may find that 23448803 - 
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 could be your lucky lucky number.   

=) That’s all very well but 

= now | can’t open the 

briefcase either. 

What were you doing in there the 

first time! You should have asked 

him for that as well. But once again 

the combination is 76 = +f 
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DOTTY’. 

    

Are you having problems with a certain game? Is the evil wizard lord becoming a 

handful? Is that powerful end of level guardian giving you a rough time? If you can 

answer 'yes' to any of these questions, you’ve come to the right page. Helpline will 

try to answer all your queries, so don’t forget to keep them coming in. 

IT’S AMYSTERY 
Dear Dotty. Please can you help me 

as | am dead stuck on Themepark 

Mystery? | purchased it at the Com- 

puter Shopper show in December, 

and so far all | have managed to do 

is collect the tokens from the Zoltan 

machine and board the monorail to 

Dragonland. 

/ then travel along the waterway 

until | come across the three mon- 

keys who knock me off my boat with 

little: balls. | can’t shoot them and 

just die. Thanking you in anticipation 

of a helpful reply. 

Dominic Bender, 

Tonbridge, Kent 

Hey Dom, what’s happening? Quite 

an ‘oldy’ this but still quite difficult. | 

haven't played this game for a long 

time but I'll tell you what | know. 

After checking the Zoltan machine, 

i's always a good idea to search the 

machine on the left. This search 

usually reveals some money or 

some more tokens which can be put 

to good effect. 

Your problem with the monkeys 

can be solved before you reach 

them. There should be a stairway 

that leads up towards the top of the 

screen. Take the stairs and collect 

the potions located near the right of 

the screen. Well, that’s all | know, but 

it might come in handy. 

A BOXER BEING BULLIED 
| recently purchased Panza Kick 

Boxing from my local computer 

shop and / was 

a impressed by _ the 

A quality of the game. 
} Unfortunately, the 
' game is also very 

hard to play. | enter the 

ring full of confidence 

and leave feeling totally bruised and 

battered. Please help my as this is 

the only flaw in an otherwise excel- 

lent game. 

S White, Chichester, 

Sussex 

ult 

| quite enjoyed this beat’em-up and 

consider myself to be rather 

good at it as well. | have 

found that the most effec- 

tive moves are the Upper- 

  

  

cut and the 

Roundhouse 

kick. Using 

these will almost 

certainly guaran- 

tee you a victory 

without losing too much energy. Oh, 

and by the way, watch out for your 

opponent's special move. He will 

always try and make use of it at the 

start of a round, so keep your dis- 

tance! 

          

THE FUTURE OF GAMING 
After watching the film Back to the 

Future III, | went out and bought the 

computer adaptation by Mirrorsoft. 

The first few levels are quite easy 

and | soon found myself on the last 

level — the train. The only problem is 

| can’t seem to find the second 

log that must be picked up. 

Each log must be collected 

in order, so | have only man- 

aged to get three or four screens 

into the level. Hope you can help. 

Teri Taylor, Altrincham, 

Manchester 

At last, a letter from a 

young lady. Although 

not one of my 

favourites, BITF Ill is 

not a bad game to play, 

in fact, it can be quite fun 

at times. Your question posed quite 

a problem as | had not played the 

game to the last level, so | brought 

in outside help in the shape of our 

elusive Ed. Mr Bunker. 

Although non too pleased at 

being disturbed from his usual mid- 

morning kip, Mr Bunker — said: 

“..God, not another girlie after my 

large, muscular frame. Anyway, tell 

her to look at the bottom of the stairs 

on the first or second carriage. She 

should find a black log hidden near- 

by. Now go away Dutton and do 

some more work“. 

Thanks Mr Bunker, sir! 

   

Hope 

these words of wisdom help Teri. 

  

   
    
      

   
   
   
   

    

    

  



Well here it is the 
biggest pinball sensation in 

years - The Simpsons! And you 
can get this machine which is worth 
£2500 into your bedroom, if you're 
the winner of our crazy competition!! 
We've colllected loads of silly sound 
effects from around the world, and 

to stand a chance of winning all you 
have to do is correctly identify 
them! So don't have a cow, 

have a go now!! 

    
  
        

  

          
  

    
    A Commodo 

waiting a be \ 
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Calls cost 34p (cheap rate) and 45p (at all other times) per min incl VAT. For details of winners send SAE to: Pepperoni, Sandylands 

House, Morecambe, LA3 1DG Please ask your parents permission before you call. Average length of the call is 5.5 minutes. 
These lines are unofficial and have no connection with the featured characters or their business organisation.
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he longest and most controver- 
sial conflict in the history of the 

United States was the disas- 

trous Vietnam campaign. Now 

you've got a chance to change the 

face of history and complete the vic- 

tory the Americans could never 

manage. 

Not only must you try to prevent 

South Vietnam falling into Commu- 

nist power, you must also secure 

your own political future as Presi- 

dent, and keep the people back 

home happy. 

It is in the role of President that 

you choose what amount of military 

and economic aid 

you will give to the 

south Viet- 

namese govern- 

ment. This in 

itself can win or 

lose the war. 

Running your 

own country isn’t the only job you'll 

have to do. You also have to take 

the part of the Commander-In-Chief 

and make all the military decisions 

concerning your troops, and those 

of your allies in the steaming jungles 

of South East Asia. 

Your men will have to deal with 

the appalling conditions and terrain, 

not to mention the sneaky guerrilla 

tactics of the attacking Viet Cong 

who will be out to demoralise your 

forces at every opportunity. You 

have far more firepower than your 

enemy, but you'll have to utilise it 

fully if you’re to stand a 

fe », Chance of winning. 

rae N In ‘Nam you 

.  ' can choose to re- 
» enact any of the 

war's. three major 

battles: the Tet Offen- 

sive, Khe Sanh and the 

final 1975 Offensive. In each of 

these conflicts the mobility of your 

troops is affected depending on the 

terrain you're currently in, so you 

have to plan your moves taking this 

into consideration. 

At the start of the game you can 

also choose to be either President 

Nixon or President Johnson. 

Depending on your choice, you will 

either start off in January 1968 or 

1964 respectively. This makes very 

little difference to the actual game- 

play but does mean a change of 

tactics are required as the war will 

obviously go on longer, and more 

careful management of your 

resources will be necessary. 

The game comes with a couple 

of posters and a manual that is full 
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PUNTER-POWER™ 

Great (7%) 

Good (19%) 

| So-so (22%) 

Poor (31%) 

Dire (21%) 

January 1968 Mediu 
"HAH 1969-1975 

  

  

GAME: 'NAM 1965-1975 
PRICE: £24.99 

‘Nam is a pretty high profile release 

from Domark and strategy enthusi- 

asts have been waiting for it for 

ages now. Unfortunately there is a 

chance a lot of people are going to 

be disappointed with the final 

result. The digitised graphics are 

not very good and just seem to be 

tacked on for the sake of it. The 

maps aren’t very colourful and are 

rather grey looking, which is a real 

pity. If you can lose yourself in 

wargames and are looking for a 

new challenge, then ‘Nam’s worth a 

look but if these aren’t really your 

cup of tea, there’s nothing here to 

tempt you. The task is a long-term 

one but it's whether you can be 

bothered to play it through to the 

end. It isn't the worst wargame 

available but it certainly isn't the 

best either. 

  
President Nixon sits at his desk looking apprehensive as the stories of the war 

unfold before him. 

   
You can also choose to be President 

Johnson, in which case the game 

begins four years earlier. 

The newspapers tell the tale from the 

public’s point of view. This will give 

you an indication of their opinion. 

  

  

  

  

              _ i GRAPHICS: 

RATING=70% 

  
  

     
From this screen you can make all the 

decisions as to how much you want to 

spend and where you want it to go. 

Should your war effort run into trouble 

you can choose to call up a number of 

your reserve army. 
  

    
  

    

The map of South East Asia can be 

used to plot troop movements across 

countries. 

The main map can be enlarged to 

highlight specific areas of Vietnam. 

This one shows the Saigon area. 

The status screen gives you graphs 

showing how well your forces are 

doing against the communists. 

0 Blac ci 
Th 

of historical information , : NS Re 

about the Vietnam war as We 
well as detailed instruc- : 

tions on how to play the : 

game. Without reading this ‘gaggia. i 
guide you may find yourself , 

struggling to understand 

what's going on at first so it is rec- 

ommended that you take a few min- 

utes to have a quick look through 

before loading up. Paul 

     

     

  

  



  

  

    

OFTWARE CITY) 
Unit 4, B.D.C, 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton WV2 4AN Tel: 0902 25304 

Fax: 0902 712751 
  

      
ATARI ST SELLERS 

  

ADVANCED DESTROYER SIM................scseseecsecees 17.50 
ADVANCED FRUIT MACHINE SIM..............sceeeeees 6.99 
PAE ANE ooh oase As cssnsen socbet oa cnnsnecesosnsnarrevecvens 7.99 
ARKANOID-REVENGE OF DOH .............cccesceceeeees Loo 
AXELS MAGIC HAMMER: .f:cc...sesdsecncusecceocchesessetes- 7.99 
Be Fa Ci vcosts ata s0ts vin rea ssovasersangateipesesasenckenndg cane 24.99 
BC POI PURE B vcavenciisccnsaincepnasecbansciseden 17.50 
BACK GAMIMOIN ooo citrsstssecicccilscsdsaupascesteenes 17.50 
BARBARIAIN 2k ventiases-chetysiss.sasosnpieesgsconsscrvecerissecets 7.99 
BATMAN THE CAPED CRUSADER..............:csseseeeee 129 
BATTLE COMMAND 5. sss catsnsccensrientstvanecdoucbbers 17.50 
BAUTEEMASTER i Ustecerr cot h sas sheatcossgcstcVecevesssicates 21.50 
BAT TREC ie isnipsts cep trtesiniceNcekcaresnenssedg¥eatnvasctige 24.99 
DU URS les septa Neha ssa ovheasspsvensncsacernteene 21.50 
SNE E Sey MEER, 1s bono civcessovicinsokadiens yas tiv 6.99 
UAT LRRIERS IY 1 PN ives ccasuieovesnsrsaicoeesesee 17.50 
BRIDGE MASTER rsicsssccdosdscusecsstibtvesseeticebeetesdine 17.50 
Pe MR aac stira seh sasedshesnadhsonponsaiicss caingers 17.50 
CADIDIAVERS: astra dlstaectstésidededsticsecisseleccscatousiesenaes 17.50 
COIN Ac oieaci ptce i captenisipsnts ehsvdvsschoint ontacgsscavagon 17.50 
PVN eee ccparcslivn ys Sonts sasiticnvspuschaiasip isc sntoeeas 17.50 
CASTE, MASTER ic... ssteeeueescs.2s SPECIAL OFFER 9.99 
REPUTE DUE OO RI AIE 9551085505 csded dans cesucenicontege 2:99 
MPEP RN CI forecast uses cpoPhonvsepsnsesibeedntiostb Ficus og 
CHAS THE OUNK, sancssudiccksdepserydsteobiodsatyscines 17.50 
ESAS ERE 2 rary race cniaasuiecs cshcaa ecaeccesbieaeug enhas 17.59 
CTIRSICEIALDBING Rosa. 0000 988, scale ccesctsaees 17.50 
RPI Ne Id coach scan ptices-chasceccsaghestansssovseaitily 13.99 
CODENAME HEOHIIN 5 scecosoronssecsnscccssentsvennscesany’ 24.99 
COHORT FIGHTING FROM ROME............ NEW 21.50 
COR RP INES) Shs sh ihserecesnasenndhardnsepitercausiel 27.99 
MR GMD Sedat es Siadici tia cd la vthists opverScosaceaeararval 7:99 
CONQUEROR tite ds dccds cach ccuse SPECIAL OFFER 9.99 
Ba TELA SSO WIS oe sdesessnektansovestivesnsamiealos 799 
CORPORATION + MISSION DISC..........ccsceseees 17.50 
CORPORATION MISSION DISC...........:.cccsceeeseeees 9.99 
COMIN CIE tare Sots sasecsiseolvcasavcysonssoeCanssbuns 7.99 
GRAZ EGARS | rs ceest casos ipo thiscscoiatsscods asattecoaserneagss 7.99 
SRS aS 5 He ae ae a 17.50 
CIE WUE aed bashcat cok caganennsarstencanesoopeata coaht 17.50 
UB FRE INS ih cccegsincsvasteonccrecisttears 21.50 
DAILY; DOUBLE HORSE RACING 3.2... tis. css.ss0 9.99 
DALEY THOMPSONS OLYMPIC CHALLENGE ....... 799 
DEFENDER OF THE CROWN............. NEW PRICE 9.99 
DEFENDERS OFDHE FART: «.2..c;.cc0cieesenteastacwaeses 7,99 
EAE 1 BSE, 9 la edie apse 17.50 
EARRING SERIE PIIIR sscsscenedgoncareisictaveectesicondtnya 9.99) 
MENARD cscceccevestenistsissestscconestsasesoaace NEW PRICE 7.99 
DONALDS ALPHABET CHASE.............c:cccseeeeeees 17.50 
PIRAGOIMSILAIR 2 520 o cslsonsecsescvopsssecsecostscsavssates 31.99 
BPE age 8h Shel bie kiptvnscs'onsrtnnadenaystensuabastos 21.50 
PORE ER eecs haycestectees avec vqsecscaaeaensesve NEW PRICE 7.99 
PRUNING ticle stcsecsusescbasensetsse last desstasieasyaiae 4.99 
DUINGEONI MASTERS cits. 0<ccataseisssccescsssosssoseteecres 17.50 
DUNGEON MASTER EDITOR ............ssssescesseseeees 6.99 
BPM DUCK tettec col tae tice .veaeedansqiyisntaseSisesceseze 17.50 
BUVIRA i oectvcactsersss docts eectcgs sen secdurszsancatesestuistnnens 21.50 

BEMIEVINIHUGHIES SOCCER. i psccscscceasedesteecpsoncteres 17.50 
£16 COMBAT FILO [rx Fries sas peccosssesceaveercdccetectat 17.50 
PaO STAID ER FIGHILER occ slocts sis nsvsess soc arc eee 21.50 
PO REAPING oh csrasch crs + nasvcsscesenatiabinvrens cisco 17.50 
FALCON MISSION:DISK T°OR 2.......:,.c0sccssteatecece 13.99 
FAMOUS FIVER cesta secisstssetscc cise seiee een eavee 13:99 
FANTASY WORM DIZZY 5 23d. cccasctaccescucatistteetects 6.99 
PSE Cag ice Sank Race fates cos sche de panna snincekeaieatans 6.99 
FEDERATION OF FREE TRADERG................::esceeeeee 5.50 
FERRARI FORMULA ONE .............:sscscesseeesseeeeeeeseee 9.99 
PIMA VR seis ae tarehlvindivipsiunstunelasu coments 8.99 
PIRI DRIG ADE ceocesscs test eavectsccssossecssstcesseesaterioayee 21.50 
FIRS TEGCONTAGT ©, --..2s,.,.0carvereenses SPECIAL OFFER 3.99 
AIT EEIINESTONES (oerseteo.-8)cesssedse NEW PRICE 7.99 
ELOOD eerie teecce see steset aids ies eceacueeereioes 17.50 
FOOTBALE DIRECTOR 22 ise. casdecstcseededscseseessece 13.99 
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 + EXP. KIT...........cseseeeeees 9.99 
FUN SGHOOE SAUNDERS). .sccccsc.<0sseceasccusscos 17.50 
FUN SGHOOB 3 (5-72) cc o0ccssecssscties catscecseesausee 17.50 
BUN SCHOO SHITE) ciiis 5. catecsseslossusessasiceceeys 17.50 
BRUNEMAG HINES &.osecosctise.avcsvacessentuamsee eterna 6.99 
GALDRAGONS DOMAIN..............0++ NEW PRICE 6.99 
GARRY: EINEKERSIHO PSHOUTS os.c<iecccass-cantoneetteoes 7.99 
GAUNTLET 2 Si ctrterectvectiestsositlacilecbecnageteavesieas! 7.99 
GAUTIER 3 iacattsrcsscautssaehscjoexcestcacvesoacvied NEW 17.50 
CGAL Bed ah crass bese ades iar cistevvgrtbstovaaehyaved atouters 17.50 
GET VSBURG oie csrttr cody cee ooessstvssaut enemies 21.50 
GHOSTS AND GOBLINS ........... SPECIAL OFFER 9.99 
GOR SA ia cetae aaa te acess seateasii eseiest eee ier 17.50 
SOUDEN AK tree cvsesctasasecsaensstuaeeesssasaeaaceness 17.50 
GOOEY’S RAILWAY EXPRESS. <....0-3050cicestscectoose 17.50 
GIN SEA oes sae eteve seats poesia. te 5 besatosiaasnansenvscbesans 17.50 
HAMMERPS acsas.c.atserscpsnctssensy SPECIAL OFFER 3.99 
SIAR) DRIVIN occ cactvc-ccscaseonsans SPECIAL OFFER 6.99 
TARE) DRIMIIN, 2. satoirss st oscsséeccccediotot sscosnsesneoetievec 17.50 
HITCHHIKERS GUIDE TO THE GALAXY.............04. 6.99 
TICISIAGES secs tac setceycits casas azctascash stones cette 7.99 
IMIR ERIEIMID ossscucecicoestect susp cecsnsseteachctesliodeaeissaceae 17.50 
UINGESTATTION oo cat oos cto asscvcxeossestece SPECIAL OFFER 3.99 
INTERNATIONAL ICE HOCKEY ............ceeeeseeeeeees 17.50 
JACK NICKEAUS GOLE 2 iirc cocs-ccnsdepedsonactecssascssse 17.50 
TAIVIES | POIN DD aooe Sates osc ecatsdcennovcsoancevagecsasevesse 17.50 
NAN Sores ae atea vote cxscosvessaecctnasvetoothsxeiies NEW PRICE 7.99 
OCKEY WIESON SIDARTS..c...cct:-ceosseisect th erstonrce 9.99 
IVI ES ec sapscenesectseass tec ap3iocenosacsasestetcstscestiecseed 7.99 

MARACE ADDED occ, SestusantacntnaseniabeMevesiedennapeatett sss S09 
KENNY DALGLISH SOCCER MANAGER................. 7.99 
IIE ORE cores eo secdee nt evesisys lovee SPECIAL OFFER 3.99 
RICK OFF + EXTRA TIME. ts .2c0.isc-sasceessesassctvencncee 7.99 
RIG ORE 2 roel Gels sins ccastessssscnssaceaoseibesacessenceee 13:99 
RIEEIING CLO Bee ovc cose suisse odivcnsoeseissessaseettnsgeeres 17.50 
RIELING GAME SHOW. 55.0: sssesssecossetessvesvatsencensses 17.50 
ROL ae ea teats teacrstati Ss secetiieissencesduc NEW PRICE 7.99 
LAS TRINIINI AZ gee ccsh ts caststeaieckostansseacsetiseessattessccte 7.99 
LEATHER GODDESSES OF PHOBOS .................060+ 6.99 
LEGEND OF FAERGHAIL,. «ois ies-..5<..550ycccd-setzcnaveas 21.50 
CEISURESUIISHARRY secsisstesssssscscasceccseccssuarteedotaase 24.99 
LEISURESUIT LARRY LOOK FOR LOVE................. 31.99 
REISURESUUTE LARRY 3 coessccccsexsonsus.ccencsscenpastececnest 31.99 
LEISURESUIT LARRY TRIPLE PACK .................0000 49.99 
DEMING Socrates teseceseactsvel-sntucentaesesstbes NEW 17.50 
TE BU Bie sccrecssicgetettall sc occpyseatinesendteccecatsaaest 6.99 
LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO CHALLENGE ...............0005 17.50 
Mil TANK PEALOOIN 55 .5.c.<tssrccssecstssecccdhooonossapeen 21.50 

    

   

MANCHESTER UNITED 2.4..0.0-cecosvsceguseestiecrsergees 13:99 
MERCENARY COMPENDIUM................-sseeeeeeeeeees 9:99 
MIBNIGHT-ARESISTANCE. .7.2..2.01-..cesssssssqecsssesssacs 17.50 
MILB VAIN EE Raticstconshasssaeesecearsvacitsuanoasdescesseeeaneingts 21.50 
NM LO erste cicsarcis seodcctiasoadsateatosdtcdsbtcuetsteacteseye 24.99 
MUG BOMBIACK 522... cc1:-cadasetscsceesettvunstegsens- 13.99 
MIS ONWALRER acc catscase-hessousecndpcstissevisaseccsoles 199 
IMIRETIEL: ccscstsdesccszes-sessessaescasessts SPECIAL OFFER 6.99 
MULTI PLAYER SOCCER MANAGER..............:+000+ 17.50 
INSPURIC. css ceehtcces cehesdisssctsse sanseovtsssatusceRtescciicet 17.50 
INADA cave de saschesas stats dsnccsudss-honangeiees eerie NEW 21.50 
INAV SEALS feel. ces Us torsooscauguc ents eatdhcano Muerte testes 17.50 
INEVER MIND 5. sizectoegsos0cs0seeerece SPECIAL OFFER 3.99 
NEW: ZEALAND STORY (sins j...censeosatasreooecreterstest 13.99 
NIGHT Sia Elis t. <.ctuergas.<csfipss, skeen eee 17.50 
RNIINIASRABBEUS o25-26.ccqanccdsaeststvnasagioer-ceteoees NEW 6.99 
ININPAIRENIIA Cots. ocscc, connsstestgosseaverccsesss me euteree 17.50 
NORTEVAND SOUTH 3:....c.:0<-ccsce-osee8 NEW PRICE 7.99 
OPERATION HORMUZ ..............0000 NEW PRICE 7.99 
ORERATION: STEALTINS. .. .ccccncccovsesstcsgctsesot tele tere 17.50 
OPERATION: WOLE 735, sccctaesvenetectees NEW PRICE 7.99 
ORIENTAL GAMEG..............0.000e8 SPECIAL OFFER 9.99 
OUTRUN otters cacesdneosesaeduccge’ shenatuapinrastuseeyaseesss 7.99 
VAINZA KICK BOXING 3). 505.0080 scessserieserceat aseete 17.50 
PIBEARDISLEY INT: FOOTBALL j. .sc.s2,..srsvetenterses 7.99 
PUAN EMP AL Te. ok. 5 cscaseeséhaestsancdssctotesties obtreesnecensets 6.99 
PLALERIMIANAGER: ,ccbiz.ss<sotosscusthserscescttteasscsachee 13:99 
POPULOUS'AIND SIM CITY, 2.25. cccectesdpesteeessadevesas 21.50 
POPULOUS NEW WORLDS 01......itésssVecessisncnsnsteeses 6.99 
PO SUIMAING PAT e cess ctsnsscuseiscssciugssstdeceacosbieogebects pete, 
FOWERMONGER Gi oca50c50tcsccuspescucoatissansternsseote 21.50 
PROMI GU eps cctech5..0sceheghsy ohostasadevcssteaces asa 27.99 
PUB IRIVIA ii iinss ceccsdssescussasso sui easteat eee eae 4.99 
QUESTIONIORSPORT sssivorisescesstovea eseseetieeensaeeet 6.99 
PLY RE eeeicast.cescorrst tests ssatvecceccistscaaWertreyaeiatte 7.99 
RAINBOW: ISUAIND 25 i. 5:sssigsacareany st lean eet aces 13.99 
RED STORMORISING.....00:s.ci0ssssness esas tecatictes-snseciss 17.50 
RENAISSANCE: oo ccsscscocssesesooesssese SPECIAL OFFER 6.99 
RIGKSEDANGEROUS. 2). -.cossscsseSsossusescsehectsctesclcce 17.50 
ROADELASTIER Sis. 2 iiss ccs eiencstudedovsocbucreeeeteeueeenes £99 
RO BOGOR Dir. tic ossseirsscesecksnernsovs-stiarabeastcotys 17.50 
ROCK STAR ATE MY HAMSTER.............:c-sceecereeees 4.99 
ROGKETERANGER 3.00.6. 2. ccsccdaosensctetees NEW PRICE 9.99 
SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND.................4. NEW 21.50 
SHADOW, OF. THE BEAS Ew... cidetrinia- costes 17.50 
SAERMIAN (M4 es, cic) cteaecocteceroreoseuacen NEW PRICE 7.99 
SHOOT'EM UP CONSTRUCTION KIT................+ 21.50 
SIM'GIFY AND: POPULOUS 12.0235, .-sececicssetesssersses 21.50 
BEBE OBAL ors ..t4-5..c0scepestsossssse0teiel cia NEW PRICE 9.99 
SHEED BALE GZ ccc. sa qtatves<asctsccuesstyhes teres sacetr eerie 17.50 
SPRERIGAL ss cssclsdssaseasoustssscceoantee coat lnteutaee NEW 7.99 
STARGUIDER (20 o3..sccscopsensesesazusets SPECIAL OFFER 9.99 
STAR WARS TRIOLOGY...............- SPECIAL OFFER 9.99 
STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER .......c5:¥ocscesceteesstonets onesies 9.99 
STRIKE FORCE HARRIER........,02-.¢..000 NEW PRICE 9.99 
SUPER GARSI26 Jo cs cassevssbosatacneosandastnarieusaethscanes 17.50 
SUPERSHANG-ON ooo c3s.5: saccvecceostusatas’scrseant recroete 7.99 
SUPERMONAGCO 'G’P. occ ts eccssbucatyvosstaes NEW 17.50 
SUPER OFFIROAD RACER........:..,scssesssssvsvsscnseteens 17.50 
SWEICEE BLADE ooo ocssavsspsacconcacuescd NEW PRICE 7.99 
SW Vite Sencitcesccasttcspscashscdseossvsnssocsosneetarees NEW 17.50 
PARGIUAN 1 i25,5.cccset coscglteonacsbiubesssanedecverneetman sree 4.99 
WEAMESUZUK ID 255 .ciesctsvasvcsesscteas-ccuersceertorttlaeeese 17.50 
TEAMIYANKERS 2 ss .53c¢02.scdcccsstas.ccascto accused inate 21.50 
AMEE OE Foc, ocepirs<-ctccescovastinphssncccucssee tee eec ee ceeneeeee 6.99 
TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES ...............-00 17:50 
THMUINDERBLADD EL ic lsiis.cocecsssseassdecssastcrcstedevecteraes 199 
TGURINAMENT: GOP (52, ic stcancsdvcccesssiuecozentessee 13.99 
TOYOTA GELIGA GPIRALLY -...-scnccsssersecscysentctesds 17.50 
TRACKSUYIT MANAGER '91 ............. NEW PRICE 7.99 
TREASURE ISLAND) DIZZY ‘ccc. scscscossescodezesvecesssontees 4.99 
TREBLE | GHAMPIONS:.. ...-:..-02<3sssecceue NEW PRICE 6.99 
LRIVIAZGAMESHIOW toi ncisc.ssus Silssecsoseocrasststes Seeaseuc 6.99 
TUREIVIALS PURSUIT 5 sscccdec.cssssensccossneesasssssbonasecsteoges 13.99 
TURF FORM/SYSTEM 8 POOLS & RACING PREDICTOR ..9.99 
HURRIGANG2 ccs. 2 sete cccesepessctvarthersencta eereee est 17.50 
OSHERs Sossccsctesscccsserepteteveevanescs SPECIAL OFFER 6.99 
UVES: 2:CIEMEG ONEY) cic ccsscvscovesetertosteness thoes 21.50 
MITTAL) sorte kes ccsevecehesqussacais scoot csusetecssseetagg scies 21.50 
ULTIMATE GOLF (GREG NORMAN)................0++ 17.50 
VERMINATOR i2s5..cis,ctssescseonsevasese SPECIAL OFFER 3.99 
NIGUEAINT ES iiees Alcs cetsvatdsccssad-gutestesstescoeessesthcotapes idee 
MUZE esc vaseiscesvetsthe Weerptuacetaccnvatenssesestpetee NEW 13.99 
WAREOGK THE AVENGER .-2.<. 5-0: -cscscstezecetexereess 17.50 
WVISEIBRIDHGEIUR 5255.20. ctsccacecsshevadgnencsstoaeesctassssbtes 6.99 
VUIZB AINE cris seedcctcasbsntsvnssdssvsass4n WtewesSoeseiasssuaeeiee 7.99 
WONDERLAND |. oct cssuscssceteecsclstbtecesteatoad NEW 21.50 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP BOXING MANAGER...13.99 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP SOCCER............:.:0000+ 13.99 
WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD .................sseseeeeeee 7.99 
WRATH OF THE DEMON  i.t.....:sectoonsesesecreccteceonss 21.50 
OU aitie tins on tassels he cogarsaeerosts SPECIAL OFFER 6.99 
REINOIN s\.sceseareneeees scsecsosecovesesuitedtc erases Aautis TID 
YOGI AND THE GREED MONSTER ...........sessseeeeee 6.99 
ZLORKFOR 2 OR 3. cccccssocnsessesascosiatueasteismssatevasesetens 9.99 

BARDSITALE} OR ZOR 3c, csetstossonassssssanenecsetsssscrtscsetioteadelncevoes £5.00 
CHAIIPIGNS OF-KRYINNG sifsssnsccceis.sctlssstessnuettertierestesstanttyien £7.99 
GCODENANBECEMAN  .coscstusovssseiveseecossubsesonsioit crsecbasesdlevesse £8.99 
COLONELS BEQUES Pisscssccjeseshasaisieagseaqstépusensecnappanseetciearsimetenss £8.99 
CONQUEST: OF CAMELOT of rocitsvenstivesssssssagatbessolttitettteraseuet £8.99 
CURSE OFAZURE BONDS 5 ccisescgcsoessetsrrcovcnnsdyesSttecseotanssoaniret £7.99 
DRAGONS Ob TEAM scat sjccconsssetbonnces tussephocontecterechuceesThotsvaghes £4.00 
DUNGEON: MASTER isccessosssteavestnnssndsbeopenpossasrsnentsetevissoistnesad £9.99 
PIEROES OF THEANCE -c.sicisdssocscccetecnarcasgtes0beottvegtgastet et eseagesens £4.00 
PIEROES CRUE scascccectsscudesocectoscsgionastosttaaloqpsechanweasevetdn ti oeevtaess £8.99 
BAEESEAR 5 oo fess inccbossacssay.sarchvossnessostencevattvodestisestiat yg fivbenveeaibene £7.99 
INDIANA JONES THE ADVENTURE......sssssssssssscsssssssssssseseeeessssee £4.99 
KINGS: QUESTIOR:2 ORS OR 45.20 jeoncossseestosctasesplattesotecdttis £8.99 
LEISURESUITLARRY TOR: 2 ORS. iccsescssessesscqdetsuctceqasontisceed dened £8.99 
MANHUNTER IN SAN FRANCISCO ...ssssssssssssssseessssssssssesecsesesnse £8.99 
BVI PINID WIAGIC 2iciiacssccsesseonseosvoscsctesstseesta opeotlnssnipelianeone £5.99 
PORIGE QUEST: 2: cosscsotscccsesgqetsnonssnnvasctasosesodacsnnnsacatastsrafoanassre £8.99 
POO IS OPARADIANGE -.stcssorspednesieccstessessotcvobnsnsnstionstiissscobantosets £7.99 
AQUEST: FOR GLORY 2 ..c:h-ocssostsnovechtusssste ep seronssnatastocccafbyonvovseash £7.99 
EGRET OFTHE SILVER BLADES -sccassssscossecsssapsnartsseseoncez atiroseate £7.99 
SPACEIQUESTTOR 2 ORS... soclosssasitecctoacesazssoansacaseessestecttvavescs £8.99 

  

   
    

  

  

  

CALL US ON: 24 Hour Credit Card Hotline 0902 25304 == | 
  

  

  

ST COMPILATIONS 
  

PLATINUM £21.50 
STRIDER, BLACK TIGER, FORGOTTEN 
WORLDS & GHOULS AND GHOSTS 

POWER PACK £17.50 
XENON 2, T.V. SPORTS AMERICAN FOOTBALL, 

BLOODWYCH & LOMBARD R.A.C RALLY 
    

    SEGA MASTER MIX £21.50 
SUPERWONDERBOY, DYNAMITE DUX, 
CRACKDOWN, TURBO OUTRUN & 

ENDURO RACER 

SPORTING WINNERS £17.50 
DAILY DOUBLE HORSE RACING, STEVE 
DAVIS SNOOKER & BRIAN CLOUGH'S 

FOOTBALL FORTUNES 

FINALE £21.50 
PAPERBOY, GHOSTS AND GOBLINS, 
OVERLANDER & SPACE HARRIER 

CHALLENGERS £21.50 
FIGHTER BOMBER, SUPER SKI, KICK OFF, PRO 

TENNIS TOUR & STUNT CAR 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION £21.50 
ROBOCOP, GHOSTBUSTERS 2, BATMAN 
THE MOVIE & INDIANA JONES LAST 

CRUSADE 

SOCCER MANIA £17.50 
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2, MICROPROSE 
SOCCER, FOOTBALL MANAGER WORLD 
CUP EDITION & GAZZA'S SUPER SOCCER 

HOYLES BOOK OF GAMES £21.50 
CRIBBAGE, CRAZY 8'S, GIN RUMMY, OLD 
MAID, HEARTS & KLONDIKE SOLITAIRE 

THRILLTIME PLATINUM VOL 2 £17.50 
BUGGY BOY, BOMBJACK, SPACE HARRIER, 

LIVE AND LET DIE, THUNDERCATS, BEYOND 
THE ICE PALACE AND BATTLESHIPS 

Boy MN PE DUI BON och pec tivarstioskecusarteorneresent £6.99 
Be ENS BOK fs aceasdisitvasaaaca fh voipnchae £7.99 
BBO TEU COMMS. BOX 5... cisierisatas cclssevesiacedern £9.99 

  

  

  

  

  

    
    

     

  

   
  

  

    
  

  

  

  

POWER UP £21.50 
RAINBOW ISLANDS, TURRICAN, 

CHASE H.Q., X-OUT & ALTERED BEAST 

| MAGNUM FOUR £21.50 
AFTERBURNER, DOUBLE DRAGON, 

OPERATION WOLF, & 
BATMAN, THE CAPED CRUSADER 

WHEELS OF FIRE £21.50 
HARD DRIVIN' CHASE H.Q., TURBO 

OUTRUN & POWERDRIFT 

FIST OF FURY £21.50 
DOUBLE DRAGON 2, NINJA WARRIORS, 

SHINOBI & DYNAMITE DUX 

FULL BLAST £21.50 
FERRARI FORMULA ONE, CARRIER COMMAND, 

RICK DANGEROUS, P-47 THUNDERBOLT, 
| HIGHWAY PATROL & CHICAGO 90 

THE WINNING TEAM £21.50 
A.P.B., KLAX, VINDICATORS, CYBERBALL & 
ESCAPE FROM THE ROBOT MONSTERS _ | 

SPORTING GOLD £21.50 
CALIFORNIA GAMES, THE GAMES 
WINTER & SUMMER EDITION 

COIN OP HITS 2 £21.50 
DYNASTY WARS, NINJA SPIRIT, VIGILANTE, 
HAMMERFIST & GHOULS AND GHOSTS _| 
CLASSIC 4 (RENAISSANCE) £6.99 

INVADERS, ASTEROIDS, GALAXION & CENTIPEDE 

ng DOUBLE SIDED, DOUBLE DENSITY, WITH LABELS. 

    

    

  

  

    
  

  

  

    
  

    
  

     

  
      

  

POOR Oe OTe e eee OE EEO EOE OS ESE SEOEE SEER ERE OSOSOE OSES ESS HEEED OEE OEEEES 

MOUSE MATS ..sscctittusneicnsrtbecteeaniotean £2.99 
ST SAG EXTENSION LEA eons ecssscesieorsschtesses £5.99 

  

   

ORDER FORM AND INFORMATION 
All orders sent FIRST CLASS subject to availability. Just fill in the coupon and send it 

  

to:- Software City, Unit 4, B.D.C. 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton, WV2 4AN 

—_m = = = =: ORDER FORM (Block Capitals) =| == == == = = 

    

  

, Name : 
i i 

3 i 

I Postcode S 

i Name of game é 
& i 

4 i 

Q i 

i i 

é 4 

i i 

I POSTAGE RATES - Please add 50p for post & packaging on.all orders under £5. i 
f EEC countries add £1 per item. Non EEC countries add £2 per item. a | 

I PAYING BY CHEQUE - Cheques payable to Software City I 

Bee Fe foe ye ea Expiry Date .....3.........-. i 
: i 

i 
EUROPEANORDERS 

IAIN 5s soa gs Ba oa n0 eva toadagl Sani as MASTERCARD é 
‘ EUROCARD ACCEPTED i 

es ed ae ee ee



WIN THE 
-_ COMMODORE AMIGA 
JUNE 

COMPETITION WIN 

SEGA MEGADRIVE 
(Plus Game of Your Choice) 

WIN 
SUPER FAMICOM 

(Plus any TWO Games) 

WIN 
NINTENDO GAME BOY 

In The GREAT @2) (:y yee] 6] yg MONTHLY Computer Competition 

Answer 4 simple computer related questions correctly and by this time NEXT MONTH 
YOU could be the Lucky Winner of one of the above Superb First Prizes in this 

months DIAL-A-QUIZ Computer Competition 

YOU MUST CALL ONE OF THE HOTLINES BELOW AND ANSWER ALL FOUR QUESTIONS CORRECTLY 

  
e.g. Question: Marti McFly appears in which computer 

game? 
Answer: 1. Back to the Future III 

2. Moonwalker 
3. Strider 

It’s THAT simple! 

And REMEMBER, you can enter ALL Competitions as many times as you like. 

          
    

      

Amiga Hotline: 0839-121-166 

Megadrive Hotline: 0839-121-167 

Super Famicom Hotline: 0839-121-168 

Game Boy Hotline:  0839-121-169   
One first prize in each competition. Winners are chosen at random from all correct entries received. Closing date for entries 
is 20th June 1991. All calls last approximately 3 minutes and if you are under 18 we ask you to please obtain your parents 

consent before dialling. 
Calls are charged at 33p per minute cheap rate, 44p per minute at all other times 

lf you experience any difficulties while attempting to enter please inform us on 071-485 5964 between 9.30am and 5.30 pm 

MARK TAYLOR FROM BOLTON 

MARCH RESULTS: MICHAEL YOUNG FROM MILTON KEYNES 
GAVIN WATT FROM SCOTLAND 
TRACY GEORGE FROM LONDON 

P. Grove. DIAL-A-QUIZ. P.O. BOX 11, SKEGNESS, LINCS. PE25 3NL. 

  
   



      

  

      

  
Eagle is the top player of Disc. If you defeat him, you know you can be declared 
the true champion. 

  

boo) FR ne bee iL 

ad enough of having to fumble 

with 20 or so keys on your ST 

as you try to manoeuvre the 

latest high-tech fighter plane 

during intense combat? Tired. of 

blasting the same tedious aliens 

who never learn that a.-galactic 

superhero like yourself is unbeat- 

able? 

Well, Loriciel 

       

        
   

  

that contains a high level of add 
tiveness. 

The game is a e-on-one situa- 

tion where the object is to defeat 
   

tiled two-storey wall and also stands 
on a tiled floor, Every tile displays a 
shape. i 

You must hurtle a disc that you 

will have in your possession at your 

opponent's tiles. A successful strike 

changes the shape on the tile, signi- 

fying that the tile requires a specific 

number of hits more to destroy it. 

Only tiles on the back wall can be 

destroyed with a disc, but the tile 

that mirrors the one you destroyed 

will also disappear, Causing a dan- 

gerous hole in the floor. If your oppo- 

nent should fall through a hole, his 

game will end with a victory for you: 

However, each 

deflect discs with a resilient shiel 

he possesses. Return shots can be 

angled by the positioning of the joy- 

stick when you hit back. Shots 

against the sides of the arena will 

bounce off in the expected direc- 

tions. 

There can be more than one 

  

have departed 
from the norm with Disc. Although — 
not totally original, Disc reverts to a 
simplistic style of gaming: the sort 

nent, 

bars are shown beneath your char- 

acter’s name at the top of the screen, 

your As Wal in one of three ways. a 

    void. Each player has his back to 

player can 

  

disc in the game at one time. In fact, 

up to four could be slicing through 

the air simultaneously. A disc that 

you throw or deflect changes to your 

colour. If your opponent misses the 

disc, it will rebound as the same 

colour that you originally launched it, 

and therefore allows you to catch it 

as you can't collect discs of your 

opposite number’s colour. Catching 

discs is automatically performed 

“provided you stand absolutely still 

and the disc is within close proximity. 

~ If your discs strike your oppo- 

he will lose energy. Energy 

lang with d tails of any bonus discs 

2. Bonus discs are pos- 

- sible to gath r by hitting tiles that 

BE marks upon them. 

A variety of bonus discs exist. 

3 These include Speed Discs that trav- 

el about the arena with incredible 

speed, Master Discs that home in on 

your position so you can collect the 

with ease, Special Discs that change 

indestructible tiles into tiles that can 

be disintegrated, and finally Power 
Discs, that inflict more severe dam- 

   

        

   

     

    
    

   

     

  

; the person | 10 has accumulated 

most pol    

n against the comput- 

any forms for oppo- 

in 1 their sill You should 

ing in individual eMlienge matches 

and tournaments. Your aim is to 
progress from being a Novice to 

where you can hope to beat Eagle, 

the true master of Disc. Alan 

  

Smooth animation, lively sound effects 

and great gameplay. What more could 

you ask for? Disc is great fun to play 
which is amazing considering the game 

only ever takes place in one location. 

Controls are simple to use: the joystick 

pushed in various directions with the 

fire button in any of its two positions 

accesses a variety of throwing possibili- 

ties. The two player option is a great 

complement to what was already a 

good product. 

PRICE: £24.99 GAMEPLAY: Sinaia 
SOUND: TF) TT iT) 

RATING=80%  crrpwics: mmm 

PUNTER-POWER™ 

“] Great (18%) 

B Good (34%) 

BH So-so (28%) 

B® Poor (15%) 

®@ Dire (5%) 

  

      

  

GAME: DISC 
  

  

  

  

  

  

            

        

  

ENTER THE WORLD OF DISC 

  

The men you can compete against are 

displayed for you to choose. 

You make a decision, your challenge is 

accepted. You must now play Zorg. 

  

Two lean figures race onto the screen 

as the battle is just about to begin. 

Discs begin to fly as you attempt to 

defeat your opponent. 

  

  
Zorg is beaten and disappears in a flash of light. Select your next opponent. 

asp me 
C0tbS 
STA



The crowd eagerly await the first Supercars race of the day. Are you going to be 

good enough to beat the best? 

[ Rberte=corece! cc’ Harmison Ford. 

Sc or re, bul riarsgkt. | at Che cop 

ir ‘a ee Cprecres rey look. 

feats saa Chae car.   
Supercars Il TV is a pretty popular station, and Harrison Ford the presenter is 

about to start enthusing over the forthcoming events. 

  
couple of years ago Gremlin 
Graphics released the original 

Supercars onto the public. 

Now, after a lengthy wait, the 

sequel (it could only be called 

Supercars Il) has screeched onto ST 

screens as yet another car racing 

games makes it to the shelves. 

The sequel comes from the cre- 

ators of Lotus Esprit Turbo Chal- 

lenge — Magnetic Fields and takes 

all the original features of Supercars 

and adds to these a whole wealth of 

new ones. 

Anyone who missed the original 

but has played games like Super 

Sprint in the arcades, is immediately 

going to be familiar with the over- 
head playing style. Pressing the fire- 
button causes your Car to accelerate 

and releasing it gives you a braking 

effect. 

Steering around ae ee 
bends is going to cause you enough 
problems but don't forget you've got 

the other cars to contend with too. In 

each race you must consistently fin- 

ish in the top five positions. Fail to 

do so and you will be disqualified 

from the competition and be pre- 

vented from completing the rest of 

the season. 

To make life a little easier, if the 

roads seem a little too busy for you, 

you can use any means available. 

This fortunately includes goodies 

such as amour, missiles (including 

homing missiles!) and rams. The 

only problem with these is they cost 

lots of cash and the only way to get 

cash is to do well in the races. 

Vicious circle really. 

Upon loading the game you will 

be presented with a menu screen 
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From here you can repair your-car and buy as many new armaments as your wallet will allow you to. 

giving you the option to choose from 

one of the three difficulty levels. 
Each level is made up of seven dif- 

ferent tracks getting progressively 

harder. 

When playing on the hard level, 

both the tracks and the drivers are 

more dangerous than on the earlier 

stages so it is advisable to take it 

carefully at first and plump for racing 

the easy circuits. 

Another factor affecting the cir- 

cuits you race on is the weather. 
There are three different kinds of 
track: Snow, grass and rocks. Each 
type of circuit will affect the handling 

of your Supercar differently. 

Perhaps the biggest change 

between this and the first game is 

the inclusion of a two- player option. 

If this mode Is selected you will both 

be presented with a ‘split screen | 

view, with half of the screen being © 

devoted to each car. Of course if you 

keep the game on one-player the full 

screen Is available. 

When a race is over, you will be 

given the chance i repair damage 

to your car and to purchase extra 

weaponry to replace what you've just 

used. The repairs again cost money 

and so a high success rate in the 

races is necessary if you are to keep 

your Car performing to its peak. 

lf you find you've got more than 

enough of one particular type of 

weapon you can sell them to raise a 
bit of extra cash. This is done in the 

same way as buying and is 

achieved by clicking on the required 

item on the menu. 
You are only allowed two differ- 

ent types of weapon per race but 

there is no limit to the number of 

these that you have. When racing, 

the weapons are fired by either 

pushing the joystick forwards. or 
_ backwards, as in the original Super- 

Cars, sO you must remember which 

weapons you mounted where. 

Careful aim must.be taken when 

using your artillery, but a couple of 

well placed shots could be the dif- 

ference in your final placing and the 

amount of cash you get. Don’t forget 

that all the other cars are armed too 

and out to get you. Paul



  

“Thanks Harrison. rkh’s bean a great day at tine 
Crack. .tugst look ab these Super Car guper scores. 
      

Nancy Allen is the on the spot reporter. She'll keep you up to date with all the Now it's time to talk your way out of a hefty fine because it's believed you're 
comings and goings before the day's event. environmentally unsound. You'd better answer the questions correctly. 

The original Supercars was a classic rac- 

ing game, and Gremlin have succeeded 

in going one better with the sequel. All 

the brilliantly addictive qualities of the 

— Great (22%) — original have been retained, but there’s 
@ Good (20%) something else here too. There are lots 
 So-so (33%) of new bits to the game, such as the 
M@ Poor (15%) part where you get fined for being envi- 

Dire (10%) § ronmentally unsound! You're going to 
keep coming back to this for ages. 

Gremlin have come up with another 

GAME: SUPERCARS | top-notch racing game here! 

PRICE: £25.53 GAMEPLAY: 

wmere RATING=86% quis There's been a bit of a pile-up at this jump. That's going to delay you for a few a 0 GRAPHICS: 
vital seconds and could cost you the championship. 
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DIAL - A - TIP 
CHEATLINE 

FOR ALL THE LATEST: 

POKES, CHEATS, TIPS, ETC. 

FOR COMPUTERS 

AND CONSOLES 

RING NOW ON: 

0898 101 234 
UPDATED WEEKLY 

0898 338933 
LIVE COMPUTER HELPLINE 

Between 12 noon & midnight 7 days a week 

    
        

    
    
    
      
      
       

   

   

    

HINTS, TIPS & SOLUTIONS 
PLEASE GET PERMISSION TO RING. CALLS CHARGED AT 33p PER 

PROPRIETOR: J. C. WRIGHT 
PO BOX 54, S.W. MANCHESTER, 

M15 4LS 

    

=: | Same day 
=. 4 despatch 
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TOP 30 CHART 

  

   

  

   
   

  

BRANDED 
Verbatim or KAO 

10 x 3.5" D/S 2Mb 

£12.39 

BRANDED 
Verbatim or KAO 

10 x 3.5" D/S IMb 

£6.70 

       

SAME DAY DESPATCH 

PRIZES EACH MONTH FOR THE BEST CHEATS, 

MINUTE CHEAP RATE AND 44p PER MINUTE AT ALL OTHER TIMES. 

    

HARDWARE 

WE CANNOT PUBLISH OUR PRICES — OUR 
‘COMPETITION’ WOULD GO BALMY?! 

WE CAN HOWEVER, OFFER YOU A CATALOGUE OF THE CHEAPEST, FINEST QUALITY 

GAMES, UTILITIES AND HARDWARE ON THE MARKET FOR YOUR ST. 

WRITE NOW FOR YOUR FREE CATALOGUE YOU'LL BE IMPRESSED!! 

  

* PLEASE WRITE FOR OUR 1991 'ACTION PACKED' CATALOGUE 

  

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. DELIVERY IS FREE ON ALL ORDERS OVER £10.00 
All products supplied are fully 'Money-Back or Replacement’ Guaranteed. Please write to: 
Airflow Communications Limited, P.O. Box 913, Milton Keynes, MK3 7YP. 

Can You 

Kill The 

ALIENS 

9 VENI For 
nnd 

gry CASH [for 

Sie y PRIZES? 
PRE 

Infodial PO Box 36 LS1 4TN Call Charges 33p per min Cheap Rate 44p all other times   
   

  

    

       

UTILITIES 

  

   
     

BULK PACK 
TDK 100% CERT 
25 x 3.5" D/S IMb 

£9.99 

BULK PACK 
TDK 100% CERT 
25 x 3.5" D/S 2Mb 

£15.75 
       

  

  

ACCESS & VISA ACCEPTED.   

        

      
     

     

  

          
     

 



 ENNEMY 

Melba must utilise available objects to 

complete the levels. Most objects can 

be moved and strategically placed to 

help you in your quest. 

fter arriving home from a hard 

day’s work, our hero is sur- 

prised to see that his faithful 

and loving wife is not at home. 

Unperturbed by this unusual 

show of independence from his wife, 

Melba (sad name for a hero, don’t 

you think?) puts on his slippers and 

settles down with a bowl of corn- 

flakes for a quiet night in front of the 

telly. 

Just as the 

show starts, there 

is a knock at 

the door. Our     
    

sont F 2 SOS: 

hero drags 

himself up and 

treads __ tiredly 

\towards the 

door, open- 

— ine At Se 

reveal a lonely doorstep. Then, just 

before he returns to his comfy chair, 

a small slip of paper catches his eye. 

Picking it up, he takes another look 

around and then re-enters the house. 

Settling back down again, he 

opens the piece of paper and runs 

his eyes over its contents: 

Dear Melba, 

Unfortunately we had nothing better 

to do so we decided to kidnap some- 

one. And guess what: It was your 

wife's unlucky day. We have taken 

her across the lands to our fortress 

This map updates as you progress through the game. Your goal is to reach the 

castle in the middle where Melba's wife is being held captive. 

and if you want to see her again you 

will have to find our hideout pretty 

quick. Ha, Ha, Ha! 

Lots of love, 

The Bad Guys 

PS Our sincerest apologies for any 

inconvenience. 

Our hero is now tired, depressed, 

unhappy, wifeless and, most impor- 

tantly, UNFED. This has got to stop, 

he thinks to him- 

  

  

PUNTER-POWER™ 

O) Great (24%) 

® Good (20%) 

B® So-so (35%) 

(B Poor (14%) 

BB Dire (7%) 

  

GAME: BUILDER LAND 
PRICE: £24.95 

RATING=73% 
  

        

Builder Land reminds you of a horizon- 

tal version of Mirrorsoft’s Brat. The idea 
behind the game is nicely thought out 

and this adds to the overall gameplay. 

The sound is quite cheerful and boppy 

with a nice title tune to boot. Graphi- 

cally, the game is nothing special but 

what there is does the job in hand and 

makes you appreciate the playability. 

Quite an amusing little challenge that 

should give you blasters a pleasant 

change. 

GAMEPLAY: aa 
SOUND: |) Ji iJ) 

GRAPHICS: a 

  

  

  

  

  

            
  

     

  

ing more than 20 

screens, and _ finally 

take on the master himselt 

During each 

level, you will 

come across 

certain parts that 

seem _impass- 

able. Don't worry. 

Different blocks and 

objects can be picked up and 

moved around the screen and 

placed in advantageous positions to 

aid your progress. Bonus items, such 

as fruit and gold can also be picked 

up to increase your overall score 

tally. 

Also included in the game are a 

continue option and a 

password. The password 

allows you to start from 

any of the levels that 

you have reached dur- 

ing a previous game. 

You can have a maximum 

of two continues but you 

may want to reduce that to 

one, if you feel lucky. 

self and begins to pack his little sack 

for the long journey ahead. He must 

use all the talent he 

possesses to win back 

his ever-cooking wife. 

You take control of 

Melba in his attempt to 

free his wife from the clutch- 

es of an unknown villain. 

Make your way across Six 

levels of enthralling game- 

play, each level contain- 

  

      
    

   

 



he city is under siege! Your 

home town is having death 

and destruction wreaked upon 

it by an unknown group of ter- 

rorists. Every atrocity known to 

man is being performed on 

the buildings and citizens in 

the place you once 

called home. Time 

bombs planted by 

the evil gang can # 

be found almost, 

anywhere,  tick- ~~ 

ing their way down 
their explosions. 

Totally sick to death of © 
the dreadful deeds being 

perpetrated upon | 

your friends and rela-" 

tives, you set out to 

end the carnage with 

the aid of your pet 

dog. No_ ordinary 

youngster would have a chance of 

survival, but as a young Ninja, you 

may just have the skill and magical 

powers to complete the task. And a 

Ninja Dog is also a fearsome oppo- 

nent to do battle with. Prepare to 

strike terror into the hearts of evil as 

you enter the streets. 

Shadow Dancer has _ finally 

arrived on the ST. US Gold’s eagerly 

          

   

    

    

   
   

          

   

  

   

  

awaited conversion of the popular 

arcade money-eating monster sees 

you taking control of a young Ninja 

and his pet dog in their quest to rid 

their home city of the terrorist gang. 

To anybody who's played Shino- 

bi or Revenge of Shinobi on any 

format, Shadow Dancer will 

immediately claw back memo- 

ries with its similar style of 

arcade gameplay. 

   
Basical- 

ly you must negoti- 

ate your way through the four 

enemy-ridden levels until you 

have found all the time- 

bombs and deactivated 

them, thus preventing 

more people from being 

maimed. To get rid of one of 

the bombs you must first kill 

off all the terrorists in the 

area, then simply walk over to the 

bomb. Being a Ninja allows you to 

automatically switch it off simply by 

passing it! 

Each of the stages is divided 

into three or four sub-levels, so in 

reality you get 15 sections to have a 

go at. At the end of each level, you 

get a bonus game when you stand 

at the bottom of a tower-block throw- 

  

ing shuriken at the Ninja enemies 

who quickly make their way down 

the building. Fail to hit one of them 

and you'll soon find their boot in your 

face. 

As you move along a level you 

may find a section where you're hav- 

ing a little trouble getting at the 

enemy, who may be hiding behind 

an object or creating a problem by 

constantly firing at your position. If 

this is the case you can send your 

pet Ninja dog to distract him by 

trying to tear his throat out 

(Lassie was never like this!). 

Pulling down and press-* 
ing fire on the joystick will send your 

canine chum into action, leaping 

over barrels and so on to get at his 

prey. While he is biting at the terrorist 

you can place a couple of shuriken 

in the general direction and thus 

  

The young Ninja bravely faces two 

approaching terrorists on the tarmac 

of the airport. 

   

   

  
clear your path. 

lf your dog takes too much of a 

battering from its opponent, it will 

gradually shrink in size from the 

ohysique of a large Rottweiler to a 

rather puny poodle. When it reaches 

this point it will run off, only to return 

later at its normal size. 

The game is faithful to its 

arcade parent with the levels being 

identical and just as difficult to com- 

plete. The controls are very simple 

to operate, although you may occa- 

sionally find your hound dashing 

off to play with the enemy at the 

wrong time because you moved 

the joystick in the wrong way. 

At any time during the level, you 

can use your magic powers by 

pressing the space bar. This can get 

you out of a tricky spot by damaging 

any enemies onthe screen. Paul 

  

=m & Pie Nidal rae oe 

On battling through to the first end of 

level guardian, you must now avoid the 

bouncing balls he hurls at you.
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At the end of each stage you get a 
chance to get loads of bonus points 
by shooting the Ninjas as they 
descend the building walls. 
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Making your way through the levels is 
pretty awkward and chances are you'll 

lose plenty of your lives before you 
get to the end of the game. 
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   Ei adi 3 a 
Entering one of the later levels you encounter two terrorists 
at the bottom of the steps. They have to be killed before 
you can go on. 

  s ant i i : ' f } CALI 7 a a a | ere Si     
The final baddie is protected by a magical shield that must 
be destroyed before you can have a crack at Mr. Big himself. 
Destroy the shield and he'll come after you himself. 

  

      

|| Great (19%) 

= Good (28%) 

B So-so (30%) 

B Poor (15%) 

B Dire (8%) 

     

   
   

  

      

GAME: SHADOW DANCER 
PRICE: £24.95 

If you’ve ever played the Shadow 
Dancer arcade machine, the first 

thing you’re going to notice about 
this conversion is the absence of 
Parallax scrolling in the back- 
ground. This seems to make the 
game slightly 8-bit looking but this 
isn’t really a problem. The levels 
are all quite challenging and you 
certainly won’t be completing this 
one first go. As this type of game 
goes, Shadow Dancer is pretty 
good- it all depends what you want 
to play. It’s not totally amazing but 
it’s alright if you just want to kill 
things. There's not a lot to do 
other than throwing shuriken and 
setting your dog onto people. 
You're going to find yourself com- 
ing back to this, for a while at 
least, because it is so frustrating 
and you'll need just one more go, 
to see if you can get any further. 

GAMEPLAY: 
SOUND: 

GRAPHICS: | 

  

  

  

  

          

  

  RATING=78%       
  

   



    

t's rough! It’s tough! It’s ice hock- 

ey! Don those skates and pro- 

tect yourself with enough 

padding to insulate a block of 

flats. Then venture onto the rink and 

glide graciously about the ice hock- 

ey pitch, weaving in and out of 

opponents with ease. Then remem- 

ber that the reason it’s so easy is 

that you left the puck 20 

feet behind you and the 

mad dash is back 

there! 

With Internation- 

al Ice Hockey, you \g@ 

become involved in 

one of the most fun 

sports of modern day. It's 

not just a case of dodging about the 

ice with a puck at the foot of your 

stick. Attacking and scoring may 

sound ideal but their will be the odd 

occasion when you feel like punish- 

ing a few opposing players for what- 

ever reason. 

This means, of course, the 

beginning of a phase of barging. 

Ram your counterparts, mercilessly. 

The referee may penalise you but it 

will be worth it just to see the 

expression on your, 

opposite number's 

      

   

                    

   
   

  

   

                            

   

              

   
   

     

  

    

    

    

    

or in a two player moc 

say which is the most 
The game 
  

For instance, yol 

nearest man to 
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option is to simply p 
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degree, the cn 

B J Ki T E _ P ) W F ? TM Graphically, Ice Hockey is very uninspir- 

ing. Sound is also quite poor although 

what little speech there is isn’t too bad. 

The players seem to slide along the ice 

“| Great (0%) realistically enough but the frames of 
Good (4%) animation are very restricted. Somehow, 

H So-so(19% the speed of the puck doesn’t seem 
@ Poor (40%) quite right — it appears to gain momen- 

® Dire (37%) tum at times when it shouldn't. With the 

above flaws, the playability level is low 

and it’s one of those games where the 

GAME: INT. ICE HOCKEY reset switch an inviting sight. 

PRICE: £24.99 GAMEPLAY: SSI | 
SOUND: EET TTT —~ , : es 

RATING=59% | vets 0 GRAPHICS: eee ara TV publicity is very important to the sport of ice hockey. Star presenter, Tony 
Williams, offers a few digitised words to urge you along. 

nent’s defence and slot the puck past the g 

  

    
   

    
  

  

  

        
                

    
 



  

WE MUST BE MAD 
Due to massive bulk buying and low cost advertising 
we can offer you high quality wre sa manufactured 

disks at these extremely low prices 

»" DSDD 31 INC VAT 10 visks OID + Labets 
250 + @ 29p each; 500 + @ 28p each; 1000 + @ 27p each 

ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE 

SONY 3.5" 38p 4 
DSDD BULK 
100 Capacity Disc Box....3.75 50 Capacity Disk Box .....3.25 
Mouse Pockets............. 150. Mouseta 1.75 
Printer Stand...............3.75 | Amiga Dust Cover......... 2.50 
Posso Box 15.00 Atari Dust Cover.......... 2.50 

Amiga 512K RAM Expansion with clock 
Amiga/Atari External Drive 

We've got 3 Gaucho Jeeps to be won! An electric engine 
handles the rough ground and anyone can drive them! 

i . “a P 
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SPECIAL OFFER + 2 x 100 CAP BOXES 
Please add £2.85 p&p/next day £7.50. Cheques/POs to - 
PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES (Dept STA) praneeyerarrraree a 
11 Meakin Avenue, Clayton, | 
Newcastle, Staffs STA 4EY. 0782 21 2970 ml 

THIS MONTHS 2003.5" DSDD DISKS 6§4 95 This awesome Quad has a 50cc engine, it can be driven 
by anybody over 5, it's MEGA and you could win it!! 

  

ANALOGIC COMPUTERS Telephone 24hrs, 

(UK) LTD 7 Days a Week 
152 Latchmere Road, Tel: (081) 546 9575 
Kingston-upon-Thames, : 
Surrey KT2 U Tel:/Fax (081) 541 4671 

  

. 520 STFM DISCOVERY PACK (1MB RAM) 

. 520 STE TURBO PACK (1MB RAM) 
(2MB RAM) 
1040 STE FAMILY CURRICULUM Qseqgepneurregs 
PACK (1MB RAM)........sssssscscecsseeeee eae a a £349.00 
(2MB RAM) .. oe ..-£439.00 This Honda QRS50 is 50cc of big bike power, but anyone 

over 5 can ride it! It's waiting to be won now, so calll.... 

DISC DRIVE 

ST MEMORY UPGRADES 
1. 520 ST/STFM TO 1MB 
2. 520 ST/STFM TO 2.5MB 
3. 520 STE TO 1MB (DIY KIT) 
4. 520 STE TO 2MB (DIY KIT) 
5. 520 STE TO 4MB (DIY KIT) 
* We specialise in surface mount chips 

REPAIRS without Diagnostic fees 

  
   POWER SUPPLIES = Call 0898 224854 

* All prices include VAT and Delivery Calls cost 34p (cheap rate) and 45p (at all other times) per min incl VAT. 
* Please call for price quotes on other Atari products. Pepperoni, Sandylands House, Morecambe, Lancs, LA3 1DG. Please ask your par- 

ents permission before you call. Average length of the call is 5.5 minutes.  



  

    

    

    
   

Deltronics’ fantasy Graphics Disk 
-iFe Atari ST/STE 
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Ever wanted to create a commercial-quality adventure but The type of scenario 

couldn’t program to save your life? Now you can with yoy can create: 
DELTRONICS’ FANTASY GRAPHICS DISK & Microdeal’s TALESPIN y 
ADVENTURE CREATION SYSTEM. A Village Scene     
various adventure Characters, Backgrounds, Weapons, Armour, 

Artifacts and much, much more!! You can even construct a 3-D 

Dungeon! 

All you require extra is Talespin, a little imagination and do not 

need any programming knowledge!! Talespin’s command structure 

is graphic-orientated hence this disk add-on. Your final program 

can run separately without the need of Talespin, and there are no 

royalties or copyright restrictions to worry about. 

The Fantasy Graphics Disk can also be used with other systems 

such as STOS & STAC with the aid of screen-capturing devices 

(requires main Talespin program to run first). 

NOW THERE'S NOTHING TO STOP YOU WRITING 
THAT COMMERCIAL ADVENTURE EPIC! 

ALSO GREAT FOR EDUCATIONAL or PD PROGRAMS 

Fantasy Graphics now only £7.50 
Talespin (limited boxed edition) £9.99 

Overseas Surface Mail FREE. Air Mail add £1.00 (Europe) £2.50 (outside Europe) 

TRADE or USER INTEREST GROUP ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

ee eo ee ey eae 

   
(Dept.Action) P.O. BOX 175, CARSHALTON, SURREY, SM5 2WA 

Telephone: 081-769 9568 (Enquiries hotline)



  
Eat your heart out peasants, because the Dungeon Crew is off 
on holiday. Just as soon as we finish this scroll the whole Crew 
is embarking for Teneriffe in The Canary Islands, for a leisurely 

week of sun-bathing, wine and hamburgers. 

This month, news reached us that Tony 

Crowther’s latest masterpiece was ready for 

viewing, SO we stuck some mouse on the 

Trolls hair and boarded the Dungeon Bus for 
Mindscape. 

The new game is called Knightmare and it 
is a licenced deal with the TV programme of 
the same name. Tony made it clear that he 

has not created a game just to fit in with a 

licence that was otherwise naff like so many 

other licenced deals. In this he has taken his 
prize-winning Captive game routines and 

expanded them to create a new ‘Dungeons & 

Dragons’ style game. 

It again puts you in control of four heroes, 

picked from the standard Middle Earth races 

of Wizard, Adventurer, Elf and so on, and as 
with Dungeon Master, the game is stuffed with 

loads of weapons both magical and sharp! If 
there is one thing we can say about this boy, 

he does believe in giving value for money 

From what we saw he has attempted to 

cram a new novelty into every tiny corner of 

the game. Your character can even be left or 

right-handed. In addition to the standard, 

beard-singeing fireballs, there is also a branch 

of magic which can’t hurt the enemy, but 
instead affects them in strange ways. For 

example you can cast spells which slow them 

down or confuse them. 

As with Dungeon Master, there are tele- 

ports to whiz you around, and Springs of Life 
which can be used resurrect dead heroes. 

The weapons include all forms of swords and 

wands — plus a few wicked chainsaws! The 

   
Keep your champion’s feet dry by taking a boat 
trip around the dungeon. Look out for the 
Guides who will help you as well as the 
monsters who will thump you. 

  

  
Knightmare is the latest game from the creator of Captive. It uses the familiar icon controls, but a 
new artist has been brought in to give a fresh look to the 3D view of Forests and Gnomes. 

monsters have the ability to create more of 

their own kind, so get in and hack. Creepies 

such as Giant Spiders, Assassins, 

Hobgoblins, Witches and Tin Men wander the 

corridors so you'll have lots of butts to kick. 

Split into different quests, the action takes 
place in four different scenarios. Instead of 

the same old corridors the gameplay wanders 

through forests, castles, across lakes and 

   
Be 

All aboard the Saucy Sue for jolly trips around 
the dungeon. The Ferryman doesn’t appear to 

be here at the moment, but don’t worry he'll 

appear when you least expect him. 

   

even underwater — providing you've found the 

aqualung. 

Although the final touches are now being 

applied the game won't be released until 

September, so remember to keep back some 

of your holiday money. 

We get lots of letters from adventure fans 

asking where they can buy a hint book for a 
particular game. While we were playing 

games in Mindscape's offices, the Troll was 
rummaging around in their cupboards and he 

managed to unearth something we had never 

seen before. 

He found three huge books crammed with 

solutions for nearly every Known adventure. 

The books are called Quest For Clues (vols 1 

to 3) and each has approximately 40 solutions 

plus full maps. The games are from every 

company including: Infocom, Sierra, Magnetic 

Scrolls, Electronic Arts and so on. 

lf you are interested, your local software 

dealer should be able to get them for you, but 

failing that contact Mindscape directly at: The



  

Coach House, Hooklands Estate, Scaynes 

Hill, West Sussex RH17 7NG. The books are 

large A4 size and they sell at £15 each. 

The day after we return from our holiday, 
we will be visiting the European Trade Fair in 

London, (we'll be coming back early espe- 

cially for it) so we'll have lots of news about all 

the new games to tell you about next month. 

tutside Emspath Abbes 1 

  

Stuck with Ultima V? Mindscape now supply 

fully illustrated hint books for all of this series 

of RPG games, as well as bumper solution 

books containing all the answers to approx 40 

adventure games. 

TROLL LETTERS 

DISCOVER THE KEY TO ELVIRA'S MOAT 
Thanks for your help with Elvira. It appears 

my timing was off. To kill the monster with 

your Crusader’s Sword you need to time your 

blow exactly or else you are in deep trouble. 

Now |’m really stuck and hope you can 

helo me. | can only find one of the keys you 

mentioned in your reply, that being the one to 

the underwater iron grate that leads to the 

moat. Can you be more specific as to the 

location of the ‘sixth’ key? 

I'm also having a lot of trouble getting out 

of the moat, all | seem able to do is swim 

around — | can’t find the correct direction to 

exit. Do | need a rope? If so | am in trouble as 

| have flooded the Crypt and will need to start 

again. 

As Rheumatics is a common problem in 

people such as yourself who live in damp 

environments (under Troll Bridges) | suggest 

you try Elvira’s potion: Wooden Heart in Algae 

Sauce. It is meant to be a restorative and 

healing agent. 

B. Jones, Lichfield 

It gets very difficult helping humans when 

you have to decipher their problems from 

their letters. It’s a bit like teaching brain 

surgery to a donkey by shouting instructions 

to it down a drainpipe. 

As I’m not sure what keys you already 

have, it’s a little difficult to tell you which one 

you still need to find. However here is a 

quick fix on where the keys are: 

1. Inside a tin in the garden shed. 

2. In the dumb waiter passage in the kitchen 

3. In the Torture Chamber in the Dungeons. 

Pull the ring on the floor. 

4. In the Catacombs you will find keys 4 and 

5 once you have slain the rock-wielding 

monster. 

5. In the Stables, (after you have disposed of 

the dog) there is another ring to pull which 

reveals the next key. 

6. Dispose of the Gatekeeper then click on 

the Notice to find another. 

Finally, (and | suspect this is the one you are 

looking for), the last key is in the possession 

of a Grey Knight who is to be found up in the 

battlements. If you dispose of this character 

his body will do a ‘Half twist with Pike’ into 

the moat below. This is the reason you are 

now treading water. You need to find the 

Knight's body and retrieve the key. 

TAKEN FOR A RIDE WITH GOLD RUSH'S MULE 
Could you please help me with Sierra’s Gold 

Rush? | have bought the mule and mining 

equipment, but can’t get any further. | have 

tried to follow the mule, but it just says: ‘Try 

that again somewhere near hear.’ lf | let the 

mule go | can’t find it again. | have tried to 

buy a hint book, but none seems to be avail- 

able. Is there a helpline | could phone if | get 

stuck again? 

S. Todd, Fife 

Aha! Another ‘Neep-muncher'’ trying to hide 

his true home by only putting the postcode 

on the address — instead of writing Scotland! 

“Well | will tell you this!” (1 reckon | could 

fight Rab Nesbit with one hand tied behind 

my back!) As soon as | opened your enve- 

lope, | could smell the heather and the 

Haggis. 

| see you are having troubles with don- 

keys as well as me. | don’t understand why 

you can't find the donkey once you let him 

go. If you follow him as you are supposed to, 

why do you lose him? You don't have to use 

the mule to find your brother's house, it is just 

a little easier. Instead you can simply follow 

the river eastwards as far as possible and 

then head south. Your brother's shack is in 

the bottom-right of the forest. 

Getting hints and solution books can be 

a problem for Sierra games at the moment 

as they are only getting re-established in 

Europe again after their former distributor 

(Activision) collapsed. Still that’s what the 

Dungeon Crew is here for. 

LOST YOUR CROWN IN CADAVER’S CAVERNS? 
Being an avid reader of your musty corner, 

and having always made good use of your 

excellent tips, | have never had to write and 

shout ‘Help’ before. 

Now I’m stuck in Cadaver and my ques- 

tion is: Where is the King’s Crown? How do | 

get it and where do | use it? 

Don’t crush my faith in you. 

M. Hufton, Notts 

Where have you been for the last six 

months? Everybody else has finished Level 

ROOM 

Inv ]] 

WEAPONS) ™! 

+ iti. 

Elvira’s Stables contain more than you think. Search carefully for the key to success, but don’t forget 

to wash your hands afterwards! 

One. I’m always intrigued to get letters 

which say ‘Where is the ‘thingmy?’ If you 

haven't found it, how do you know there is 

one to be found? 

You wouldn't be reading other mags 

would you? (pause for low growl...) 

To find the crown you must get yourself 

to the Royal Armoury in the Kings Tomb 

where you must collect the Kings Armour 

(Bronze armour, Sword, Red Striped Shield, 

Bronze Helmet). 

From there you exit south, then west into 

the Ante Room. Press the button on the wall 

and you will be transported into the Kings 

Secret Treasury where you can collect the 

Crown, Coins and Charm. 

| have spoken with the software house 

Mindscape and they inform me that they will 

shortly be releasing a new Cadaver Data 

Disk which will be full of new levels. This will 

be of no interest to you of course, because |! 

doubt of you'll ever finish game one. 

EXTRA POINTS FOR POLICE QUEST II 
Here are a couple of tips which will get you 

extra points in Police Quest Il. 

When you go scuba-diving, before rush- 

ing off to find the body which is wedged in 

the rocks, spend a little time searching the 

river bed on the first screen. Here there is an 

officer's badge which will give extra points if 

you pick it up. 

When you are in the cafe with Marie, give 

her a rose (which you buy at the airport) then 

kiss her like mad. This is worth four points. 

N. Barraclough, Cheshire 

You mean you went to all of the trouble of 

buying her a rose, then spent a fortune in 

gold by taking her to a fancy restaurant — 

and all you got out of it was four points. | 

think you are dating the wrong sort of girl. 

| think | should send you ‘The Troll’s 

Book of Lounge-Lizardry’. Perhaps you 

should write and ask Evil Edna for a date. 

You’d be surprised what you'd get if you 

kissed her! 

DIABOLICAL TROUBLES WITH THE DEMON DIRECTORY 
| need help with Chaos Strikes back. | seem 

to have done everything in The Diabolical 

Demon Level, but | can’t progress any further. 

Lee Tattersall, Lancashire 

As you dont tell me what you've done | cant 

Sith wae! wee AN WANE woe Wine Gea We wee Wire Winer Wie 

 



  

easily tell you what else needs doing. The big 
trick to realise is that you must get one of the 
demons to stand on the pressure pad in front 
of the Fighter's Charge inscription. 

Once this happens, the pit which leads 

south will close. If the pit to the right of the 
inscription is open, preventing the Demons 

from crossing, you will need to close it. Fight 

your way through the black fire monsters and 

get upstairs. Dropping down the illusion pits 
will get you to the lower lével at the eastern 

side of the open pit. 

This can be closed by standing on the 
correct pressure pad. Exiting the Directory 
and returning will generate more Demons 
who can then be lured towards you to stand 

on the pad. On the other side of the pit is a 
portcullis which the ‘open door’ spell will 

raise. 

If you are really stuck with this game, 
Mirrorsoft sells a brilliant Adventurer’s 
Handbook with complete maps and solu- 

tions. which would answer all your questions. 
Remember it is possible to complete this 
game without solving all the puzzles, so it 
might be worth getting the book to help you 

access those areas you may have missed. 

l've been playing Captive for a couple of 
months now and | have reached Mission 6 — 

Level 5. 

My conclusion is that | cannot finish this 
level without your help. | need the clipboards 

24170 or 34226 to proceed. 

Per Brinck, Sweden 

Give me a break! Mission 6, what are you, 
super-human? Well the bad news is that | 

consulted my utility which spews out the clip- 

boards and | cannot find any of those num- 

bers on this level. 

| looked at the nearby levels as well, but 

still no luck. Do you mean that you really have 

been through six full missions? | suggest you 

go and find something else to do — your brain 

needs a rest. 

Now here are a couple of tips for those 

humans who have more modest problems. | 

feature of the game ( a ‘feature’ is the polite 

expression for a small cockup on the part of 

the programmer) is that if you exit a base 

without blowing it up, leave the planet and 

then land again, all the monsters in the base 

will be regenerated. 

This means that if you pick one of the 

early, easy planets you can return quite a few 

  
Don’t be in a hurry to leave the easy stages of Captive. These clipboards 
can be endlessly re-cycled into solid gold if you play your cards right. 

(2) FTLYMairrorsoFft   
A ‘Huddle’ of monsters awaits you within the Chaos Dungeon. Check out the Troll’s latest words of 
wisdom with this cracking game. 

times and build up your experience and gold 

by kicking easy monsters. When you realise 

that on the very first level you can continually 

return to pick up and sell the message which 

has been left for you in the entry passage, 
money comes a bit easier. 

| have only just become a computer owner 

and this month | started to read ST Action 

and found it very enjoyable. | have started 

two games, but I’m stuck in both. 

In Operation Stealth | have made it 

through the second set of mazes, ‘operated’ 

the soldier and tied him up. | collected many 

things and have come at last to the Security 

Door. Whatever | do | can’t open it. 

In Future Wars | can get as far as the 

secret room and it seems as if the only thing | 

can do is operate the machine, but every time 

| do that an alarm goes off and | get shot. Do 

you know any hints? 

M. Miller, Sussex 

Do | know any hints? ‘Do bears crap in the 

woods!’ You certainly are new to computing 

or else you'd know that | know everything! 

The Security door needs the correct fin- 

gerprints to open it. You can get a dummy 

set of prints by taking the glass from the 

room with the soldier in it. Then remove the 

tobacco from the cigarette and use the 

paper to lift the prints from the glass. 

evelr 

Special | 

  

i" precious metals." — . 
conductor and is commonly. used in 

and other decorative _ _ 

The thing that looks like a big Xerox 

machine in the secret room is the Time Travel 

device. To its right is a large white circle on 

the floor. Operate the machine, grab the doc- 

ument, then hustle your butt over to the white 

circle for a quick thrill. 

Please help me with Sierra’s Hero’s Quest 
adventure. | am in the graveyard at night look- 

ing for the Guild. Can you tell me how to find 
it and which grave to look under? 

Dominic Burghuber, Croydon 

Hero's Quest is a great game. Out of the lat- 

est batch of the new-style Sierra games its 

the only one that | think is worthwhile. 

Because you can play the game as one of 

three different characters there are many 

ways to solve it. 

As | played this game as a great fighter 

(let's face it, If you've got it — flaunt it) I'm not 

sure if you are asking a perfectly reasonable 

question, OR you are just another bewildered 

plonker. 

As far as | know, you should only be in 

the graveyard at midnight looking for 

Mandrake Root. And that’s what the witch 

Baba Yaga asked you to get for her. 

Now if you are playing this game as a 

thief (which is quite possible as all human 

beings are basically thieving sons of bitches) 

there is a secret Thieves Guild to be found. 
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An interest in the scientific properties of rare metals could provide the 
essential clue you need to solve one of Uninvited’s tricky little problems.



  

  

    
  

ere on find it, but 

you cast a spell? I've 

some rose petal essence, 
a 

1 an eagle’s feather. | typed out the 

‘in el book, but it just says, 

ase help ' ‘cos UM going 

Ferhaan nocd: ution 

's her? After all you’ve been 
fou certainly deserve it. Not that | 
why anyone would want to kiss a 

pink human, but the game seems to 
like to. Once you've done 

: obs left to do. SAY 

Walk into cali ete: on the strange 

an to the seahorse. Open the 

NOTHING LKE A DANE, Tisai 
e a hand with Sierra’s Police Quest. | 

yone to the hotel disguised as a pimp 

anged a gambling session with | the | 

der. 2 
said to come back later once | have 

of the hooker (Sweet Cheeks). The 
| can’t get rid of her. | have tried leav- 

er in my hotel room, but she is too scared : 

ay by herself. 

Have you played Omnicro 

    

its seems to me to be a poor quality rip- off of 

various Sierra games. The only decent thing 

| about it is the opening music. | got so bored 

- waiting for it to load sprites every couple of 

seconds that | banished it to the circular filing 

cabinet after a few hours. 

A. Brown, epee : 

SO you can't get rid of a woman. This news 

will be extremely upsetting to Mitch > 

because he can't get one. What you must do 

is, call her a taxi. She'll probably be so — oe 
offended at being called one of those as 
she'll go away. — 

The best way to do this is phone 411 

(which is the American seh snieiael the sim mpl, 

_ say TAXL. oe 

| can’t understand why you didn 't like 

Omnicrom, it had a really flash advert in all of 

the magazines. After all isn't that what makes 

humans buy software? 5 Billion hea 

Mutant Plonkers can’ all be wrong. : 

hope you can fe me with my piles in 
Codename Iceman. _ 

_|’ve bedded the lady spy and feane the 

tape in the earring. I’ve tried phoning the tele- 

phone numbers in my black book (and the 

one on the poster), but nobody answers. 

Please answer this question or | will kill 

you then kill myselt afterwards. _ 

Mark Dillon, Glasgow 

You will kill me, oS kill yourself piers 
Well at least you've managed to get it in the 
right order for a change. | saw one Scotsman 

trying to commit suicide by hanging from a — | a 

‘tree with a rope around his chest. When! — Sen 
suggested that the rope should be round his 

_ neck, he said that itv was more comfortable | 

his way. 

i. suspect you are | 

game, is | did spel in the right 

ems. Before 

INQ this grate | 

ae a i ! 

also some gat 

  

 



        

School urrah! 

here and Julian, 

Anne are off for a rather jolly 

good time in the village of 

Kirrin. Once there, they will meet 

holidays are 

Dick and 

Aunt Fanny who has _kindly 

offered them a place to live 

with herself and Uncle Quentin 

for the weeks ahead. Ps 
However, Aunt Fanny’s § 

daughter is rather displeased #& 
at having a bunch of poncey 

prats interrupting her own plans, 

and will give the trio of toffs a hard 

time until they please her in some 

way. 

You can take the role of any of 

the five main characters (the fifth 

being Timmy, Georgina’s dog whose 

response to your commands are 

always ‘Woof! Woof!’ or a shade 

more adventurous ‘Woof! Woof! 

Woof!’). As a text and graphic 

adventure, commands are entered 

via the keyboard in the traditional 

adventuring sense. There are the 

usual Get, Push, Pull, Examine, plus 

all compass directions and so forth. 

You will have to swap between 

characters regularly as some people 

are more suited than others to cer- 

tain situations. Julian’s supposedly 

the most intelligent, Dick needs no 

explanation, Anne is the typical star- 

ring female who has her eyes set 

upon the strong male (Julian), 

except in this case, snogging and 

sex are strictly prohibited! As for 

Georgina, she thinks she’s a boy 

while Timmy looks upon the lot of 

them with utter amazement. Call me 

condescending but | tell you, this 

bunch defy belief — controlling the 

dog is a relief! 

Anyway, the object of the game 

is to befriend Georgina, or George 

as she likes to be called, and to then 

discover the secret of Kirrin Island 

which is situated in the bay opposite 

where you’re staying. What is the 

secret? It’s something to do with 

buried treasure. If you want more 

details, write to Paul because he’s 

a name ve ano og oe 
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an avid reader of the books and has 

the TV series taped and locked 

away in a reinforced bank vault for 

safety...or so the rumour 

goes. 

Each charac- 

ter can be 

ordered about 

individually, 

y meaning Julian could 

' be stood at the train station, 
while Dick and Anne are in 

the tool shed and George is busy 

drinking pints at the local. Actually, 

George is more likely to be sipping 

ginger beer at the nearby grocery 

store. Yes, big butch George is a 

real raver with a few ginger beers 

poured down her gullet! Alan 

  

Quentin’s study is kept clean and tidy. 

The walls are lined with scientific 

books that only he could possibly 

understand. Perhaps you should be 

elsewhere as you don’t want to anger 

Quentin for he has a terrible temper. 
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PUNTER-POWER™ 
OO Great (8%) 

\ M Good (24%) 

B So-so (38%) 

7 @ Poor (16%) 

Dire (14%) 

GAME: THE FAMOUS FIVE 
PRICE: £24.99 

With puzzles and problems suit- 

able for all ages, Famous Five is a 

  

Quite in contrast with the rest of the 

house, the attic is extremely dusty. If 

it were to be thoroughly cleaned, it 

could make a spiffing place to meet 

and have fun in. Oh, isn’t having 

adventures just fantastic? 
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The tower is a terrific building and 

overlooks the rest of the island. 

Rather unfortunately, it’s not safe to 

ascend to the top. What rotten luck! 

surprising pleasure to play. Not all 

locations have graphics, but pic- 

tures are frequent and they are 

colourful and clear. Commands 

aren’t complicated and interaction 

with the characters is simple and 

effective to do. It seems the tradi- 

tional adventuring game of half 

text, half graphics, with simple 

instructions input via the keyboard, 

is making a comeback! 

GAMEPLAY | | 
SOUND TT TTT TTT 
  

  

  

What a gorgeous room. Look at the 

GRAPHICS: | | 

brickwork and large fireplace. This a G 
seems a good place to shelter as the . AT : N Gj _ | u Y A 

rain has begun to fall outside. | 
     



  

ordes of battle-scarred war- 

riors arrived at the castle on 

this cold, bitter, mist-filled 

morning. The kingdom was in 

turmoil, the population filled with dis- 

tress. The King’s daughter, the viva- 

cious Lady Charlotte, 

had been kidnapped by 

a force unknown. The 

kingdom was crying out 

for a hero. 

That hero 

arrived in the form of 

Calumn the Mighty, a 

fearless, courageous 

and totally ruthless war- 

rior from the lands of 
hate. Calumn_ bravely 

fought his way across 

the land to meet the 

horrific Golem in neutral 

territory, to begin the 

final battle from which 

he was to emerge victo- 

rious. 

Lady Charlotte 

has been returned to the 

King, but Calumn has still 

to defeat the maleficent Golem in his 

lair — the Temple of Pain. The temple 

lies far to the North of the City, but 

first Calumn must battle his way 

  
“WARP FRACUORY* 

  

The first level is set in the Great 
Plains. To gain extra magic powers, 
you must destroy the slug. 

ow 
N 

through the Great Plains and the 
Bridge of Fire before he finally 

reaches the Land of the Golem. 

You take the role of the mighty 

Calumn in his attempt to rid the 
world of the evil Golem. You must 

battle your way through the three 

horizontally scrolling levels, tackling 

the various monsters that bar your 
way to the final confrontation with 

the malevolent Golem. 

The Graveyard of the Beast is 

the first, and easiest, of the three 

levels. Lying within the deadly 

dunes of the Great Plains, this 

region is inhabited by fierce and 

barbaric Nomads. Rarely settling, 

and only upon the slaying of a drag- 

on, they pitch camp and the carcass 

  

The end of level one is guarded by a 

huge, watery creature. You must shoot 

it several times in the head to kill it. 
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is stripped by the entire Nomad 

tribe. The camp is surrounded by 

quicksand, so you must tread care- 

fully! 

_ After passing through the Plains, 
you come across a great river that 

seems impassable apart from a 

bridge which glows with the fire of a 

thousand flames. Volcanoes erupt, 

filling the sky with a _ brightness 

unseen by human eyes — you must 

cross the Bridge of Fire. Bands of 

vicious Dragon men will try to halt 

your progress, while you try to avoid 

the pits of skin-dissolving acid and 

the volcanic fire showers. 
You cross the bridge and must 

face the final challenge of the Golem 
in his lair - The Temple of Pain. The 

REUNG Bos 

Gea 

  

Level two takes place on the Bridge of 
Fire, you must fight your way past the 

hordes of Dragon men that inhabit it. 
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insides of the temple are a secret, 

but rest assured, it won't be an easy 

task. The temple will be packed full 

of guards, and you must defeat 

them all before you can unravel the 

secrets of the Golem himself. 

Spells are also at your disposal. 

Collect the tokens to advance to the 

chosen spell. Jason 

  

PUNTER-POWER™ 

1 Great (8%) 

BB Good (20%) 

B So-so (30% 

Poor (22%) 
B® Dire (20%) 

  

GAME: BATTLE BOUND 
PRICE: £ 24.95 

Battle Bound is a game that 

requires little thought or brainpow- 

er. Your aim is to walk along the 
levels and kill anything in sight. 
The graphics are nice and colourful 
and add to the feel of the game. 

Unfortunately, the animation is not 
quite up to par and this gives an 
impression of unrealism. Sound is 
nothing to write home about — the 
annoying footsteps of your charac- 

ter and the thud of your axe are 

the only noises audible above the 

monotonous in-game music. Over- 
all, not an original game, but one 

that will please the mindless army 

of beat’em-up fans out there. 

GAMEPLAY: Sanaa 
SOUND: Sa 

GRAPHICS: Sa 

RATING=64°% 

  

  

  

    
  

          

  

           



    

Legend Software EES 
lo Linden Gardens, Chistick, London W4 2EO Fax: 081-999 1329 

Cel: O8l- 747 4797/ OBl- 742 183!) 
TOP TITLES COMPILATIONS TOP TITLES 

  

        

     

   

  

TITLE AMIGA TITLE AMIGA 
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION EDITION ONE Half Meg Upgrade ..........c:ssssseessesseesseen N/A 29.99 Re aa oepie er: 16.99 16. ene 

gee oe akan aia eam BA Ea lan 20S aaa reba! Bes RoboCop, Ghostbusters 2, Indiana Jones Double Dragon, Xenon, Gemini Wing 
Wild Cricket .2 esl eal N/A 16.99 aie NII 56S cs tn cxsnecatvsstams 15.99 15.99 and Batman the Movie and Silkworm 
AEP DITA BONING sesh isiccnrdaceeenssteuntns 16.99 16.99 EE SAFC ecko casisahsonneciatarane 21.99 21.99 ALL FOUR GAMES FOR ONLY £17.99 ALL FOUR GAMES FOR ONLY £15.99 
BSS SUD AM ACK i ii. rvc.. ccs teenssoeuastcets 16.99 16.99 ‘Efo) (UE Sh 011 CES epee peeps oe ence 15.99 15.99 
ite e] (Vers ey Rea ere ope meee ores oleh Smaaae 18.99 18.99 We LETS 1 21 Ee) 0] 6 Rai anes mes mrp yermemre? 19.99 19.99 
ee Fark KUNGE i dcsisiséncc seeders 18.99 18.99 DAGEIVGIS BETON oases cgccicowscsrcseovneduios 18.99 18.99 Xx ortadle Niae San Binadadcich SOCCER MANIA 
Peete 05s. cghicseanienes 15.99 15.99 Motal Master s...i..ccscoscsccssssesessnsessssset 15.99 15.99 enon 2, TV Sports Football, Bloodwyc Football Manager 2, Gazza’s Soccer, Microprose 
peter en PR Aae eee os 18.99 Mad Professor Moriarti............0..0.00.. a 15.99 and Lombard Rally a Gant andirnall Manager 9 World Cup Editigh 
andit King of Ancient China ............ 1.99 21.99 Midnight Ressistance ................:0:6 14. 14.99 ALL F R GAMES FOR ONLY £14.9' 
Pe ee ein aie a raitis 1599 15.99 Midwinter 19.99 intl ALL FOUR GAMES FOR ONLY £16.99 
Armourgeddon ......... Sin ADS) $i: pe pa “Hepes iH 5 : eo TNT 
Advanced Destroyer Sim (A.D.S.).....18. ; oonshine Racers... : d <5 : 
digas Gol Shes CCE a na ea 15.99 Hard Drivin, APB, Xybots, Toobin and : _ FULL BLAST 
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The one and only Chuck Rock prepares 

to watch the afternoon’s Footy game 

and settles down with a few lagers. 

   

  

   

The delectable Ophelia on the other 

hand has to do the day's chores. It’s 

time to hang out that washing! 

    

  

But what's this? Gary Gritter, the local 

weirdo has arrived. And he’s got his 

eyes on Chuck’s wife. 

Ophelia hangs out the washing Flint- 

stone style with the little birds acting 

as the clothes pegs. 

Gi? at a Cat a 

Chuck Rock is a little on the athletic side. You can make him leap and bound 

across chasms of all widths. 

  
This little monster will damage you if it comes into contact with you. Extra energy 

can be found lying around the levels. 

  
character into this happy stone-age 

gathering. He is the evil Gary Grritter, 

a long-time admirer of Ophelia, and 

he’s decided that he wants a new 

woman. With typical primitive style, a 

quick wallop over the head of this 

teasing temptress with his large club 

and she’s off into the land of dreams. 

Gary then drags his new cave-mate 

off into the undergrowth to her new 

ou know how it is when you 

just want to slouch down in 

front of the TV with a nice can 

of beer and watch the footy (or 

Neighbours). Chuck does, because 

that’s all he ever does. 

He is the original cave- 

man slob, who 

likes nothing bet- 

ter than putting his 

    

    
   

  

feet up and _ home. 

leaving his Startled by the happen- 

rather mascu- ings outside his cave, Chuck 

line wife picks himself up from his 

Ophelia to do comfortable armchair to do a 

the daily chores like __ little investigation. Quickly real- 

feeding the ising that he has no clothes on 

™ = dinosaurs and 

hanging out the washing. 

The perfect life some of you may 

well think. But unbeknown to 

Chuck, his life is about to change in 

a very big way. Ophelia has just fin- 

ished going through the rigorous 

daily washing routine — those leaf 

loin-cloths just dont seem. to 

come up as well with this new 

powder. 

It's now time to introduce a new 

(Ophelia had _— just 

been washing his 

only decent loin- 

cloth!), he cov- 

ers his  consider- 

able pride with his 

hands and steps into 

the sunlight. 

Chuck is 

shocked to find that 

Ophelia has gone, leaving 

behind a pile of crumpled 

     

    

    

   
    

  

     

  

      

washing and fresh dirt tracks where 

his she was dragged away. Real- 

ising he can't go and rescue her 

in his current state of undress, 

Chuck dives for cover behind a 

bush and rustles up a quick 

costume of designer leaf and 

twig undies. 

Dressed for the occasion, Chuck 

can now set out on his quest to get 

his wife back from the evil 

clutches of Gary Gritter, 

who is obviously intent 

on keeping his new 

prize. 

You must 

take control of the 

Bigs: ana® °butch 

Chuck Rock and _ find 

your wife — Ophelia, res- 

cue her and give Gary 

Gritter a severe battering with your 

large stick to teach him a lesson. 

As you may have noticed, you 

have a fine beer-gut and this is your 

main weapon. You have Paunch- 

Power! On encountering enemies on 

the level you can choose to either 

kick them or belly-butt them out of 

         

    

   

the way. 

Your other 

main assets in the 

game can be found 

lying around = and 

these are the big 

boulders that can be 

picked up and used in 

many different ways. If 

you find yourself in a 

tricky situation, faced 

with loads of nasties, 

a quick rock in_ their 

face will usually do the 

trick. 

The stones car 

m also be picked up 

and carried to various 

places on the level where they can 

be deposited to act as steps so that 

you can then reach otherwise inac- 

cessible sections of the game. This 

brings a certain puzzle element to 

bits of the levels and you have to 

think about where to dump your 

rocks in order to progress. 

In other sections you’re going to 

have to travel underwater on a little 

swimming expedition. As athletic as



Gary spots his chance to beat Ophelia 

over the head and claim her for his 

own mate. Isn't love wonderful? 

You can get rides off the friendly dinosaurs too. Here you sail across a river on the 

back of a big man-eating monster. 

You can carry the boulders around with you to use as 

weapons and protection from falling rocks. 

you may be, you won't be able to 

breathe underwater for ever. You can 

see just how close your lungs are to 

exploding by the picture of Chuck’s 

face under the main 

screen. When the face 

begins to turn blue 

your energy will 

begin to go down. 

This problem can 

be rectified by 

popping your 

head out of the 

water for a quick 

breath of air. 

Don't forget you can play a 

whole exclusive level of Chuck Rock 

on the Coverdisk courtesy of ST 

Action and Core Design. Paul 

With one quick bang Gary has Ophelia 

completely under his control and pro- 

ceeds to drag her into the bushes. 

eR 

Chuck hears the commotion outside 

and decides to investigate. He is puz- 

zled to find his beloved is missing. 

Doing his best to maintain his pride, 

Chuck must dash off into the under- 

growth and rescue his sweetheart. 

Coming into contact with the monsters will reduce your life-force, shown by the 

size of your heart in the panel below the main screen. 

Another one of your dinosaur friends gives you ah 

hand by carrying you across a large chasm. 

j me ‘ vai te 
Os cr: : Pea ©: eal se cate sf: 

All the boulders can be shifted around to enable you to get to the parts of the 

screen you couldn't otherwise get to. 

Here you demonstrate your beily-bashing capabilities. Paunch-Power is definitely 

here to stay. 

PUNTER-POWER™ 

1) Great (27%) 

B Good (38%) 

B So-so (20%) 

Poor (11%) 

B Dire (4%) 

GAME: CHUCK ROCK 
PRICE: £24.99 

From the moment you watch Chuck 

Rock’s introduction sequence, you 

know that this product is going to 

be a bit special. The originality of 

the plot, the excellent graphics 

and totally addictive gameplay 

make this game is a very classy and 

polished product. True it’s a plat- 

form game and therefore probably 

won't appeal to everybody, but 

that’s a real shame. In-game graph- 

ics are excellent and scrolling is 

nice and smooth. Core have got a 

really addictive piece of software 

on their hands here and deserve 

the success that this should give 

them. 

GAMEPLAY: Ss | | 
SOUND: a | | | 

GRAPHICS: Sa | 

RATING=88%  



  

Starting off in the game sees you 

fighting off the two pirates that are on 

your ship. 

  

  

  

Having boarded the Sorcerer's gaa 

you must now despatch your enemies 

before they get you. 

« 

  

©O 
Oo you remember when you 

were but a little child and you 

used to spend hours in front of 

the telly watching Captain Pug- 

wash? Now you get your chance to 

set sail with Domark’s new tale of 

mutiny and skullduggery on the high 

seas. 

You can choose to play Skull 

and Crossbones by yourself or with a 

pirate pal with one of you taking the 

role of One Eye and the other con- 

trolling the equally evil Red Dog as 

you try to take them through the 

eight increasingly difficult levels in 

the quest for treasure. 

Unfortunately, your treasure has 

recently become the prized posses- 

sion of the Evil Sorcerer, who used 

his magical prowess to capture your 

ill-gotten gains. Therefore you must 

battle your way 

through his evil min- 

ions to get back what 

is now — rightfully 

yours. 

Control 

    

  

   

     

    

is the 

for 

play- 
ers and involves you 

killing your oOppo- 

nents with your trusty 

  

EE ER OR OE RE EE EE EM OE BE EE GR EE EB ER BER PEO ME MEME EE ERE RMR EE 

AC Lue {ZR ORO Saint on : . WeaiTH 5   
The Sorcerer laughs and blasts you off his vessel before stealing all your treasure 

and making his escape. 

I 

cutlass. They, naturally a fight 

back and can inflict the odd nasty 

wound with their own weapons. Get 

hit enough times and you will col- 

lapse to the floor, with blood spurting 

from your body and one of your pre- 

cious lives will be lost. 

More often than not you'll find 

yourself confronted by more than 

one enemy and you'll have to quickly 

slash your way through them before 

they can all get to you. It usually only 

takes one good blow to kill off your 

opponents and they will then 

explode into a puff of smoke, leaving 

you to tackle the other remaining bad 

guys. 

When you get to the end of a 

level you then have to defeat one of 

the Sorcerer's most faithful hench- 

men, which in itself is no 

easy task. If you man- 

age to despatch him, 

you can then get your 

hands on the prize 

treasure of 

that domain and 

accumulate loads of 

money. 

Game points are 

scored in Wealth and 

the object of the 

game (other than 

~~ 

= MeagTH 3249 

    
   

  

   

LI DSSI 
actually a your treasure back) 

is to accumulate as much Wealth as 

possible. This is done by killing the 

other pirates, who will then leave 

behind a coin which can be 

    

    

picked up. 

Also lying around 

the level are small 

skull and crossbones 

symbols which mark 

the spot of buried 

treasure. By moving over 

these and pressing the fire 

button on your joystick you 

can dig these up. More often 

than not these reveal large 

_PiPates Gegin @ searen iy thel 
vi a 

  

Off y you sail on your peop to get your 

booty back. In front of you are eight 

arduous levels to battle through. 

  

Aowwog yes METH 

Having been totally hacked to pieces, 

you slump to your knees spurting 

blood from your many wounds. 

DIGS 
K. 

bonuses and are a very good way to 

get your Wealth up. 

The game can be made more 

enjoyable by introducing the two- 

player aspect. With two-player mocle 

turned on, you and a friend can 

each take control of a pirate 

(either theoutlandish One Eye 

or the reckless Red Dog) 

and battle to get the most 

Wealth. Alternatively you 

can choose to help each 

other out as completing the 

task will obviously be easier 

with a little co-operative 

piracy. Paul 

  

PUNTER-POWER™ 

Great (7%) 

Good (22%) 

So-so (31%) 

Poor (24%) 

|] Dire (16%)   

  

GAME: SKULL & CROSSBONES 
PRICE: £24.99 

RATING=71% 
  

      

  

Skull and Crossbones has very colourful, 

well-drawn graphics and competent 

sound. Unfortunately, your character is 

slightly too sluggish and the other 

pirates are difficult to hit at first. The 

biggest problem is the speed at which 

you lose your lives - those health 

points don’t last very long! However, 

the game is quite addictive and fun to 
play, especially in two-player mode. It 

may not be the best game you've ever 

played, but it won’t be the worst. 

GAMEPLAY: 
SOUND: & 

GRAPHICS: 

  

    

  

  

                      
      

AOD wate eye 

  

  

Sa seiciace 
Clambering from one castle tower to another, you 

must use this rope to get across the chasm. 

At your disposal you have a number of different 

strokes such as the downward defensive thrust! 

Your pirate can go up and down ladders as well as 

walk around giving access to other parts of the levels. 

 



     

  

There’s mounting alarm about the appalling standards of spelling 
among Britain's schoolchildren. MPs, teachers, parents and 
employers are all stressing the vital importance of being able to 
spell correctly. 

Yet most homes have what could be the ideal means of teaching 
spelling — the computer. 

Instead of zapping aliens it could be turned into the best weapon 
of all to deal a body blow to bad spelling. With the help of a 
brilliant new software package that not only makes practising 
spelling painless but also loads of fun as well. 

  

In a Flash: Read the word as it flashes on the screen, then type it in. 
For practice runs, the word is left on the screen as it is typed. 

Rocket: Hidden words have to be discovered in this hi-tech version of 
the old favourite Hangman. If they are guessed correctly the rocket will 
blast-off. Fail and all that's left is a load of scrap. 

Lunar Buggy: Type fast for fun. The aim is to key in the word as it’s 
pulled across the screen by the buggy. It has to be completed before the 
letters drop down a crater. 

All Mixed Up: Jumbled letters have to be sorted out to find the 
| scrambled word. To help beginners - and anyone else who is stuck - 

clues can be obtained at the press of a key. 
  

        
  

      Conveyor Belt: Words pass by on the 
screen and have to be remembered. Then 
they must be typed in — spelt correctly. 

This is a challenging test of both spelling 
and memory. 

All the programs have several 
options for extra flexibility - like 
a timer with on/off option to 
add that extra challenge. 

  

Please send me a SPELL! 

package for my computer 

(Tick as appropriate) 

  

| wish to pay by: 

Cheque or postal order payable to Database Publications 
  

  

  

     

Passing an exam... 
applying for a job... 

SPELL! is unique. It lets the user learn at his or her own pace. 
They can take as long as they like - or take on the computer in a 
high-speed challenge! 

And this one package is ideal for everyone — with the lowest age 
group suitable for under-5s, while the more advanced words will 
stretch even the most able students. 

It includes five different tests, each making use of more 
than 5,000 words - so much variety that you'll never 

get bored. 

SPELL! only costs £8.95. It is now 
available on disc and tape for six of the 
most popular home computers and can 
be ordered on the form below. 

  

      Credit card No: Exp. date / 

Pa Pee ea be   Aoife ela Oe 
      

    

        __| Compact/Archi/Elk (3.5" disc) 
3612 

BBC/Elk (5.25" 40 T) 
3610 

BBC/Elk (5.25" 80 T) 
3611 
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may as well say it now rather 

than later: “Let's be careful out 

there.” It had to be said so now 

its done. In fact, many of the 

characteristics of the TV series have 

been incorporated into the computer 

version which is pleasing to realise. 

There have been a lot of film conver- 

sions that haven't really captured the 

atmosphere of the film they've been 

taken from. 

The Hill Street Blues computer 

game is totally icon-driven with you 

controlling everything by moving the 

mouse. There’s no 3-D_ shoot-out 

scenes or beating-up anybody you 

may suddenly take a dislike to. The 

A report of a mugging comes over the radio. Your 

officer races to his car, intent on getting to the 

crime’s location quickly. 

jUuN 22   
  

To Ma mk 5 

game has to be played strategically, 

with you handling how the city’s 

police force is run. 

At your disposal are a number of 

officers who you can relate to by 

looking at their names and digitised 

faces. Almost all the cops are recog- 

nisable as being from the TV pro- 

gramme. Clicking on an officer will 

place you in control of his movements 

and actions. 

By patrolling areas in the most 

efficient way possibly, and by 

answering reports of crime from your 

HQ, you must find and apprehend 

criminals and thus bring down the 

crime rate. This, in turn, boosts your 
  

'PUNTER-POWER™ 

( Great (8%) 

® Good (21%) 

® So-so (43%) 

@ Poor (18%) 

Dire (10%) 
  

  

GAME: HILL STREET BLUES 
PRICE: £25.53 

RATING=78% 
  

  

— 

       
It’s roll call and the sergeant briefs the squad on the 

objectives of the day. Basically, to prevent crime! 

The streets are busy as he drives to the 

store where the crime took place. The siren will aid 

progress through the busy streets. 

The atmosphere of the TV programme is 

certainly present particularly with 

scenes such as the roll call. Although 

some of the graphics are not particular- 

ly interesting, they are adequate. 

Sound isn’t too inspiring but again is 

adequate. The challenge of the game is, 

without question, enough to bring you 

back for more. A couple of problems 

are familiarity with the controls, and the 

tendency for characters to take long 

routes which can be frustrating. 

GAMEPLAY: Sy | 
SOUND: GE | | 

GRAPHICS: EE | | 
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A he 
station’s popularity and keeps you in 

your job! Fail in your quest for a 

crime-free society and the public will 

oust you from your position of authori- 

ty. 

Answer calls of crime by access- 

ing a map and then ordering units to 

go and investigate. Hassle members 

of the public and use their descrip- 

tion to see if you can match them with 

law-breakers in your crime. files. 

Back-up Can, be called for if neces- 

sary, while coroners may be required 

later to ascertain. details of murdered 

victims. Wounded can be tended to 

at the scene by paramedics once 

they. are summoned by radio. 

You can order officers to caution, 

arrest Or shoot Suspects, but be 

warned, shoot-outs aren't liked by the 

voters. Establishing road blocks is 

fine provided you dont cause heavy 

traffic jams, aS again, these aren't 

popular. SO you see, in attempting to 

provide the best possible service to 

the public, you can quite easily anger 

them. 
What can be regarded as a nice 

touch to the game is that you don't 

finish dealing with a suspect once 

you have arrested and taken them 

into Custody. Instead, you have to go 

on that one last stage — the court-   

    
Allocate various regions for the rookies to patrol. You 

may need to call upon them later for assistance. 

of the crime. In his enthusiasm to get the 2 

job done, your officer draws his gun and accidentally 

shoot a comrade. 

  

    

  

1 # Ss 
room! Here, you have to make a pos- 

itive identification of the suspect by 

clicking on his portrait amid a num- 
ber of other shady looking charac- 

lers, 

Even if you do identify the crimi- 

nal, the jury has to decide on the final . 

verdict. Guilty means the suspect is 

locked away and your crime figures 

improve, but a verdict of not guilty 

means the prisoner is released and 

cannot be touched unless he or she 

commits another offence. 

As you can probably gather, the 

life of the men in blue is not one for 

the..ordinary person on the streets 

They have to be tough, resourceful 

and proud of who they are. Have you 

got the qualities it takes to clean up 

the streets? Alan 

  

When constructing roadblocks, ensure 
you don’t create them like this — it’s 
causing utter chaos and the public 
won't be happy!
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DALEY THOMPSON'S 
OLYMPIC CHALLENGE 
HIT SQUAD 

£7.99 

Years and years ago there was a joystick wag- 

gling bonanza called Daley Thompson's 

Decathlon. Then, along came the 16 bit 

machines and out came DT’s Olympic Chal- 

lenge. This was acclaimed as being the most 

gruelling game eyg@@ieiiG Yeu.can sure that 

you're going tog@we tO Swear m you're to win 

at this one. 

To start Gi Wit you me@ST Go into the gym 

and build ug @M@@@hA strength (measured in 

cans Of lLaw@eZ@ge) Ticsseeachieved by weight 

training a@ @UulMpinG fon tr a couple of min- 

utes (an@"Ves you Go nave to keep waggling 

the joysticlg@#ar tat period of time!). 

OnCe Training Was,ee@en completed you 

have to select the § will wear for the 

next event. Make t hoice and your 

performance will ically reduced and 

you may find you ooted out of the 

competition. 

    
    
   
   

  

   
ron 

  

  

   
    

    
      

Daley Thompson's Decathlon was a really 

good game on the 8-bits and Ocean 

improved it dramatically with this new ver- 

sion. The graphics and sound were complete- 

ly changed so that digitised animation of 

Daley could be included. 

  

  

        
  

  

Enjoyability rating Value for money     

GARY LINEKER’S HOT-SHOT 
KIXX 
£7.99 
One of Kixx’s latest budget releases is (not 

surprisingly) a footy game, endorsed by no 

less than the England captain himself. You 

play in a full 11-a-side game complete with all 

the usual features such as sliding tackles, cor- 

ners, fouls and so on. There’s even a ref who 

wanders round sending people off if they get 

over-enthusiastic. 

The game can be played either with a one 

or two player option so you can get some sat- 

isfaction out of whipping one of your friends 

senseless too. 

Control is by the joystick with the shot- 

power being controlled by the time you keep 

the firebutton pressed down. This is displayed 

on a small meter that appears at the bottom of 

the screen to show the strength of the shot. 

A whole host of other features are includ- 

ed, for example the team strips can be 

changed to a colour of your choosing. 

Gary Lineker's Hot Shot is a nice little soc- 

cer game, that certainly isn't the worst one 

around, and is definitely worth a look. 

  

  

  

  

a 

  
  

  

  

OPERATION WOLF 
HIT SQUAD 

£7.99 
This conversion of the hugely popular coin-op 

(hugely popular because of the large UZI 

machine gun bolted to the cabinet) was pretty 

popular when it first came out on the home 

computers. Our very own Dotty was one of the 

Ocean playtesters who helped bring you the 

game when it first came out on the ST. 

The idea of the game is that you have to 

rescue a group of hostages who have been 

kidnapped by a gang of international terrorist. 

To do this you have to shoot everything that 

moves if it looks hostile. Take care not to shoot 

the innocent people and Red Cross nurses 

though. 

Extra ammo can be collected by shooting 

the falling clips and also by blasting the poor, 

innocent animals such as pigs and chickens. 

These sometimes reveal more ammo and 

rockets for you to maim people with. 

You must also make sure that you get the 

soldier who occasionally throws grenades and 

knives at you as these greatly deplete your 

energy. 

  

This was a classic arcade coin-op. One of ie 

major problems with the ST conversion was 

the amount of disk swapping that had to take 

place with the game on three disks. It’s now 

been crunched down onto one thus eradicat- 

ing this problem. 

  

  

  

      J 
    

Enjoyability rating Value for money     
  

  

MOONWALKER 
KIXX 
£7.99 
I'S MGR Otally SUmameiae that when Michael 

JgGRsor mMademe aie it would be converted 

iieegame foram’ Moonwalker was, without 

Gouge one of the weirdest films ever made 

Bnd that Was obviously going to create prob- 

lems for anyone trying to make a game of it. 

MMeentains four levels of very strange. 

Saeoey) Foemist has you wancering 

SrounG We Wi siuaios Wying to find the seven 

Oiieren pele er a feDbit costume, so that 

Mike car@eieigmieeerimself from his fans (told: 

you it was weird!). 

It doesn’t get any better either with later 

levels seeing you trying to kill off the evil drug 

baron — Mr. Big (original name he’s landed 

himself with there!). 

You even get a tinny rendition of some of 

MJ's best tunes (if you're into that sort of 

thing). You may find yourself reaching for the 

volume switch before long. If you need every- 

thing Michael Jackson then this is for you. 

Weird film. Weird game! But still what do 

you want for eight quid? 
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ACTION ANALYSIS 
There always seems to be a never-ending 
stream of footy games on the market and now 
they're even going budget. Fortunately, this is 
quite a nice little game. It’s obviously not 
Kick Off 2, but then again it isn’t £25 either. 
Good fun in two-player mode. 

  

  

        

Enjoyability rating Value for money       

NORTH & SOUTH 
ACTION SIXTEEN 
£7.99 
Travel back to the time of the American Civil 

War and fight as either a Yankee or a Confed- 

erate with the aid of characters straight out of 

the cult French comic book — Les Tuniques 

Bleues. 

The game comes complete with one or 

two player options of which the latter makes 

this into one of the most addictive games 

ever! You must try to encircle your enemy, be 

it the computer or a friend, and launch sur- 

prise attacks on them in order to wipe them 

out. 

Move your troops, stop trains, take forts 

by storm and lead your troops into battle on 

the mini battlefield to teach your enemies a 

lesson or two in warfaring. Nice graphics and 

sound and totally addictive two-player action 

make this one to check out. 
‘\ 

French software has always been noted 

for its originality and North & South is no 

exception. You'll be hooked as soon as you've 

played this. A snip at under £8. If this isn't in 

your collection, it should be. 
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ACTION ANALYSIS 

This is one of my all-time favourite games. It’s 

very difficult to be beaten in two-player 

mode. Get a mate round and play this and 

you'll be instantly hooked. At just under £8, 

this is a must for anyone who hasn’t got it 

already. Go out and buy it — now! 

  

  

            

Enjoyability rating Value for money 
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ACTION ANALYSIS 
Moonwalker unfortunately isn’t one of the 
best games you're ever likely to play. The 
gameplay is pretty dire and you'd probably 
have to be a die-hard Jackson fan before 
you’d keep coming back to this one. Definite- 
ly worth looking at before you buy it. 

  

    

  

    
Enjoyability rating Value for money 

      

CALIFORNIA GAMES 
KIX 
£7.99 
Ever fancied a bit of the surf and sea lifestyle? 

Ever yearned to walk along the bronzed 

beaches of California watching the surfers? 
Ever fancied playing Footbag? Probably not 
(well to the last one anyway), but now's you’re 

chance, at the affordable price of £7.99 

There are loads of different sunny events 

for you take part in such as surfing, footbag, 

half-pipe, skating and BMXing, each with a 

different technique. California Games is anoth- 

er in Epyx’s successful d anyone 
familiar with them will of game 
this is. 

In each event, y 

the computer or a f 

choose a spons 

shores. After eac 

report on how w 

are good enough, 

eted champio 

It's bette 

you're compe 

Okay on your oWn too! 
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Se. 

ACTION ANALYSIS 
California Games is looking a bit dated these 
days but certainly has to be given full marks 
for its originality. Graphically and sonically 
it’s nothing special but it is quite nice to 
play. The competition gets pretty intense 
when you play with a friend too. Good fun! 

  

  

  

      
      

Enjoyability rating Value for money 

  
  

  

 



  

   
   

   

  

It’s me again, Dotty, with another amazing PD section 

for you to read and enjoy. Most of this month’s demos 

are easily available from all PD libraries who can be con 

tacted at the addresses below. 

This month we are going to take a look at two games from Elm 

soft — Draw Poker and Target, Gunner — a shoot’em-up from Trust, 

and a couple of adventure games from Goodman. Each is fun to play 

and offers a great deal of excitement. 
  

  

OLY GRAIL - GOODMAN PD 
ing to all of you who have watched the 

Holy Grail. It follows the storyline to 

yne for fans of the film, and still worth 

DRAW POKER - ELMSOFT PD QUEST FOR T 
Draw Poker is a card game based on any number of players and one This game will be ins 

dealer. The dealer deals (you’d never have guessed it, would you?) each great Monty Pytho 

player five cards. After looking at your cards, you are given the option of the exact, minutg 

changing any number of them for fresh cards from the pack in order to a look if you fg 

       
   
   
     
   

  

    

  

    
   

make a better hand to gamble with. You p ant, searching for fame and fortune in the 

This move allows you to compile a better hand and gives you the big city ) g but a sword.and your fast growing 

chance of making some more cash. The game is totally mouse controlled wits. / le and become a knight of the 

and all options are accessible via a selection of menus. So now you've no fag ut for the Dark Knight scene -   excuse not to make a mint — or lose your shirt! 
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Elmsoft:¢ °P.O.Box 17, Lc 

Trust:¢ “1 1® The Park, Ha 

yor 16Conrad Close, N        
    

  

      
  

  
  

    

  

        
   

     

GUNNER - TRUST PD PORK I-¢ 
   

  

     

  

    

  

   

  

   

   
   

              

This is a cross hair shoot’'em-up type of game, Pork | is a remakesof Zork |, the a vertically scroki em-up that looks, 

brought to you by Trust PD of Halifax. You must work classic adventure game that sold ys, very similag d 8-bit classic, Xevi- 

your way through the levels and finally reach the mas- absolutely loads of copiés and is all, but incredibly agile, 

ter of the gate. To complete a level, you must guide still selling even now. Ins this spaceship in a oO rid the world of a fast 

your cross hair over the fast-moving targets and let game, you must stroll around the growing enemy 

loose with a volley of lead. landscape, examining all that | You m the levels and destroy as many 

To complete a stage, you must shoot the required yOu see. NN of the e d forces as humanly possible. Your 

number of targets. This tally goes up as your skill, and Control is via the usual key- ‘\ shi armed with the most technically 

the level, increases. The backdrops change as you board commands of: Go East, Baponry available and you must use this 

progress and the targets get smaller and appear Go Up, Take Key, Ask Bob and to yd antage. 

more agile. Fortunately, your ammunition never runs so on. You can look around the 

out, so you can blast your heart away. world, communicating with. all 

the various characters and ask- 

ing them all manner of weird and 

wonderful questions. A_ really 

involved game that should be a 

fine addition to your collection.              
    

  

  
 



PC COMPATIBLE ATARI ST AMIGA 

The Tipster — Horse Racing 
The Punter — Pools 

The Dogs — Greyhounds 
P&P 

inc. VAT 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

x x LEAGUE MANAGER xx 
This new product enables you to print fixtures and League Tables for up 

to 16 teams in 5 leagues. Ideal for skittles, pool, football, cards etc. 

Sidmouth Software 
7 Cofton Road, Marsh Barton Trading Estate, Exeter, 

Devon EX2 8QW 

SALES 03955 77884 

ADVERTISERS’ INDEX 
AIRFLOW COMMUNICATIONS 
ANALOGIC 
CASTLE 
EUROPRESS DIRECT.................04. 96, 57, 87 
EUROPRESS INTERACTIVE 22, 23 
DELTRONICS 

INSTAMEC 
LEGEND 
MD OFFICE SUPPLIES 
MIRRORSOFT 

HART MICRO 
~~ 

3.5" Bulk DS DD Disks 
3.5" Bulk HD Disks 

50 3.5 Disk Labels 

3.5" Disk Cleaner 

3.5" 40 Cap Lockable Disk Box 

3.5" 80 Cap Lockable Disk Box 

3.5" 80 Cap Banx 

Naksha Upgrade Mouse 

Mouse Mat 

  

4 Player Games Lead 

Joy/Mouse ext Lead 

Joystick ext Lead 

Joystick Splitter Lead 

Monitor Plinth 

Seal ‘n’ Type Thru Keyooard Cover 

Dust Cover 

Quick Shot Python 

Quick Shot Maverick 

Quick Shot Flightgrip 

Ne Shot Starfighter Remote Control 
~ 

  

  
  

~ ~ 
rin PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POSTAGE & PACKING « 

a a a A A A A A AA AAA AAA AA A A aA ada @ ~ 

11 Stonald Ave, Whittlesey, Peterborough 

Sales Hotline: (0733) 350242 
Open 9am-7pm 

  
  

r ed at 33p 
NE PR RAM COM 

er min,cheap rate. 44p 
ANY, S FFIELD S1 4FS. 

Darkman © 1990 Universal City Studios Inc. 
All rights reserved. Licensed by Merchandising Corporation of America. 

PD ADVENTURES 
GLO21: ONCE A KING VERSION II 
GLO38: DUNGEON MASTER HELP 
GLOAO: UNDER BERKWOOD 
GLO42: NET HACK 
GLOA3: TARK 
GLO45: ASYLUM 
GLO80: DUNGEON MASTER 

NEW DUNGEON 
GLO82: ELVEN CRYSTALS 
GLO94: INVASION 
GL152: ELVEN CRYSTALS II 

UTILITIES 
GLOA9: FAST COPY Ill 
GLO99: FOOTBALL POOLS PREDICTOR 
GL152: ST WRITER ELITE 

P.O.V. SOFTWARE AVAILABLE 

PD DISKS £1.50 > 
4 for £5 

PD GAMES 
GLOOS: ST VEGAS, ROULETTE, 

POKER & SLOTS 
GLOO6: MEGAROIDS 
GLOO7: DIE ALIFN BLOB 
GLO15: BUNNY HUNT 
GLO19: ORBIT 
GLO25: JOUST 
GLO26: 1ST SERVE TENNIS 
GLO27: MOTORBIKE 
GLO28: ST INVADERS 
GLO34: TENNIS 

FREE PD DISK OF YOUR CHOICE 
WHEN YOU PUBCHASE 

ONE OF THE GAMES BELOW 

NINJA SPIRIT 
KICK OFF 

TIME SOLDIER 

9.99 

7 GATES OF JAMBALA 7.99 RALLY CROSS 

Send to: PD.ST, 
SEND BLANK DISK OR 50, 

FOR OUR DISK BASED CATALOGUE 
CHEQUES PAYABLE 

TO: PD.ST 

13.99 CAPTAIN BLOOD 
7.99 TV SPORTS FOOTBALL 12.99 

4.99 

7.99 

95 ELTON ROAD, 
SANDBACH, CHESHIRE CW11 9NF.  



As the old saying goes, “a problem shared is a problem halved”. If you've got any old moans, parcel them up and send them in to: 

Paul McNally, Write On!, ST Action, Europa House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield, Cheshire. SK10 4NP. 

  PIRACY PREVAILS 

A few months ago | bought your magazine for the 

first time. | tried all other magazines before and 

really thought ST Action was one of the best. But 

how nice it was to read a letter from that guy in 

Scotland. He told you guys not to use the Automa- 

tion packer v2.3r, and that he was against piracy, 

but should we really believe he has never touched 

a single pirate software disk. Ha-Ha what a joke! 

He would be the first guy in this computer-uni- 

verse who doesn’t have one single pirated software 

disk. Everybody out there has just a single one and 

everybody knows that originals are too expensive 

to buy one every week. Personally | bought a lot of 

originals, but I’ve also got lots of pirated software. 

So this guy is really special. | would really like to 

know him, maybe we could exchange some soft- 

ware! 

By the way, guys like Automation are doing 

very nice work. Take a look at their menus and you 

will see they are making very nice intros and also 

  

WHO'S NUMBER ONE THIS MONTH? 

| have been buying your brilliant mag for over a 

year now. | think it must be the best ST mag avail- 

able. Now for my points which | hope are of inter- 

est to you. 

1) | think you should have a table of the top twen- 

ty best selling games. 

2) | think you should have a little box in the corner 

summing up all the good and bad points of each 

game so you don't have to keep searching 

through the review. 

3) | think everyone's letter that gets published in 

Write On should get a present. 

4) |am thinking of buying a one meg machine. 

Can you tell me what the benefits of this are?       

STAR LETTER 

  

) | would recommend-Speedball 2 to everyone 

x it's the best game } e ever played. 

6) Keep up the g od 
   

   

     
   

2) THe Comment box Is Pain ) 

mary of the good and bad points. 

3) We're not made of money! 

  

only, for example, the Sierra range. : 

5) Speedball 2 is a truly great game and that's 

why it got such a high score in ST Action. It just 

goes to show you can rely on our scores!   
  

the packing requires a lot of experience. Automa- 

tion is not the only good packer around, there are 

many more doing fine oe There’s nothing wrong 

with these packels tq \e ery hand in getting 

more than one demo of 

The “Bored Policeman” as you called him, was 

doing his job and doing it well. You yourselves 

have stereotyped the “criminal” as a person who 

drives 2esess)y with no care or attention for any- 

vi _O y. Thditis-e gertainly not the case. He stopped 

     
    

  

     
     

     

    

      

   
    

     
   

  

     

    

   
   
    

    
    

    

    

  

    

   

  

    

  

   

could i on their = A J AWanted“, that is any un- 

disks! "Arreigu, ss it matter if Ocean stops pro )paidstines;.court ? aranGe and so on. Also to 

ducing software S ale 3 check ithe ng in was in a safe 

proddcingss Q Vary difficult to tell J . } 2) 

Ji Au a : herithe Vehicle is travel 84Miles per hour. 
‘di : At MS hy J /EMS dé Aexoaver ) are happy that my money is 

ST Actio only/tis AG get extral’ béingsspent/or stopping dhicles on the road, no- 
demos dh thee z da.of the occupants is. 

Bresponse: that the car was 
. you were not wanted 

ne know the car was ina 

recelvp ie a reply to this letter, 

MiaeSh Action and also a full 

Zee8 i @ Police. doo! cal FAT AA eS, 

Bee TOC ction hag 
Oe ae 

PA Dufty, Bristol. 

   

  

iaybe W, ee a little harsh on the 

"9 wid @ great job and yes, we all 

they do. We were sure a lot of 

WQ relate to the incident so we 

ponray the situation in a mildly 
ense. 

AN SS of est CON fedy is the comedy that people 

selves with. However, our ‘criti- 

/ E neniapS too strong and we apolo- 

Race be with us, forever! 

        

Y 
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ZONE 

| t issue 36 of ST Action. When | 

earie t bag the cover disk | found it wouldn't 

      

  

work. After a few tries, | then checked the disk for 

viruses. On the cover disk | found a virus which | 

proceeded to destroy with Virus Die.Prg. 

Quite luckily the virus didn’t transfer onto any 

of my other disks because they were write-protect- 

ed. But now my cover disk only loads every few 

tries and | am not totally sure whether or not ny 

computer has been damaged in any way. 

| would like you to explain why there was a 

virus on the disk in the first place. Also please 

could you send my a new copy of the issue 36 

coverdisk if possible (remember to check for virus- 

es in the future)? 

lan Cheetham, Stafford. 

Strange one this. Let me first assure you that no 

Cover Disk from ST Action has ever been infected 

with a virus — they are meticulously checked before 

and after duplication. 

It is possible that Virus Die (which I’m not 

familiar with — we use AVK 3.9) may not have 

recognised the Immunisation,.that the us was 

ARNG AEN WY tT 
‘X. 

WW \\ >) wo 

\\ \e ROS 
We have 

    

    



With a subscription to ST Action the world 
Of Metal Mutants can be yours - for free! 

Why leg it down to the 
local newsagent's each 

month to get a copy of 

your favourite ST maga- 
zine when you can have 
it delivered by the post 
office — before your 
newsy even sees it? 

Just fill in the coupon 

below and we'll do the 
rest, all for the bargain 
price of £24! And we've 
managed to get Palace's 
exciting Metal Mutants 
that we can give away as 

a freebie as well. 

Or, if you prefer the 

challenge of a brain tin- 
gling puzzle you can opt 
for Demonware's super 

Gem'X instead.   
  

TELEPHONE HOTLINE - 051-357 1275 a Okay, you've got yourself a deal! My choice of free game is 
We're here anytime day or night to take your 

order and speedily despatch your chosen free E (Tick appropriate box): 

game. Just phone the hotline number and Metal Mutants 

quote your name, address, credit card num- 

ber and choice of free game — it couldn't be 

easier! We accept all major credit cards. ; Select appropriate box New Sub Renewal 

| live in the United Kingdom (£24)............. ey B fossa 2 : \ | live in- Europe or Eire (£34) |... By oe ee 
rN VISA : [ we outside Furope (£40) wa et 8 

a ee 
| would also like to subscribe to the cover disk (£12 inc VAT) 

ORDERING FREE BY POST i Please indicate payment method: 

Co 2 ae oe SRO eas OF i Visa Access — L] Postal Order (UK Only) [_] Cheque (UK only) 

  

  

        Gem'X Ti
te
 

77
20
 

  

  

      

  

  

    
    

  

      75
10
 

  

  
  

            
  

which games you require and the method of 

pee eer eb. LO-Use De SeQues Credi- cart numpertt PL El 
should be made payable to Interactive Pub- : 

lishing). Then send the coupon to: 

Database Direct, FREEPOST, Name PhO RMMMED ONES D COD Oe bee MCN OS ed DUCE SO RD eG d MNO hee Oe 8 beks CUR ka ca OA bec Woe eG Pee y Ue a 

Ellesmere Port, South Wirral, Address 

L65 3EB. Telephone 051 357 1275 

  

You do not need to put a stamp on the enve- 

lope if you live in the UK. / 0 sts” Posicode.......... 

| 

      
This order form is not valid after June 30th, 1991 STA June 91
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     CUTIE CORNER 
Just as_we promised you last month, 

here’s our very own-Jason as his girl- 

friend has never seen him before. 

Tragically we have to tell you that his 

sense of fashion has slowly declined 

and he now looks very sad indeed. 

His teeth have developed a little 

more now, but this lovable little 

rogue has hardly changed as the 

years have passed him by. 

Next month we present the prize 

of our Cutie collection. Old Alan “Sir” 

Bunker himself will be gracing this 

page. Also as a special treat for the 

girls we’ve got our new Assistant Art 

Ed, Paul in a series of fetching 

poses! Same time, same _ place, 

same space! 

ADDICTED TO GAMEBOYS 
It came to our attention recently while reading the popular press that a certain 

section of the population were having a little problem. That problem is their 

Nintendo consoles. This little beastie is already in more than half a million 

homes and is being blamed for problems such as truancy, marital rows and 

job losses! So much so a counselling service has now been set up in the UK! 

You can now find out how to complete your favourite game so you don't have 

to tear your hair out all week! We've got our very own Dotty to do that anyway! 

THANKS 10..... 
A quick mention to Brad and Natasha from The Computer Shop in the Arn- 

dale Centre, Manchester for cheering up Paul and Jason's Saturdays and 

helping them out with a couple of things. 

COMPETITION WINNERS 
Here are the lucky winners of the fantastic Robocomp competition we ran 

in our March issue. The incredibly lucky, should-be-forever-grateful winner 

of a brand new spankingly gorgeous video recorder is Michael Darby from 

Prestwich in Manchester. 

The five runners-up who'll receive a copy of the Robocop video are 

Ejike Agubor, Woolwich, London; Bill Brand, Perth; Peter Waiting, 

Heysham, Lancs; Jacky Napier, Newcastle and Lee Fletcher, Cramlington, 

Northumberland. | 

The other 20 lucky winners all pick up a copy of the Robocop 2 game 

to play about with and they are: Dickon Smart-Gill, Cockermouth; Daniel 

May, East Grinstead; Darren Schokman, Crawley; A Hardgrave, Coulsdon; 

Stuart Kelly, Reading; Jonathon Anderson, Northampton; Eric Downtril, 

Morey; Gavin Ogden, Hyde, Cheshire; Adrian Beadle, Chadwell, Essex; P 

Kirk; Painswick, Glos; Mark Chamberlin, Norwich; DA Rutland, Sheffield; 

Daniel Robertson, Twyning; Luke Eddy, South Humberside; Emily-Jayne 

Sherry, Laindon; Richard Crossley, Mirfield; Frank Charlton, Winlaton, Tyne. 

& Wear; Robert Gregory, Tonbridge; Ben Glenn, Leicester and Niall Stra- 

chan, Inverness. 

    

  

   

  

       
    
    
    
    

    
    
    
    
    
    

    
    
      

  

NEXT MONTH... 
I PLAY 3-D SOCCER | 

a new dimension in footy sims.   
play soccer with a view from th 

head-height perspective. You't 

down at pitch level so you're right 

where the action happens. You 

can take on the role of any player 
on the pitch and frequent   
next month. 

ENCOUNTER - NOVAGEN 
Next month, we will hopefully be ° 
taking a look at the new sane 

from the author of Damocles +: 
~ Paul Woakes. From what we've » 

seen so far, it looks original ang 
oretty hot stuff. The graphics are 

3-D and look rather special toa. 
Encounter has been kept secret. 

right up to its launch and now it 

almost ready to be put nical 

the Action treatment.   
   
   

          

   

  

   

          

      

OTHELLO KILLER . 

New from French giants Ubi Soft, 

Featuring speech from your evi 

opponent, who plays a Pah 

mean game himself; it 

puter show you all possible. 

moves! 

QUADREL - LORICIEL : 

Another French board game ‘hd 
  

of thing is Quadrel. It adopts the 

famous four colour theory an 

entire picture using four colours: 

without having two objects of th 

same colour touching each other 

next month! 

‘That's it for this 

13th June. 

Coming straight from Italy pater | 

Take control of one player and. | 

switch between positions as you: 

go all out for-that winning goal.’ 

Check out our definitive review’ 

alsa: 

includes an option to let the com. ° 

you must attempt to paint an. 

Complicated? See for yOUTSeH 

  
  

comes Othello Killer, which, not -|° 
Surprisingly, 1s based on Othello, . - 

  

ly |] 

ies: 

month. Look out for. ‘4 | 
the next issue out on!) 

  

  

  

STOP PRESS:     
lems receiving goods from 

Key software should contact; 

Gwynedd ‘County Council, 

Shire Hall, aa 

750262   
   

    

      
        

      

  

Anyone experiencing prob, - 

Mr Owen,Trading Standards, 

Gwynedd. Telephone: 0248 — 

 



  

  

  

  
  

MES ¢ hilt GAMES 
oh ee lly SQUAD 

THE HIT SQUAD - P.O. BOX 350: MANCHESTERM6O 2LX



AMERICA'S | 
TOP SECRET 
WEAPON 
Super-charged super-fighters who 2 
risk all defending America against | 
the world's deadliest forces. 
A combat unit of indomitable 
strength and courage. | 
A rescue team of unparalleled 
skill and daring. 
THE BEST OF THE BEST . 

        

   

      

     

            

OMIMODORE 
- ATARIST 
CBI AMIGA 

  

A non-stop, action-packed 
arcade style thriller based on 
the heroic missions of the 
world's most elite, superbly 
trained commando unit... ay 
the U.S. NAVY SEALS. 
You have a number of perilous 
missions to complete. Out- 
manoeuver the enemy, destroy” 
hostile missile sites and rescue 
the hostages. 
You begin with the briefing | 
you may end with a victory. _ 
it's the middle ground 
that hurts! 

OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED 
6 CENTRAL STREET 
MANCHESTER M2 5NS 
TEL: 061 832 6633 
FAX: 061 834 0650 ! 
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